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Guidelines for Permanent BWR Hydrogen
,

Water Chemistry Installations-1987 Revision <

,

Hydrogen water chernistry can effectively slow the rate of i- er-a

granular stress corrosion cracking in BWR piping.These N AC-
approved guidelines afford utilities a safe, practical basis for
designing, constructing, and operating permanent hydrogen
water chemistry installations at BWR plant sites.

.

BACKGROUNO Intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) of austenitic stainless steel
piping in BWRs results in costly plant outages. Hydrogen water chemistry
(HWC) reduces IGSCC by using feedwater additions of hydrogen to de-

!- crease the oxidizing power of reactor water and reduce its aggressiveness
toward plant matenals. The HWC process uses substantial quantities of
hycrogen; therefore, its application requires an evaluation of the safety
aspects of hydrogen storage and use at SWR plant sites, as well as con.
sideration of applicable NRC licensing regulations. Preliminary guidehnes
for permanent SWR hydrogen water chemistry installations, prepared in

i 1986. discussed these safety aspects. However, the document required fur.

| ther revision to address NRC questions and concerns and to establish the
guidelines as an industry standard appropnate for general distnbution.!

OBJECTIVE To develop genenc NRC accepted guidelines for the design, construction,
I and operation of HWC installations at SWRs.-

e-

f APPROACH Industry personnel with experience in key techrucal areas and representing

|
seven utilities three manufacturers, and EPRI assembled to revise the

,

j guidehnes. The group identified the safety, licensing, and operational fac-'

i tors necessary for the use and storage of hydrogo" at a BWR plant. Mem.

(
bers then researched and evaluated relevarr codes, standards, regulations,
and industnal practices and held moral wrking sessions in 1986 to pre-
pare. review, and revise the drp*.. Members of the BWR Owners Group for.

(- IGSCC Research reviewed r.ad approved the rsviesons and the committee
submitted them to NRC.-The committee addressed NRC's ensuing ques.

' tions and concerns, revised the draft, and resubmitted it for hnal approval.;

RESUt.TS Designed primarily for utility use, this document also provides NRC with. a
i

standard for revieiving HWC installations. Organized in the general format
- of an industry standard, it discusses available, on site hydrogen and oxygen
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supply options (compress 2d gas, cryogsnic liquid ano electrolytic
genstation) as well as d livery system design and controls. It offsrs
specifications for design, operation, maintenance surwillance. radiation
protection, and testing to provide for safe system and plant operation.: .

The guicelines also suggest conservative methods for evaluating the
hazards of hydrogen rid oxygen storage NRC has accepted these
guioelines for utilty uss in implementing permanent HWC installationsi

ESRI PERSPECTIVE An effective remedy for IGSCC in BWR piping. hydrogen water enemis-
,

try could a!so benefit the service performance of other plant compo-

| nents exposed to reactor coolant anc will likely reduce the frecuency c'
I in service piping inspections required by NRC. This oocument provices

all information necessary to plan and implement a safe. permanent
HWC installation. Approval of these generic guidelines by NRC in July

,

1987 has added suostantial value by simplifying NRC review of individual

L utility installations. '9

l Related EPRI reports NP 3959M, NP 4592 SR. a id NP 5080 discuss #

HWC for BWRs-
|

| PROJECT EPRI Project Manager: Robin Jones
| BWR Owners Group / Nuclear Power Divisico
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For further information on EPRI research programs. call
EPRI Technical Informaton Specialists (415) 855-2411.
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' Sut ect: Acce:tarce for Re'erencing of Licensing Topical Report Titled.
"Guicelines for Femarent BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry Installations,"
1987 Revision

b

Cear Mr. Neils:

We have completed our review of tne. topical report submitted by your letter
dated DecemDer 5. 1986.

.e fina the recort acce: table for referencing in licensee requests for
approval of permanent hycrogen water chemistry installation to the extent '

Pd under the limitations delineated in the report and the associated NRC '

(valuation, which is enclosed. The evaluation defines the basis for acceptance ;

of the report.

We do nct intend to repeat our review of the matters described in the report and
found acceptable when the report is referenced in licensee requests for approval
of a permanent hydrogen water chemistry installation, except to ensure that
the material oresented is applicable to the specific plant involved. Our
acceptance applies only to the matters described in the report.

'In accordance with procedures established in NUREG 0390, we request that
EPRI publish accepted versions of this report within three months of receipt
of this letter, The accepted versions should incorporate this letter and the
enclosec evaluation between the title page and the abstract. The accepted
version should include an -A (designating accepted) following the report
ioentification number.

Hydrogen water chemistry in combination with high water quality has demonstrated
that mitigation and possibly complete suppression of intergranular stress
corrosion cracking can be achieved in 280*C water at an electrochemical,-

potential of less than -230 mV (Standard Hydrogen Electrode). This can be-

achieved with a dissolved oxygen content below 20 ppb and the conductivity
maintained below 0.3 MS/cm. Consequently, the. staff is developing criteria4

to give credit for effective hydrogen water chemistry in reducing frequency
of inservice inspection of recirculation piping.

there have been a number of recent potentially hazardous hydrogen concentrations;

and/or deflagrations resulting from hydrogen leaks (NRC Information Notice
No. 87-20: Hydrogen leak in Auxiliary Building). When this topical report
ts revised to incorporate our evaluation, it may also be useful in providing
industry guidance for the design, operation, maintenance, surveillance, and

!
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G. Neils ,

systea's (1} for gravidi'c a cover gas in the PWR*esti*g of hydr 0 gen sy;;;;, i
.

dire Control taak and '2) 'cc :: cling tre ge" erat 0' 'tr additice to hydrocer

a3%' " * e * ' s !"; ne re:cvero tra; joy 00rsice* ;cc.s 0tn; sg;* ggidarce 'r
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a-es E. Richarcson Assistert Directer
/ for Ergineering -

Divisten of Engineering & Systems Techrcicey,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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* '+iJ e 'i 3 :.:s 1-1tia'') subrittec the dra#t "Cuidelines 'er Per are-ti ; .: :;ie aate ; e-'st f :rs talla ticr s" to the Directcr, NEC C'fice o'
'.:'ia :ea::: e: 'at'cr 'O; en :: tete * 12. 192!. This sta "'s initial
.

i

e. e. " : ; ate: t'a* t i st rage and use of large cuantities of Itquic
r,. cec;e t- a cl4* s'te ra tses t*e ccncern of potentially nem and dif'erert
a::::e ts '-:- t ese :revic.s'y corsidered and evaluated as part of the
'ac ' *, li:e steg process..

'

:r a letter te G. 8 Neils. Chairman, Regulatory Advisory Comnittee. BWR
0. er's Gr:sc :: fer :GSCC Research, (Sernaro, February 7,1986), the staff
tec'cated tnat tcersees mus t censider whether proposed modifications in'

iterage and use of relatively large quantities of liquid hydrogen and/or
ci,ger .oule result in hazaros insciving any of the tnree criteria for "an
unresiewed safety question" defined in 10 CFR 50.59(a)(2). In a response
,Neils, June 12, 1966) the Owrer's Group requested a formal NRC staff review
c' all hydrogen and oxyger storage options (i.e.. liquid hydrogen, liquid
crygea, and gaseous hydrogen).

A revised ve*sion c' the " Guidelines for permanent BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry
rstallattens" was submitted to NRC for review (Neils January 27. 1986), and

tne staf' requested additional information concerning review of this subnittal
*ulman, Fay 8. 1986). Anotner revision of the Guidelines (hereafter referred
ic as the Guidelines) incorrerating responses to the staff's request for
add'tienal irfer-atice was suomitted (Neils. December 5,1986) and is the
easts fer the review.

'he electrolytic optior that generates hydrogen and oxygen at the rate used |in the process is not considered a storage option. Therefore, this report
accresses liquid and gaseous hydrogen and liquid oxygen storage options and
tne electrolytic option. (

|

1.2 Background

1.2.1 Hydrogen Water Chemistry

For IGSCC to occur in austenitic stainless steel, three conditions rust exist
simultaneously: a high stress region, a sensitized microstructure, and an

t

adverse environment. In a boiling water reactor (BWR), the environment can 6

& mitigate the potential for IGSCC if the oxygen dissolved in the reactor coolant
and its ionic' impurity content are controlled.

SWR reactor coolant is demineralized water, typically containing 100 to 200 |
.

parts per billion (ppb) dissolved oxygen from the radiolytic decomposition of
water. The electrochemical potential for BWR reactor coolant is near zero on
the standard hydrogen electrode ($HE) scale. Even at a low conductivity (Iow

i
'
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tonic iNurity) sersitized austenitic stainless steels are suscectible to
:55:: "' 550 4 .c: era r; te*:e atu*e water at ccreesion pctentials near
:e*: Sr!. Tc ~11 gate the ectertial for :GSCC. the c15solvec oxygen in the
ret rcJat:r; .ater can be redacec to less than 20 0:b by the accitton cf
9ce:ger 10 'M 'eecwater. 015solvec hydrogen in the reacter coolant su Dresses a

tr.c:*e ad10'ftic co gen formatten. 8 4 hydrogen water cremistry recutrirg
centrol of on ger to less **an 20 ppd arc a conductivity of less tnan C.3 ei cr
will reduce the electrecne*) cal potential te about -250 my (SNEi resulting in
a n inimizaticn of |GSCC. The (EPRI) BaR Owner's Group developed "BwR Water
Chemistry Guidelines" (EpRI NP 3589-SR-LD). which must be met to obtain ,

the full benefits of hydrogen water ChePistry. These water chemistry
guidelines also should be used as a basis for developing a plant specific water
chemistry control program. Hydrogen water chemistry appears to provide a

i
* Irreans of suppressing both the initiation of IGSCC and the growth of preexist ng

cracks in sensitized stainless steel comperents in BWRs during power operation. *

The Guidelines provide guidance for design, construction, and operatier cf
permarent hydrogen addition systems at BWRs. Hydrogen water chemistry also
requires an oxygen addition system that injects oxygen into the off-gas system
to ensure that all excess hydrogen in the off-gas stream is recombined. Oxygen
also may be needed for injection into the condensate and feedwater system to
regulate reactor feedwater-dissolved oxygen between 20 to 50 ppb during power
operattor to minimize corrosion of the carbon steel in the condensate and
feedwater system components. The Guidelines also document pertinent information
on cryogenic oxygen storage and injection systems.

1.2.2 Hydrogen Explosion and Fire Experiences

Technical references in the Guidelines list approximately 100 incidents between
1921 and 1977 that produced flannable/ explosive gas cloud releases. The
potential dangers of explosive clouds are listed in the General Accounting
Office report " Liquified Energy Gases Study." dated July 31. 1978.

National Aeronautic Space Administration has published a report (NASA TNX-71565.
August 1974) describing incidents that occu. red when liquified hydrogen was used
ds rocket engine fuel. Hydrogen deflagratiors and explosions have occurred at
reactor sites when gas storage tanks were being filled. An internal hydrogen
tanks detonation also occurred at Los Alamos when a stream of oxygen accidentally
leaked from a high pressure source into the hydrogen storage cylinder
(Investigation Report. June 3, 1981).

,.

Experimental liquid hydrogen spill tests indicate that the cryogenic liquid
release to the ground will create a dense heavier-than-air plume that
can travel up to 1500 feet before absorbing heat and gaining buoyancy ..

( Authur D. Little. Inc., March 22,1960). This cloud has regions of both
explosive and flannable concentrations. National Bureau of Standards
Honograph 168 indicates hydrogen is flannable in air in the range of

i
4.0-75.0 vol 1 and detonable in air in the range of 18.3 - 59.0 vol 1. One

! gallon of liquid hydrogen has the explosive energy equivalence of 1.37 lbs of
TNT (1 lb hydrogen is equivalent to 2.4 lbs TNT) in an open air explosion.|

One thousand scf of gaseous hydrogen is equivalent to 27.1 lbs of TNT.

I

I 2
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'. ? '. eg. a*0#. C0rcerrs

:. - "e :at t x cec a:es 't -t:-tc [*er;f Co rn ss'cn sAEC: arc ',0C aave
r CItar 00wer CIants. Irtsee,' .!*.e! !* ~d:e *3:S'0s '" One vicin'tj o# u

,,t9** . *!!!*01 *a.e '*:'. e: **e !"aas00rt ard neaft/ s*.craje o# NPl!' Ors.
;ases. !*c es:10st%e #IJ* Fable gases. arer suCe na28'c5'ir' * .-i .: t'

* a . e . i ., * * ' e a * ' a';* e :: a *,1 tty Cf occurr1F9. tre Clant's strLctures.
5,.5tv 5, aa: c:P0'erts 17:criar* 10 sa'ety must be designed to withstanc tPe
::ss' ?e e##e:*$ Of en:Ios'cas er tot 1C gases without damage tPat woulC presert
a sa'e a*: cc:erij srutc w c' the clant. Guidelines for the evaluation of
trese ::tential hara*cs are icentified in the NRC's Stancard Review Plan (5:P)*

u !3.GC: ' tSe:ticrs 2,2.1 ard 2.2.2, " Identification of Potential Hazards
|r $1*e Victrity." and 2.2.3, " Evaluation of Potential Accidents"). Regulatory
Ga:e ':3' :.F.. "Evaloatiers of belcstons Postulated to Occur on Trans--

;;rtat:ce E tes Near Nuclear Pcwer Plants," Revision 1, describes Sapor
: 1 d ei;1 cst:rs.

The L idelices must address the potertial impact of inadvertent releases or
'atlures in hydroger and oxygen storage and/ or injection systems on plant
sc#ety systea's . The siting of hydrogen and oxygen storage facilities must
be prescrioec so that explosions and fires will not affect safety-related
5trVctures.

A se:ced regulaterf c:acc-*. 4s the increased N-16 activity in the steam due to
hyc*oger injectior. ; e,ortaal BWR water chemistry, N-16 combines with oxygen tn
'orfr water soluble, nonvolatile nitrates and nitrites. However, when hydrogen
is tejected into the feedwater, h-16 forms a more volatile species (NH3 ).
Therefore, the steam phase h 16 levels are increased. Appropriate change! to
the radiation protection program may be needed to compensate for increased
radiation levels and to maintain exposures as low as is reasonably achievable
(ALARA).

1.3 Gereral System Description

The hydrogen water chemistry system is composed of a hydrogen supply, an oxygen
sucoly, and hydrogen and oxygen injection systems. Hydrogen is supplied as a
nty cressure gas or as a cryogenic liquid. Oxygen is supplied as a cryogenic
'iquic. Hydrogen and oxygen can also be generated on site by the dissociation
of water by electrolysis. (The electrolytic method is not a storage option and
is, therefore, not reviewed in this report). Cryogenic hydrogen and oxygen
are stored in vacuum. jacketed vessels The liquified gases are vaporized by the
use of ambient air vaporizers before the gases are pumped to the injection
system. The* gaseous hydrogen storage bank consists of American Society of
Mecharical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code) gas storages vessels. The hydrogen and oxygen systems include flow control and flow
measuring equipment and necessary instrumentation and controls to ensure safe,
reitable operation. Hydrogen gas is injected into the suction of the feedwater
or cercensate booster pumps to providt adequate mixing and dissolution.

Gasecus cuygen is injected into the portion of the off-gas system that is
already diluted so that the addition of oxygen does not create a combustible

i
1

1
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***t/c. % e tr,'e:ttc Oa/ gen e's res that all encess nycregen in the of' gas
.93- "t *e*:.;1r.e:.*

'4 |ti'** ' r ' t e '" a..

fc'0p' . ate" cat" $try sj s'.e ' t re t sa 'e ty re;atec. [ cut; eat arc''e *

::P;c'ee's *ee" 90t ce recarcart et0e t artre reQuirec tc reet gcCc
ergtevertrg ;ractice), setsr1C Cattgery |. electrical Class 1[. of
envirencentally cualified. Mcaeve*, recaimity to safety related equipment ce
tner ;lart systers requires special Cchsideratier in the design, fabricatfor.

Installat1Cn. operaticr and "atetenance Cf hydrogen and oxygen addition .

syste?s. Fycregen gas anc cryogenic hydrogen and oxygen storage tanks are
cesigetd. fabi*1Cated tested and statted in accordance with Section V|II.
N151on 1. of t ne ASWE Coce #cr unfired pressure vessels. ,

1.5 bydreger Stoaage Fac'11 ties

Gaseous hydrogen is stored in seamless ASMi Code vessels at pressures up to
2400 pstg and ambient temperature. Transportable vessels, which can also be ,

used for gasecus hydrogen storage at 2650 psig and ambient tenperature, are
cesigned to Department of Transportation standards. The Guidelines cover
tark sizes froc ;000 to 14.000 scf. With either type of storage. the gas is
routed tnrouga a pressure control station that maintains a constant hydrogen
supply pressure to the hydroger injection system. The tube bank should be
supported to prevent movement in the event of line failure and each tube should
be equipped with a close coupled shutof f valve. As an alternative, one safety
valve Der bank of tubes can be used, provided the safety valve is sized to
hardle the maximum relief from all tubes tied into the valve. The pressure
control station should be of a manifold design with two full-flow parallel
oressure reducing regulators. An excess-flow check valve should be installed
in the manifold irrreciately downstream of the regulators to limit the flow
rate in the event of a 11ne break. A tube trailer grounding assembly should be
provided at each discharge stanchion to ground the tube smile:* before hydrogen
is transferred. -

Liquid hydrogen is stored in a vacuum jacketed vessel with & capt. city of up to
20,000 gallons at pressures up to 150 psig and temperatures up to -403*F
isaturated). In addition to ASME Code inspection requirements, inner vessel
longitudinal welds should be examined radiographically. For overpressure
protection, dual full-flow safety valves and emergency backup rupture discs
are provided. Hydrogen tanks and delivery vehicles should be grounded, and
the storage system should be protected from the. effects of lightning. Excess

*

flow protection should be added wherever a line break would release a quantity
of hydrogen large enough to threaten safety related structures. The liquid'

hydrogen will be vaporized by the use of ambient air vaporizers. .'

l.6 Orvgen Storage Facilities

L10uid oxygen is stored in a vacuum jacketed vessel at pressures up to 250
psig and teeperatures up to 251*F (saturated) with capacities between 3.000

4
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a*c ;;.000 gall:es. Oiyie* *emec f etr' storage vessels shoulc ba varori:(:
* **: }' a*0 te't a * * s t;ortie's 4f 0 rostec *Prougn a Dressure coateel
12 ' * t*tt *4'*t3'et 14s ;'esswres witale tPe cestreo rarge o' the
**;e:''? s ste . ..e * esse e Orcte:tien c' tre storage tara is pr:sicec eyr

:,t' % ' d':. 13 '6 ! i t 's ( $ 4N e* e r ger ty Sa t u.: eu;ture otsc s.
'

b :e:* :- ! t'e 1

inass d:0 .al.es trede te irstallec at acpropriate locattors in the ajc*c;en
It e te restr'ct 'IO= 0.t Of a orchen lire. 'o meet this recutrement etner
cott:Ps are that rycro;en 11res in safe'y related areas should either be

* ces';nec 1: se's-ic Class .' requirenerts or sleesed so that the outer pipe is
c " e:tly sected to the outside (Branen Technical Position CNEB 9.5-1. Revisier
0, a b ;981. SPF 9.5.;|. Feecwater hydrogen injection lines $bculd contatr a
cnen salve t0 Daevert feecwater from entering the hydrogen line and to protect*

upstream nycrogen gas com crents. Autcr*atic isolation valves should be
installed in each injectica lire to prevent hydrogen injection inte a non*
cCerating feedwater pump. Purge Connections should be provided to Completely
;srge air #r0m the system beforc hydrogen is released into the line. Ared
$ drogen meritors should be located at high points where hydrogen may Collect
ard aoove comCenents wrere potent'al hydrogen leaks may occur. Hydrcgte
Portto*$ shoulc 00 located se that they Car detect hydrogen with or without
ro mal vertflatice. System design should conform with pertinent sections of
IC C G 50.48.

,

l.8 !Pstrumentatier ard Control

Tee instrumentation should (a) provide indication and/or recording of
earameters necessary to monitor and control the hydrogen injection system and
(o) ircicate and/or alarm abnormal or undesirable conditions. Parallel flow
control valves secula be provided in the hydrogen injection line for system
reltatility and tr.atntainability. The reconnended trips of the hydrogen and
oxygen injection system include: reactor scram, low residual oxygen in the
off-gas, high area hydrogen concentration, low oxygen injection system supply
ressure or flow, off-gas train or recombiner train trip, and high hydrogen

flew.

Drovisiers should be made to continuously monitor the dissolved oxygen in the
reactor ecclant. The off gas flow downstream of the recombiners should be1

continuously monitored for hydrogen and oxygen.

2 EVAWATION1 o

2.1 Site Characteristics for Gaseous and liquid Hydrogen Storage

The Guidelines reference the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
standards $0A and 508 for the location of gaseous and/or liquid hydrogen
supply systems, respectively. These include

1
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* endj actess 't ce: ,er. ecuic+er are to authori:ed perscerel; suttable
.3:.c. s :r :* e ws :* at:ess 'cr emerge *4 eauierect, toch as

'' e Ot'i. '.Ter; a:;3ratas, sea'' be proviced.

. : t;e .: u *e s su'' r:t te ic: ate: urder e'e:tric powe 'ines or*

, e e vt. .:/ : ce o::se: 1*:w'c tre lines 'a'i.
.

1 cra;e :o-tainers s N:: not be located close tc piping containing*

'Iaar'ab e C- C0mbus t) Die 11Cu tes , flaf"r'.aDie gases , or piping cont 01n trgl
cxidt:Ing raterial. .

d ere i; 15 recessary to Iccate the hydrogen containers on ground that'

is leve' with or lower taan adf acent flamable and combustible 11Guld *

5tcrage cr o gger storage, suitable prctective means shall be taken
(sucr as diking, civersion curbs, or grading) to prevent accumulation
of liculos within ";0 feet o' the storage container. Liquified hydrogen
storage centainers should be located on ground higher than flamable and
coetustible liquid storage or liquid oxygen storage.

Other ccrsiderations for siting include

The route used for hydrogen delivery on site should be appropriate.*

The stcrage facility shall be completely fenced even when located in a*

security area, and it should be lighted to facilitate night surveillance.

' ruck Darriers shall be installed around the perimeter of the storage*

factlity for protection in case of vehicular accidents.

The hydrogen storage facility shall be located so there is adenuate*

separation between it and safety related structures 50 that exp)oston
and fire overpressures and thennal fluxes are within design ccasiderations.

Air pathways into safety related structures should exceed a minimum*

separation distance so that the release frote a possible pipe break is
below the lower flamability limit of 41 before reaching the air pathway
into safety related structures.

2.2 Site characteristics for Liquid Oxygen Storage

The Guidelines reference NFPA 50 standards for the ic, cation of liquid '

exygen storg e systems. These include

There shall be ready acuss to niobile supply equipment. at ground level.* <

to authorized personnel.
!

The location selected shall not be beneath electric power lines piping*

containirg all classes of flamable or combustible liquids. or piping i

containing flamable gases, nor should it be an area that would be i

impacted by the failure of these components. |

|

|
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henCombustible Pa'erial surfactrg shall be provideo in an area extending*

ld *. 'elst 3 #ett #"c" ;ctrt; at grourd evel on which licuid oxygen mignt
3 bria; ;;e-31'c' c' t*e syste- ard fillir; c' the stcrage cor*. airer.,

<

**e' ! ''c 'c c o ge* s tcrage fac'li ty is or greurd lower tna i all classes*

^' ec;;te" - c.at'e arc Itruic stcrage, $Litable Pears $*ali te previced
s w as . cti'*;. dtve s'cr Gr:5, ce grading) to prevent accutulaticr,

,

''a-~at'e c- co hs t': e i tcu'cs unc!r tr,e oxygen S terage f acility.-'

' tree ceas'ceratters 'cr sitirg inc'ude

Ine "Nte wsec fc '4cutd oxyger celivery cr the site .7 uld be apptcpriate.**

Ire s:crage fac''ity shall be completely fenced, even when located witrir*

the setur' t) area, arc it shall have lighting to facilitate night-

survettlarce.

Truck barrters shall be installed around the perimeter of the storage*

facility for protect 1Cn in case of vehicular accidents.

i.1ouid oxyger storage facility shall be located so that ingestion of*

ceygen-erriched atmcs;reres (above 30 volume 1) into safety-related air
intakes is ret possible in the event of an oxygen spill.

2.3 Metecrolocical Considera* ions

A mastive f ailure of a large pressurized cryogenic hydrogen storage tank would
result in a turculent release of the gas that may result ir a fire or explosion.

Tc reduce the pctential for impact on plant safety structures the storage
facility should oe far enough f rom the safety structures so any overpressure
it experiences frcm an explosion would not exceed that from hurricane or
tornado wirds.

Unconfined hydrogen-air mixtures generally barn rapidly, but without detonatier,
when they are initiated by heat, spark, or flame unless there is flame
acceleration as a result of obstacles. In this case a deflagration / detonation
transitier may occur. Because hydregen diffuses rapidly in air, it will ret
f orm persistent flamable mixtures when the gaseous hydrogen is released in ;

open, unconfined areas. However, in confined areas, or when ignition of the I

hydrogen-air mixture is caused by a shock source equivalent to a blastino cap i

or small explosive charge, the mixture can detonate. Liquid hydrogen releases |
,.

can produce dense plumes with flamable/ detonable concentrations that can
travel hundreds of feet before being diluted to a non-hazardous mixture, j

An additional consideration is of the prevailing wind flow. A hydro en |'

leak in the presence of winds can lower the probability of a flamab e or |

explosive environment near or at plant air intakes. The meteorological

7 '
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easu i"ent Orograt* recuired a* ruclear plants should serve as the sourcer

-4 -r 5 wir,c : et.tica la#cr-attor.

; *.. '93 1 ;' er;ge" 3ds Cu*d0 ors Cr in unConf1ntd areas *ere IC tr.1x witaf

er:+ e-3: t resu;; r ela rable er explosive mixtures.

' " e: ~ "f:#'Og':a a*: I''. rg 00rsideraticEs c'eseated 4r t*'e Gulcellrts a'e+

a 00;*a;56 ds a ai's #3* estatI1shing ors) e hycecgen storage. Se'ere
indis c.,a', piart 'acilit es are instai'eu the preva'',)ng winds 3rd steu:ture
ICcd'.1c#s s*0uld te revienec,

.

2,4 Gasecus % c-ogen Safety Considera: ions

"be Guicelires are based cn the sa'ety analysis o' the failure of single vessels ,

ard ce not accress simultareous fai'ure of multiple storage vessels. |n the
case e' the Los Alamcs tube trailer, hydrogen explosion of a single tube did
not camage tre adjacent hycrogen vessels. This event provides a technical basis
'c- assuming only single vessel failure (Investigation Report. June 3.1981),
at two reactor sites hydrogen explosions and fireballs during filling operations
occurrec over the storage tanks but did not damage the adjacent cylinders
(Repertatle Event hc. 07953. March 5. 1987. NUREG/CR-3551. May 1985).

When a gasecus storage vessel ruptures, the expansion of the high-pressure
gas results in turculent mixing with the surrounding air. For hydrogen, the
bulk o' tre release will go through the detonation liriits before the wind can
produce an explcsive concentration plutne that could travel far from the vicinity
of the storage tark area.

The hydrogen storage area should be at a sufficient distance from safety-
-elatec structures se that the themal flux from the burning hydrogen gas
' ire-ball or the blast overpressure from hydrogen detonation will not cause
'ailure of the safety-related structures.

The staff has performed independent calculations and evaluations that confirm
the following figures in the Guidelines for gaseous hydrogen storage systems:

Figure 4-1, thermal flux vs. distance from fireball center*

Figure a-2. minimum required separatien distances to safety-related*

structures versus vessel size

Figure 4-3,trinimum required separation distance (to air pathways '*

into safety-related structures) versus 10 of pipe for release from
245C psig gaseous hydrogen

.

The Guideline. recorrmend, in Appendix 8. a rnethod to deterinine separation
distances fcr hydecgen storage to prevent damage to nuclear power plant
safety structures in the event of a hydregen esplosion. Appendix B is based
on earlier work performed by Sandia National Laboratories for NRC (NUREG/CR-
2460 These recomendations are applicable for reinforced concrete or masonry

8
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ae' s that are at least E incnes inici. Other structures with light-quage
't 3' parel r; 31.s crc rg:a} tares sncolc te egaluated er a Gase OrCase
;13'5

*

.u ". ~-e.e.e: :ae se: ara:n:r c star:e 'or n.scrogen s;:rrge 'a:' ' tes
...- :. :,e3.,, -c .:,:ec :: c,ete e, ,cir'orcea mascr.j watts 'o;;e,--

..e ,,e;.3: : :' e Gs celines;. 'rts curve s tases er W
s- Ei: ' s .es '::<a;e r c 'rarspor Ccr.-'::ees reconcerca:1:rs:

'e : . -ace f :f Scier:es Ar-ais. Vol. 1, 152, 1968). On the bas *s c',

:nts ces ?e.. tre s:af' cerciuces that the recorrendatices are reascrable a*c.a::c. 'ne 5:a " finds :nere are a cle cata from well-documented explosicr.
ex:e-1 rents, carage reccccs from accicental explosions, arc war-time-

experterces (DorD carage), all cf which were considerec in the fomulation cf
tre recorreccatters.

- .

*re N?deitnes crovide secaration distance fror hydrogen storage f acilities
fcr 18-inch er greater reinforced concrete walls (curves (a) and (b) in Figures
4-2 anc 4-5 c' the Guidelines). r" ves (a) and (b) are applicaDie for the
inctcated static pressure capacities and tensile steel factors, and are
acceptable by the staff. The method of arslysis for construrting chese
curves is cerventieral and generally follows the guidelinat of the American
Sec te:y c' Cn 11 Engineers I ASCE) Panual ho. 58 (1980) and American Concrete
:nstitute (AC:) 249-80 (April 1981).

1

The staff has ne: formally reviewed nor acceptec the ASCE Manual. Special
provistors 'or impulsive (blast) and impactive (missile) effects for

! cercrete structures were addressed in the ACI 349 80 (April 1981) which
#

Pas been acceptec Dy the staf' with the exception of certain ductility ratios.
Appendix A to SRP 3.5.3) provides guidance for design of both steel and
reinforcec concrete structural elements (e.g., missile barriers, columns,.

slabs) subject to impactive or impulsive loads, such as impacts due to rissiles
cr blasts. Ductility ratios for structural steel members are given in Appendix
A to SAP 3.5.3. For reinforced concrete members, the requirement of ductility
ratios is specified in RG 1,142, Revision 1. Ainerican Concrete Institute (ACI)
349-80 is to De used in conjunction with RG 1.142, Revision 1. ,for reinforced
concrete structures, and Arerican Institute of Steel Construction (AISC)

; Specification (" Manual of Steel Construction") is to be used in conjunction
with Appendix A to SRr 3.5.3 for steel structures. Because curves (a) ano (b)

i in Figures 4-2 ana 4-5 in the Guidelines comply with RG 1.142, they are
acceptable if the ductility ratio is limited to 3.

'

The staff concludes that curves (a) and (b) in the Guidelines can be used for
detemining the separation distance for reinforced concrete walls from gaseous
and 11guld hydrogen storage facilities. Walls with'different static pressure

' capacities and/or tensile steel factors can use the methods in Appendix B to.'
the Guidelines, pages 10 thrcugh 13.

2.5 Liquid Hydrocen Safety Considerations;

The major hazard from the storage and use of large Quantities of cryogenic
liquid ryarogen on reactor sites is that of producing fl6nnable/ explosive

1
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:t:ucs trat caa M't aear or te tamer ietc air vent latice systems c' safety.
v rce. ment =i1' fe mi

m e: st .,:t. ras. r., c;e * * : tycec;er releasec te the ea-

. m se aeas'er t c .e a plume taat =til crift alcaq * e:r v.ind currents and ej
; s.':,, t: :.e * e' e . a u f.rs unt C * * 9eins u 'icient neat te produce hyarc/.*

iw eu: cau 'ec'cete :Nme trasel o' tne orcer of 1000 feet f rom a liesic
-: : y :. ne e' : ;S 4.sec.

'

-

ine sta" has pe*#cr-ec indecencent calculations to check the values snown in
tre G$1ce. res. Tre staff usec hAS4 data tc check the thermal flux data
;Ngu*e 4-4 in the Guidelines). Standard meteorcicgical data were used te ,

cheer the rydrogea concentraticns at tne nearest safety relatec air intakes
(Fig.re 4 6 in the Getuelines). The staff used the Guicelines (Hoehne and
Luca. .9M) te detemine the lower flamable concentrations from various sites'

*

cf pipe baeais ir. gaseous hydrogen lines. In addition, the staff noted blast
overpressure effects on both reinforced orick houses and reinforced concrete
houses from nuclear weapons tests. The staf f also observed that the 5 psi !

averpressure that destroyed an unreenforced brick house had no effect on a
-

reinforcec concrete house that had been designed to comply with California Code
for earthcuake-resistant construction (Glasstone. 1962). These data indicate
that Figure a 5 cf the Guidelines is conservative when it is applied to safety-
related structural walls.

Liceesees may use the minimum seDaration ciscance curves in Figure 4 5 of the
Guidelines in requests for accroval of perwnent hydrogen water chemistry
instaliations.

2.6 Liquid Oxygen Safety Considerations

The major threat fron the release of cry) genic liquid oxygen is the formation
of dense plumes that disperse by slumpinj (due to gravity? and by motion of
existing winds, ibe potential for oxygan clouds reaching flannable materials
or en(ering safety-related air intakes should be avoided. Oxygen will not
explode and is nonflannable, but ip ition of combustible materials may occur
more readily in an oxygen rich at:nosphere than in air.

,

! The liquid oxygen tank capacity versu aistance curves were checked by
independent staff analysis and found te. M acceptable (Figure 4-8 of the
Guidelines). The reconnended separation distances between liquid storage'

tanks and safety related air intakes are reasonable. The separation distances
are such that the vapor cloud released from a failed tank would disperse
sufficiently so that the oxygen content at the air intakes will not support -

increased combustibility of ignitible materials.

j 2.7 Radiation Protection /ALARA program ,

The staff has also reviewed the Guidelines to. ensure that the dose rate increase
ir plant areas due to N 16 equilibrium changes during hydrogen addition has
been considered in plant operation procedures. To reduce workers' doses, the-
Guidelines uses a progragnatic approach that outlines additional health physics
procedures and that is intended to augment current plant radiation protection
procedures (current procedures woi d not change). Specifically, the Guidelines

'
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.id:'s that d'e 4. I ast f 'r:nes intch. Other struct4res with light.guaget

f*t' are''rg =3I's arc reta' ta**; sr,G lw te e ale.ated or a case.bj.cssev

* 1'1

*

% .' ** *e.'eae! **e W:4 " a t ' 01 t staece fo* ryc'oje" storeye facilities
,- - .c. - ;*gi;e* *( r.: :pc c:= rete or r(inforcea masonry v. alls 'up;ec

* ~ *e 4. s': 2-i ' t*e '..' eltres; ' tis cur.e 's tastt (r t*t- . .

' s' ii:l;i'.es ,*0*!;t Jec I'a*s N "! Cc P'**.tts recottercatt0rs
'ea *:* -;4ce , Of $0'e* e5 A**4ls. )I. 1, 152, 1968). On the cas's c'i

**ts *es ea, tre sta*' 00r:lucet that tr e re;cerendat9Ces are reasCrable arc
.d'' . 'ne sta'' f nds there are atple * eta froF. weII* documented esplotichi

ei;e'' *ea ts , cara ge re t :rcs '*0t* acc'ce9tal explosions, and warattme.

espe ter es ',00"0 catage), aII Cf antch vere considered in the foregulation of
19e re:creerdatices.

'

~4 Cuidelines cacvice secaratior distat ce fror, hydrogen storage facilities
'er |8 inca er greater retr'orced cercrite walls (curves (a) and (b) in Figures
4-2 arc 4 5 c' the Gsiceltnes). r" vat (a) and (b) are applicable for the
incicated Static pressure capacities and tensile steel factors, and are
accepta le by the staff. The metnod of analysis for constructing these
:u ves is cerventieral and generally follows the guidelines of the Arericanr

Sc:tetf e' Ctsil Engineers ( ASCE) Manual No. 58 (1980) and Airerican Concrete
institute (AC:) 349-80 gApril 1981).

Me sta'' nas cet 'ormally reviewed nor accep.?d the ASCC Manual. Special*

provistcrs 'or trapulsive (blast) and impactive (misstle) effects for
concrete structures were ato*essed in tne ACI 349 80 (April 1981) which

; nas been acceptec by ta staf' witn the exception of certain ductility ratics.
Appencia A to $R? ;.: 3) provides guidance for design of both steel and
reinforced concrete structural elements (e.g., missile barriers, columns,
slabs) sutject to impactive or Impulsive loads, such as impacts due to missiles
or blasts. Cucttlity ratics for structural steel rembers are given in Appendia

' A to $U 3.5.3. For reinforced concrete members, the requirement of ductility
i ratios ts specified in RG 1.142. Revision 1. Ainerican Concrete Institute (ACl)
; 349 80 is to be used in conjunction with RG 1.142 Revision 1, for reinforced

concrete structures, and Airerican Institute of $ teel Construction (A!SC)
Specification (" Manual of Steel Construction") is to be used in con, junction1

j with Appendia A to SRP 3.$.3 for steel structures. Because curves (4) and (b)
'

in Figures 44 and 4 $ in the Guidelines comply with RG 1.142, they are
acceptable if the ductility ratio is limited to 3.

The sta'f concludes that curves (a) and (b) in the Guidelines can be used for' *

deterrining the separation distance for reinforced concrete walls from gaseous
and liquid hydrogen storage facilities. halls with*different static pressure
cacactties and/or tensile steel factors can use the methods in Appendix B to,

' the Guidelines, pages 10 thrcugh 13.

2.5 Liquid Hydrogen Safet'. Considerations

The major hagard fror' tre storage and use of large Quantities of cryogenic
liquid Pycr: gen on reactor sites is that of producing flannable/ explosive

<
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: :uct that car drif t Pear or be taker into air ventilation systers of safety.
N'eted struc' rts. Critge*ic hydrogte released 'c the e%ircnment wt',? 'cra
a : case ness'er trar a'r l ee at n'11 crt't alorg witr wind currents and ey

tc !c.e* e'esa uces unt!' '' sains su''icient neat tc rroduce n.yarcf.,ra.+tf
* t ( * ' e a t 3 I w a *. ) '*cica*e ;'u*'e travel cf the order of ICCC feet from a 11h.ici

f:*:;c *::. * ate :8 : 18 5; se:.a

'ae sta'' rat cer'cr ec ince:eace t calculations to entek *Pe values snoan in
t e Ga ce: 1res. Tra sta'f usec hASA data to check the thermal flux data
;N gure 4 4 in the Guideltres). $tandard meteorclegical data were used tc
check the nydrogen concentratices at the nearest safety-related air intakes

,

! Figure 4 6 in tre Guidelines). The staff used the Guicelines (Hoehne and
Luck, 19'0) to deterr-ine the Icmer fla mable concentrations from various sites
c' c're breaks in gasecas nycrogen lines. In addition, the staff noted blast
overoressure effects on both reinforced brtek houses ard reinforced concrete *

houses frn nuclear weapons tests. The staff also observed that the 5 psi
overoressure that destroyed an unrecnforced brick house had no effect on a
reinforced concrete house that had been designed to comply with California Code
for earthcuake-resistant construction (Glasstone, 1962). These data indicate
that Figure a 5 of the Guidelines is conservative when it is applied to safety-
related structural walls.

L1cersees may use the minimum separation distance curves in Figure 4 5 of the
Guidelines in requests for approval of permanent hydrogen water chemistry
installations.

2.6 Liquid Oxygen $sfety Considerations

Tne major threat frort the release of cryogenic liquid oxygen is the fonnation
of dense plumes that disperse by slumping (due to gravity) and by motion of
existing winds. The potential for oxygen clouds reaching flamable materials
or entering safety related air intakes should be avoided. Oxygen will not
explode and is ncnflamable, but ignition of combustible matertalt may occur
more readily in an oxygen rich atmosphere than in air.

,

The liquid oxygen tank capacity versus distance curves were checked by
independent staff analysis and found to be acceptable (Figure 4 8 of the
Guidelines). The recomended separation distances between liquid storage
tanks and safety related air intakes are reasonable. The separation distances
are such that the vapor cloud released from a failed tank would disperse
sufficiently so that the oxygen content at the air intakes will not support
increased combustibility of ignitible materlats. .

.

2.7 Radiation protectice/A!. ARA program
#

The staff has also reviewed the Guidelines to ensure that the dose rate increase
in plant areas due to N-16 equilibrium changes during hydrogen addition has
been considered in plant operation procedures. To reduce workers' doses, the
Guidelines uses a programatte approach that outlines additional health physics
procedures and that is intended to augment current plant radiation protection
procedures (current procedures would not change). Specifically, the Guidelines
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recomend an appropriate ALARA cocritment for plant management, an initial
and coat 1r.uous -adiation survey program, potential plant shielding changes,
arc ;ctential ruaintenance activities. These programmatic procedures, in
acciticr to no mai piant radiatien protection procedures, are sufficient to
ersure inat during nyd ogen addition the plant will continue to meet the
recuirement of 10 CFR 20 and the recomendations of RG 8.8, "Information
Relevant to Ensuring that Occupational Raciation Exposure at huclear Power
Stations Will Be as low as is Reasonably Achievable." Thus the procedures are

4

acceptable. These procedures will also ensure compliance with site boundary
raciological limits required by 40 CFR 190.

,

2.8 Main Steam Line Radiatice Monitoring

The staff reviewed the impact of the proposed changes on previously approved*

safety analyses of anticipated operational occurrences and pcstulated accidents.

The main steam line radiation monitors (MSLRMs) provide reactor scram and
reactor vessel and primary containment isolation signals when high-activity
levels are detected in the main steam lines. Additionally, these monitors
serve to limit radioactivity release in the event of fuel failures. Technical
Specification (TS) changes are needed to acconnodate the expected increase in
main steam activity levels (from increased N-16 levels in the steam phase) as a
result cf hydrogen injection into the primary system.

The BWR Owners Group state that the only transient or postulated accident
that takes credit for the main steam line high radiation scram and isolation
signals is the control rod drop accident (CRDA). The staff notes that for a
CRDA, the primary function of the MSLRNs is to limit the transport of activity
released from failed fuel to the turbine and condensers by initiating closure
of the main steam isolation valves and thus isolating the reactor ressel. Main
steam lire high radiation will also produce a reactor scre signa) and will
1solate the inechanical vacuum pump and the gland seal steam exhsust system to
reduce leakage of fission products to the atmosphere irem fu turbine and
condensers. Reactor scram in the event of a CRDA, howevei wuld be initiated
by signals from the neutron monitoring system.

Generic analyses of the consequences of a CRDA have rhown that fuel failures
are not expected to result from a CRDA occurring at greater than 10% power
(Stirn et al., March 1972; itrin et al., January 1973; Strin et al., July 1972).
This is primarily a result of analyses that show that as power increases, the
severity of the CRDA rapidly decreases as a result of the effects of increased-

void femation and increased Doppler reactivity feedback.. The hydrogen injection
will be restricted to power levels above 20% of rated power for all plar.ts.

.

Main steam line radiation 1,evels can increase up to approximately fivefold
witr rydrogen water, chemis by. The majority of Bus have a TS requirement
'c tne MSLRF .setpoint that is less than or equal to three times the norinal

1
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rated full-power background. For these plants, an adjustment in the MSLRN set-
coint maj be reevired to allow operation with hydrogen injection. For earlier
BJs with MSLRM setpoints of 7 to ten 10 times norrral full-power backgrounc,
a setpcirt c*arge may rot be required with hydrogen water chemistry.

| Fcr clarts at which credit is taken for an MSLRM-initiated isolation in the
' CRDA, a cual setpoint approach may be used. At most plants, the MSLRM setpoint

is specifiec 1r the plant TS as some factor times rated full-power radiation
backgrourc. With hydrogen addition, the full-power background could increase
up to f1ve times that without hydrogen addition. Below 20% of rated power or

.

the power level required by the FSAR or TS, the existing setpoint is maintained
at the TS factor above normal full-power background, and hydrogen should not be
injected. At about 20% of rated power, the MSLRN setpoint should be readjusted
to the same TS factor above the rated full-power background with hydrogen *

addition. This adjustment will be made by the plant personnel during startup
and shutdown. Plant power will remain constant during this adjustment process.
Thus, the TS factor by which the MSLRM setpoint is adjusted remains the same
with and without hydrogen addition, but the background radiation level increases
with hydrogen addition. If an unanticipated power reduction event occurs so
that the reactor power is below 20% without the required setpoint change,
control rod motion should be suspended (except for scram or other emergency
actions) until the necessary setpoint adjustment is made. TS changes will be
recu3 red to suspend control rod motion during setpoint adjustment.

On the basis the discussion above, the staff finds that section 8 of the
Guidelines is acceptable for referencing in license applications to the extent
specified and under the limitations delineated in the report and this technical
evaluation.

3 C0hCLUSION

On the basis of the above evaluation, the staff finds that the Licensing
Topical Report, " Guidelines for Permanent 8WR Hydrogen Water Chemistry
Installations," 1987 revision, is acceptable for reference in future licensee
requests for appreval of permanent hydrogen water chemistry installations.
The basis for this acceptance is that the Guidelines meet the applicable
recuirements and guidance from the following regulatory guides, standard
review plan sections, branch technical positions, and federal regulations: j

Regulatory Guide 1.91, " Evaluation of Explosions Postulated to*

Occur on Transportation Routes hear Nuclear Power Plants," -

Revision 1, February 1978

Regulatory Guide 1.142, " Safety-Related Concrete Structures for Nuclear*
,

Power Plants (Other than Reactor Vessels and Containments)," Revision 1,
,
' October 1981

Regulatory Guide 8.8, "Information Relevant to Ensuring that*

Occupaticnal Ractation Exposure at Nuclear Power Stations Will Be
as Low as is keasorably Achievable," Revision 3 June 1978

12
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1

Standard Review Olart Section 9.f.1, Branch Technical Position CMEB 9.5-1
'

!

%iceitnes for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants," July 1981 '

*

-

5:arca c :e ?e Clan Se: pen 3.5.3, "Sarrier Design Procedures," Revisier 1.;W...:

; :: CG i:,4;, 'Fi-e :-:tection"*

* c; ;R ;;;, 'Tretectior Environment. Environmental Radiation Protection
Standares 'or haclear Power Operations"

A bcensee re:aest for approval for a permanent hydrogen water chemistry-

instaliation that incorporates this Licensing Topical Report by reference
shoald include the following information:
*

i Any exce:tions or oeviations from the " Guidelines for Permanent
9W0 rycroge- hater Cnemistry Installations," 1987 Revision,-

j t.icensing Topical Report

* Justification that any exceptions or deviations from the Guidelines
will ret affect tne safety of the plant or the public

*

The maximum quantity of stored gaseous hydrogen and/or liquid hydrogen ,

and oxygen and its distance from safety-related structures
,

* Technicai Specification changes, if required, to accommodate the
expected increase in main steam line radiation setpoint

* A description of nydrogen and oxygen storage facilities, including
safety features

* A description of hydrogen and oxygen injection subsystems, including
instrumentation, controls, and safety features

The delivery route of hydrogen and oxygen supply' tank trucks on site,*

including truck tank capacity.
* A radiological protection program to ensure that radiological

exposures to plant personnel and the general public are consistent
with ALARA requirements

* A discussion on implementation of BWR Owner's Group Water Chemistry'
Guideline,s

'
4 REFERENCES

,

American Concrete Institute, ACI 349-80 " Code Requirements for Nuclear;

Safety Related Concrete Structures," April 1981..

American Institute of Steel Construction, Manual of Steel Construction. ,
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:-:e g-a .'s- st-ess c:- : :- :-3:-' g (!"5::) of austenitic stainless stee'r

c' i g ia Ea:s ras resa'te: 'n ::st'f 10 ant outages. One metnod shown effective,
,

'

'r a -esting cice :*a:4 fag aad ci e crack growth is a process knc.n as Hydrogen
aater C emist j (~a:). WC :crsists Of maintaining good water chemistry and,

; addia; ayer:gea :: tre 'eecaate . dition of hydrogen decreases the oxidizirg
:: e- c' tre res::: aster and ecsces its aggressiveness to-ard plant structural
aterials. inis c::;+ert :revices g idelines for design, construction, and oper-

atter of :ermaaent nydrogen injection systems at BWRs. The scope of this document

incisces tre curreatly availabie ca-site nydrogen and oxygen supply options (i.e.,
co cressed gas, cafogenic lica d, aad electrolytic generation) and the deliveryi

systet cesign and certe:Is. rcluded are guidelines for design, coeratice,*

ra'rtea2rce, surveillance, aad testing to provide for safe system and plant
c:e ation. Com: 14aace aitr these guidelines will ensure that this system

j installation and c:eration will not produce a safety concern.

inis 1937 Revision incorporates responses to NRC Cuestions on a previous version
,

of this document. Tre responses to the NRC questions have been incorporated
throughout the text.
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Se:tt:n i

IN'QCCCCI!CN

..; 5::;E

'ais c:c. e-t sets r:rth desiga, construction, and c:erational guidelines for
*

:ertaaert nydroger injectiCn systeS$ at boiling water reactors (BWRS) to
'a;il' tate the licensi*g #00ess by redJCing the Case-by-Case review and mini-
'tri*g 'iceasia; efforts. as sucr, its purpose is to pr0 vide a reference document ^.

'Or utility use. NRC staff acce:tance of these guidelines should minimize the
at0unt cf Claat 5:ecific evaluations required.

The aur:cse c' the byd*0 gen injection system is to inject hydrogen into the reac-
t0r c0014-t, *reseatij via the feed ater system, to suppress the dissolved oxygen
c rcent-at'ca. Su 0'essing the dissolved oxygen concentration and maintaining
nigh purity in tre rea;t r ecolant will reduce the susceptibility of reactor
icing and mater ais to interg anular stress corrosion cracking (!GSCC). This

process is referred t: as nydecgen water enemistry (HWC).

i

The sccce of tnis document incluces the currently available on-site hydrogen and
oxygen gas sue:1y options (i.e., compressed gas, cryogenic liquid, and electro-
lytic generation) and the gas delivery system design and controls. Included in
this $ Cope are the hydrogen injection system requirements for operation, mainte-
nance, surveillance, safety precautions, and testing to provide for safe system
and plant operation. Compliance with these requirements will ensure that the
installation and operation of this system does not produce a safety hazard.

.

There are two srimary regulatory concerns related to the permanent implementation

of HWC: the potential impact of failures in the oxygen and hydrogen storage /,

handling systems on tne plant safety systems and increased dose rates due to

increased N-16 Carry-over in the steam, for the oxygen and hydrogen storage /
handling issue, this document addresses the possible failure modes of these

systems. These failure modes include events external to these systems such as
seismic, tornados, fire, vehicle hazards, etc. In addition, system internal
events such as overpressurization and relief valve f ailures and the potential

i
4
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impact on plant structures and Control room habitability are addressed. For these
.

events, a mechanistic approach, as coposed to a probabilistic apDreach, is used as
the basis for siting hydrogen an0 oxygen gas storage facilities. Using
s.'fi0teatly Conse*vative asse*;**cas, t*e *.iM mu? distacce betatea the Fj0*0ge9
and Osfge" sL;;Iy '40''ities aad safe *y re?ated s**v ta es is cresc*ibec.r

I*je0!'Or O' *y:*0;e* '**. t*e 'ee:adte* sys*.2" O' a EaC Ca* #esa't i* .: 10 an

0d inC* ease 'n **e a:tivity in the steaT. (OnseQ.entlj, *aCa;**0mi* ate #ive# !

-ill result in a min 0r increase in the site personnel exposure. However, over the

life of tne plant, HnC offers the potential for significantly reduced exp0sgres -

becaase of the avoidance of re:irculation pipe replacement and reduced pipe tra:k

repair and inspection. Tnis document provides recommendations to minimize the ,

radiological impact of permarent HWC installations and to maintain exposures
as-low-as-reasonably achievable (AlaRA). In addition, the justification for
increastrg the main steam lire radiation monitor set point to accommodate HWC is

,

provided.

Some potential issues that will not impact continued safe plant operation but are
,

associated alth permaaent HWC programs are:

1. Materials impact

2. Fuel impact

3. Reactor physics impact

4 Equipment qualification impact

Based on the conclusions of HWC laboratory testing and field testing at Oresden 2i

there is no significant concern with hydrogen embrittlement. Based on the>

destructive examination of fuel exposed to HWC at Dresden 2, no significant impact

on fuel performance is expected. Although the dissolved hydrogen concentration in
i

the Core inlet water increases slightly, the impact on Core reactivity is -

insignificant,' and reactor physics will not be affected. With regards to equip-
ment qualification, dose rates inside the drywell close to the recirculation .

piping will decrease due to the increased carry-over of N-16 in the steam.
Outside the drywell, the increase in the dose rates is relatively small relative
to the integrated dose assumed for qualification tests.

1-2
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1.2 BACKG30yN0

:ne e:1 culating coolant in BWos is hign.ourity (no additive) neutral pH . ate-
::-:a'-iag -adio?ft'calij : :d.ce: diss:'ved oxygen (100 300 ceb). inis level of )
:'ss: 've! <y;e- 's se''': 'ea :: :*:.'de the ete:trochemical criv+rg ':*ce ee:e:
:: :-: ::e ~5:: 0' se s it;e: a.ste-'t'c stain'ess stee' ci;irg and simila"

|
s: .:: t' -- :: e- s : e : e- :-: : e e:.,' sites f:e .GS:: |a se-sit' e: I

' *

':-r .::. e :--:- . ce:'e: : 4: : e ; a'- ::.-da 'es) and a tensi'e s: ess|
3::.e t e . e': 5 -ess: 5-e i s: : reseat.t

2 <a 'e!, Of :35:: rete:ies ra<e :een develo;ed and qualified which add *ess the.

se s':':a :n a-d te si'e stress aspects of stress corrosion cracking. Another
100-:s:a ':- 5,. ;-essing IGSCC invo'ves modifying the BWR coolant environment to,

' re uce t e elect-: chemical driving force for IGSCC.

?ne H.i: tecnnioue consists Of redacing the coolant dissolved czygen level from the
; resent -200 ;ct to tnat level ahich, in combination wi.h high water quality, has
oeen sno.n to resi t in IGSCC immunity. The reduction *.1 coolant oxygen is
$cc m 'isne: Dy t*e addition Of nyde: gen and the conductivity of the coolant is
reduced (i' reeted) by im oved wate ouality operational practices. The
feasibliity of su::ressing oxygea Dy this approach has been demonstrated in short-
term cemenstraticas in eight SWRs. A long-term verification test, which will
extend over two or three 18. month fuel cycles, was initiated at Dresden-2 in
April 1983.

An extenstve laboratory investigation of the material performance consequences of
comoining oxygen suceression with conductivity control has demonstrated that sub-
staatial mitigation and possibly complete suppression of IGSCC can be achieved in

!
-230'C ater aith less than 20 pob dissolved oxygen content if the conductivity
-as maintained below about 0.3 us/cm. Results of slow strain rate tests at I

Dresden.2 have confirmed the anticipated improvement in the IGSCC resistance of
,

I! sensitized austenitic stainless steel under HWC conditions and also supported
!
!otner laboratory data indicating that HWC is a more innocuous service environw nt j.
,for most BWR plant structural raterials than the non-HWC environment.

1.3 PREIMPLEMENTATION TESTING

Each utility should consider verifying the feasibility of implementing hydrogen
water enemistry at their particular site.

1-3
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In order to 1,mplement HWC, each utility should maintain water quality consistent
with the "8WR Hydrogen Water Chemistry Guidelines" (1). This may result in an
additional burden to the rad +oactive aaste system. Eacn utility should evaluate
t re e"e:t 'si a t a ' * t"g n + gn aate- Quality will nave on clant systeas.

Ed:P **I s*:.': fe'e***ae !"e hyd"Oger addit'On rate aaeee 'GSCC is. f

9'*.' gate . As **e *j "Oge" 400't' " #4te is inC#e ea. TAI'y *Pc'easef, t*e *ta:* #

cissolve0 cxjge* 00PCe*t#4*'0* aad the react:r eectrcolatica pi;*ag e'e:te;-
~

chemical ;;teatial (ECP) decrease. Measuring the ECP Of metal sa*:les esacsed t:
"eacter retirculation aate" is C"e method for determining the Doint at anich IOSC" ,

immunity has Deen reached.

.

After determ.nfng the HWC operating parameters, verification methods suCn as
Constant Extension Rate Testing (CERT) and Crack Arrest verification (CAV) systems
can De implemented.

Implementing HWC will increase the h-16 Carry.over of the steam whiCh Causes
increased on-site are off. site dose rates. These radiological impacts snould be
ev6 oated for acceptability. Section 6.1.3 of this report provides guidance for1

evaluac.ing this impact and some techniques for mitigation.

As the hvC ;G9n addition rate is increased, the feedwater dissolved oxygen
;oncentration is reduced. During preimplementation testing, this parameter should

be monitored. *f the feedwater dissolved oxygen concentration is found to De
unacceptably low, feedwater oxygen injection can be used to resolve tnis concern.

The guidelines for short-term HWC preimplementatic", testing to determine the
hydrogen flow rate are not in the scope c? this document. Also, system
availability and otter issues that are required to obtain licensing Credit for HWC
(e.g., reduced in-service inspe.cion) are not addressed.

.

1.4 REFERENCE
.

1. "8WR Hydrogen Water Chemistry Guidelines: 1987 Revision." NP-4947-SR.LO.
Palo Alto, Calif.: Electric Powcr Research Institute, to be published.
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'i ?.*e 2 . 5-:as !*e ".:':ge' id 't'Ca syste? in si *lified form. ~oa this?

I
*e::"t, t*e sfste" 's C .':e ** 0 "j "Ogea se:D y,i l 1oxygen su;0 y, hydrogea

*
'-'e:*f*, 3": :s/ge" ir 'e:* iO* systems.'

:::'0*s (0" *yd'Oge* s4:*'y are d'sCussed briefly beloa, and detailed des 0"iptions.

Of the a'" ::t';*s 3*e :# vided in section 3. Oxygen supply is also described in
se:t ca 3. ?"e gas 'njection systets are described in this chapter. Alsoi

des 0 ride 0 in this Cha:ter 3"e instraneats and Controls aDolicable to the entire
! syste .

2.1 GENERAL CES;GN 3|TEMA

Tae nydrogen . ate cnettstry system is not safety-related. Equioment and compo-

* eats reed not De redundant (except where required to meet good engineering prac-
tice), seismic category I, electrical class IE, or environmentally qualified.
Nevertre'ess, cc:i W :/ to safety-related equipment or other plant systems
re: wires special consideration in the design, fabrication,. Installation, operation
ard maintenance o' hydrogen addition system components. Section 9 of this docu-
teat delineates tae quality assurance and quality control requirements to assure a
safe aad reliable hydrogen addition system. In some cases these requirements are
over and aDove tnose which are normally required for nonsafety.related
irstallations.

*

Ine hydrogen addition system should suporess the dissolved oxygen concentration in
'

tne recirculatf*on water to a point where IGSCC immunity is maintained at all
- reactor power levels at which the hydrogen additian system is operating.

2.2 HYOPOGEN SUPPLY OPTIONS

Hydrogen can be supplied from three sources: (1) a ConnerCial hydrogen supplierl
(2) onsite production from raw materialsl or (3) recovery and recycle of hydrogen
from tne off-gas system. Any combination of these three methods may, in
=rinciple, be approp iate at a given facility.

2-1
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Figure 21. Hydrogen addition system.
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2.2.1 Comr'e*Cial Supptigeg

Wydrogen Can De obtaired Co*taerCially frCm two type 5 Of tources: (1) mercnam!

ar dace *1 (i.e.. CO*':aa'e5 taat ?ast afd"0 gen for the Dur00te of selling it to
!!*e*t' a"0 (2) Oj :*0: :1 ;*00 te*$ (i .e. , CCff0ariet trat orc 0 ate a jar 0gea Oaf f

t$ 3 Oj ***!.:* ;# 1*e'* *a** Siae$$). |

1

* :*:;e* :::5'*e: ta's *d**4* 's 5.::'ie n a nign Ore $$.*e gas C* as a'a
.

;*j!;e*i l ' b ' 0. ' e $eIe;;'0" O' gateCy5 0* It0gic $60 !y CDtt0et Ce: enc $ Or*

sj$te* *e h**e*ent$ SuC* as fi a rate $ 4"d injecti 9 peellure$ and on-gite Consic-0 C

e*a!'0*$ Seca di avai1 I33 e Se:a'at'0F distance $ 4"O Dullding Strengt*$. ' a.

ge e*ai, gate:w1 510* age '1 **e' erred f0r 10= flC= rate $ and $ mall seDaratio9
OiS*arces. De* ailed Considerati:*s for gaseous and liquid hydregen swooij,

'aci'' ties are described in sections 3.! and 3.2 of this report, respectively.
Sa'ety Conside*ations a*e disCuised in sections 4.1 and 4.2.

2.2.2 On Site Production

|ad.st*iat **0: esses for ryirogen ero JCtion can be divided into two gr000$
ele 0tr0lyS'$ Cf wate" and Ine**0CnePiCal deCCmp05it105 Cf a feedst0Ck that

Con *diri hydF0 gen.

Cetaited C:nsiderations for Onsite procuCtion of hydrogen by electrolysis are
de$CriDed in secticn 3.3 Of this reCort.

4

f.11 Othe' :rocesses for producing high purity hydrogen involve thermcChemical
decom:0$ition of nydrogen-Containing feed $t0Cks followed by a series of Chemical

and/or pnysical Operations that Concentrate and purify the hydrogen. While the5e
Droce$$e5 are fe4Sible, in principle, they are not Currently envisioned for
-ple=entation. Therefore, these pr00e11e5 are not addressed in this report.

2.2.3 Recovery.

'

Many procettet are CorrynerCially available for separating, Concentrating, and
; ourifying hydrogen from refinery or by-product Streams or for upgrading the purity*

of manufactured hydecgen. Processes are also being developed for the recovery and
$to* age of hydrogen Dy the forfration of rechargeable metal hydrides.

i

Altn0 ugh recovery of hydrogen is a viable option, near-term implementation of this
cction is not ervisioned. Therefore, this option is not addressed in this report.
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2.3 Gas INJECT!Ch SYSTEMS

2.3.1 wyd**qea fajectica Sy$te'

*-e ".:-:;e- *a'e0t'0- sj$.e* c'.0e5 a'' ''Oa 0:rt*0' 49: '10a -ea$wri ;
.

e0.':*e**. 3*: l'' *e*e55t*, i"$t*.*e*ta'.'0* ar 0 *t*0's 10 ea% Jet $a'e. *t''a0'e
0 0 e * ! *.

**

2 . 3 . *. . '. *j? *' * 30'"! C'*$'Oe*a*.'0*$. M j 0 *0 ge" $ *al ' Oe 1";e0 'e d a * a ' 0 0 a'. ' 0 9*

tra! 0*0di*e5 10e0. ate ci$$0lving 4*d timing and av0id$ ga$ ;;0 net $.at Fign
tnat i*jection into the suction of feedadte* 0*00 rt$. Es0e*ie*Ce ha$ $h0ai m .

00"0e"$a'e 000$te* OuPO$ '$ 'easible.
.

laje0tt0" trto feedaate* Oa"*$ aill re0 aire hydrogen at nign pressures (e.g.,
'.5C 62: Oi g). Iri$ maj *e;.iPe eitne" a compressed gas $UDDIy, Compres50r$ or ai

]
c*y0ge*10 ry *0gea Ow"O, Oe e9 ding On t*e Su ? ) option choten. le the Ca$e of 4I

11GJid hyde jen $t07890 $y$tet, Inl$ Can al$o affect the $1 Zing of the liquid
,

*ydr0;e* taan.

There ?!j te 0*t$$aae flu 0tuaticr$ in feedwater systems, decending on reactor
poaer level aad C't0 De''0**4900. Ine mydrogen dCdition Systet $h4II be designed

*0 4000mmodate tre full range of $J0" fluctuation $.
.

2.3.1.2 C00e$ afd Starda*d$. Ini$ tystet $ hall be de$lgned and in$taIIed in'

a000rcia0e aitn CSHA $ta9dards in 29 CFR 1910.103.

ki0ing and related equipment $ hall be designed and fabricated to the appropriate
ed' tion O' ANS: 831.1 cr 831.3 for pressure-retaining components. Storage con-
taine*$. t! used, Snail De designed, constructed, and tested in accordance witn
a:pr0p* tate requirements of ASME 8&PV section Vill or API Standard 620. All
ecm:0 cent $ Shall meet all the mandatory requirement $ and material $pecification$

.

.ith *egard to manufacture, examination, repair, testing, identification and

i Certification.
.

All ae' ding sha'l be De* formed using crocedure$ meeting requirement $ in AWS 01.1,

t ahS; 53;.1 er 831.3, er ASME B&PV, Section IX, as appropriate.

;nscettien and testing shall be in accordance with requirement $ in ANSI 831.1,

ANSI B31.3, or API 620, at appropriate.
,

24
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System design 5 Fall also conform with pertinent portions of NUREG-0800,
10CFa50.43, Bran:n 7ecanical position BiP CMEB 9.5-1, and appropriate standards

1

and regulations refe enced in inis docu* eat. Appendix A provides a list of codes, i

sta-ca":s. regulaticas a : :.t''sne: g::: engineering Dractices a:D14 cable ts
:e- t :-t f:-:;e t:e : e st f 'asts'lat':rs. Ea r utt'ity is res:cesible f - |

:e - - : 30:' :-a' : 's- .s:e:-'*: :::es a-c stanca-es t at ma, apply, se:a as
~. tite-- :: a : -e:. -+ e-.s. . ':-- Su ': ; ::ce, 2: 1 or 2:5: sta-:a :s.

P: ; ar: e:c : e-t s d' :e 5 <e: : tcentified in 4:ce caace .4ta "NS: 235.:.

*

2.3.1.3 S_.ste- :es't- :-s' derat 4ces. Hydrogen piping from tre supply system to
tne plaat maj te a :ve Or Oe':- ground. Picing below ground shall be cesigred for
cata::': : :tect' a ':r ce c:atec and arapped), the appropriate soil c:nditi:ns*

suc+ as f-:st ae: a :r ri:ve' action, and expected vehicle loads. Guard piping
around ejd-:gea lires is rot required; no-ever, consideration shall be given to
its use for such purposes as crotection from heavy traffic loads, leak detection

sad man't:-ing, or 'sciati:r of the octential hazard from nearby ecuipeert, etc.
Ali nyd-: gen ci:irg sr:ulc te g- u ce: and have electrical continuity.a

Excess f':a .a',es sa:v': :e installed in the hydrogen line at appropriate
locaticas to restrict (10. out of a broken line. Excess flow protection sha!l be

designed tc ersure trat a lire creak will not result in an unacceptable hazard to
pers:anel er equipment (BTP CHEB 9.5-1). The design features for mitigating the
consecuences of a leak or line break must perform their intended design function

-itnout nor*al vertilation.ai*h or n

Indiv10ual pump injection lines shall CCntain a check valve to prevent feedwater
fecm entering the hydrogen line and to protect upstream hydrogen gas Components.
a t0 mat *c isolaticn valves should be provided in each injection line to preventu

nydroge" injection into an inactive pump.
.

Purge connections shall be provided to allow the hydrogen piping to be Completely
purged of air before hyorogen is introduced into the line. Nitrogen or another,

inert gas shall be used as the purge gas. Gases shall be purged to safe loca-
tions, eitner directly or through intervening flow paths, such that personnel or
explosive nazards are not encountered and undesirable quantities of gas are not

injected into tre reactor.

2-5
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Area hydrogen, Concentration monit0rs are 89 acceptable way to ensure that hydr 0 gen

Concentration is maintained below *he flammable limit. If used, such monitors
sn0uld be located at nign potrts are'"e mjdrogen might C0llect and/or above use ]

::'a*s **at CO*S*.**. *.e 00: eat'a' 'edes. 0000 e*9'"ee''F; ;"dC*tCe f0" 'CCat*P9.

,: :;e :ete:!:- *ed:s 's 10 ta e into CO-s'cerat'Or t'*e :0siti ve tw:f ar:, :' ]
;ase: i *,2" ;e*. Ci*e0* # reads $*a'' De IO;ated 50 t h a ' ' h e "'O n ' t 0 's $ * a ' Se

.

* :#0;e- leats a t" :" ait*CLt *0"*al w e * *. t a*' *. Ea:"|a:at'e O' C&'.! *.'*:
'

y

.t' 'ty saa' O.d' die its Ca#i'C.'a# system destgn aa0 i:enti'j $;e:4f ;;'rts

a*e"e ayC"Oge* 00rce"tratiOr Ponitors should be insta!Iec. ExamDies of s C"
00trts int's0e flanged in-life dev ces (suCn as Calibrat on 50001 Die:es d550-i i .

C iated with mass f'OaTeters), outlets of purge / vent pat *S or the items dis 0ussed

in the foIloairy paragPd;n. Sleeves C# guard pipes Can be used as an alternathe ,

meth0d tC *itigate t*e Cceseque9Ces of a line break,

a hyCrogen addition system will increase the hydrogen Concentration in the
feedadter, redC*0F, steam lines and main Condenser. (aCh of these systems shall
be revie=ed for 00ssiDie detrimental effects. A discussion of possible Concerns
is ;resente Delca,

1. Main Conderser

The main Condenser presently handles combustible gases. The
hyd*0 gen addition system does not significantly Change the Con +
Centration or volume of nonCondensables. Therefore, it is not
antiCicated that hydrogen addition will affect operation of the
main Condenser.

2. Off-Gas System

Oxygen shall be added into the off-gas system to recombine with
the hydrogen flow thus limiting the extent of the system
nandling hydrogen rich mixtures and reducing volumetelC flow
rates. The net effect will probably be a revised heat input
into the recombined off-gas. The Capability of the off-gas
system to handle this revised heat load must be evaluated to
ensure that temperature limits are not exceeded. Considera-

*

tions in the design of the off-gas oxygen injection system
Should include loss of oxygen and runaway oxygen injection.

3. Steam Piping and Torus *

Hydrogen water Chemistry may slightly increase the rate of
hydrogen leakage into the torus via the safety relief valves.
However, the rate of oxygen leakage will be decreased. Thus,
the Dessibility of forming a combustible mixture is not
significantly increased when Compared to non-HWC operation.

2-6
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d. Sum 0s
.

4 '

Ibere are three .ater systems that may be affected by HWC: main
condense * condeasate, feedaster and reactor wate . For sumps,
abico recei e aster from aaf # these treee sources, thev

49 tre aste# Fay irCreaseave * age *,.0";;e' 00"Ce" *!*'0a

5 * g * *. f . ~*e *an'*." es;e e 00"ce-tratiO" 0 ny0*0gea in
' #

'

**e s. : i'.*:s:*e's 5*: O Oe Otter"iaed 13 ersL'e **at tae

-..:*::e .t" e !'a*.';".,"e a'*s OelCa the I aer C0*cLst'3'e0

. , ,- e r 3 ,

2.3.2 |i.Ce* |a'e!!'0* Syste*

* * e Caygea ir,'e:ttOn system iFje''.s Oxygea into the off-gas system t0 ersu"! that*

all excess eycr0ge" i". !*e Of'-gas stream is rec 0moined. It includes all
recessa , I': ::-te:' and 'le. easuremeat e:uipment.*

.

2.3.2.1 :rje:!ier Poia! C0rside atice. Oxygen should be injected into a portion
cf the Off-gas sistem trat is already diluted such that the addition of oxygen
does rot create a comoLstible mixture. If this is not possible, other system

desige 00rt'Oe*ations sna11 be Orovided in plant-specific Cases to redJce the
CrarCes fer :#'. gas fires.

2.3.2.2 Ccees and Standards. ine system shall be designed and installed in
accordan;e .ith OSHA sta carcs in 29 CFR 1910.104, and CGA G4.4, Industrial

Practices for Gaseous Oxygen Transmission and Distribution Piping Systems.

Pipir; an: re'ated e ai; ment shat! be designed, fabricated, tested and installed
in acccedance ith the a:Orcpriate edition of ANSI 831.1 or ANSI 831.3. Addi-
tional guidance on materials cf construction for oxygen piping and valves is given
in section 3.4 of this report, and in ANSI / ASTM G63, " Evaluating Nonmetallic

Materials for Oxygen Service."

Welding shall be performed using procedures meeting reouirements of AWS 01.1 or*

ASME B&PV, Section IX, as accrocriate.

.

Pi:ing shall be marked or identified in compliance with ANSI Z35.1.
:

System design shall also conform with appropriate NFPA, CGA, and other standards J

and regalati:-s referenced else*nere in this document. Each utility is respon- i

Isible for identifying plant-specific codes and standards that may apply, such as
l
IState imoosed recuirements. Uniform Building Code, ACI or AISC standards.

27
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2.3.2.3 Cleaning, all portions of the system that may contact oxygen snall se
clesae: as described in secti0n 3.a of tnis report, and in accordance aitn

3 2.1, Clea 'ag E:v :* eat for Oxygen Se vice.:3: i

Es'a~':N ;NJ C:N?::L2.0 :s5 2 *

's .:s+: : :'s: sses * e ' s!". e-tati: . ::at-O s, a c terit0 'ag ass::'Ite:

'"
*

. .m !*e Pf *0ge* a 0'*.':" sis".e*.

'ae irsta.*e**a*i:r dad C0 ate 315 iac'ude all sensing elemeats, e;Ui *e"; S"O .a've
:*e"iting Pand s.';cres, equi ?ert and valve status lignts, process informationO

'ast* *ents, a*d a'l au'0*dti Control eOui; ment necessary to ensu*e sa'e a*C *

*eliab e C:e*atic". Ia3'e 2-1 lists tne recommeaded trips of the nyd*0ge9l

additica syste". The inst #umertation shall provide indication and/or re0erdirg Cf
parameters ne:essary :: meritor and control the system and its equipment. The
instru entatica shall also indicate and/or alarm abnormal or undesirablem

c0nditions. Table 2-2 lists the recommended instrumentation and functions. This
table als0 inc'uces insteurentati:r for hydrogen and oxygen supply options.
Additi 0nal inf0r at'On Oa instrumentation and Controls is provided in section 3.

System instrumentation and c0ntrols snall ce centralized where feasible to fa:ili-
tate ease cf Cont"01 and observation of the system. As a minimum, there shall be
a systet tr:able alarm and/or annunciator provided in the main control room.

2.4.1 Hyd ocer Injection Flow Control

Parallel flow control valves should be provided in the hydrogen injection line for
system reliability and maintainability. If flow control is automatic, hydrogen
floa rate srould De controlled as a function of plant process parameters such as

s te st. Or feedwate* flow.
.

Tne ca: ability should be provided to adjust flow rate'to each pump manually, if
*tnis is found to De necessary to achieve adequate hydrogen distrlDution.

4

Manual is*lattoa valves shall be provided in eaCh pump injection line to .

accomm date pump out-of. service conditions. Individual pump injection lines
should Cortain automatic isolation valves interlocked to the corresponding pump,

50 that hydrogen is not injected into a pump that is not running.

2-8
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:EC04uis0E0 TR PS OF THE HYCROGEN A00!T10N SYSTEM i
i

I
1

.'*; ':. ::.e 'e,e' :er : tan: safe:j 4 4',s's.

'::-:-:' ::: :-:: :::'ce-:), +' re:.$ red ej 'e:-
3:e';

sta:'; 3,;*v.

1

1

::e-a::- re:.es: ' a . i' )*

.:. esi:.': ,ge*ta :ff-gas. -

"';" #el'O.a' Caygea in off. gat*

.

iga a*ea *ydf0ger COncentratiCh*

L a.:tyge" iPje *iC^ tyStem $UCply pres $ure or flo.*

0##.ga$ train Cr PeCO? Diner train trip*

Mtgt ryce: gen fic..

Ct#'e#e*:'a' Pj *0ge" inlet and Outlet Cf Sy$ tem'*

|xyge ::eceat"r:icn in hyd"Cge9'*

nyd*cgen C nctatration in Czygen'*

' Electrolytic geae-ation cotion.

.

t

4
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Table 2-2

HYDROGf H ADDillOH $YSl[M INSTRUMf NI ATION AND CONil 015

*

Portion of Parameter Measured or High to Auto

Overall System f unct ion Perf ormed Record ,Indi[ ate A la rin A l.si m (ont rol
*

Injectton systems Hydrogen flow (L, G. [) (X) X (X) is ip un

D '1h II"*
(H2 and/or 0 I2

0xygen flow (t, G) (X) X

Off-gas residual oxygen (1, G. E) (X) X X X frip* on

now o yuen

frip* on
y
5 he.sh unyqcn '

Recirc water dissolved oxygen (L. G. [) (X) X X

Area hydrogen concentration (L. G. E) X X frap*

Hydrogen injection line pump interlock Isolate when
(L. G. E) pump is not in

operation

*Irlp of hydrogen / oxygen injection systems. !

L = Liquid option.

G = Gaseous

E = Electrolytic option.

X = Required.

(X) = Recomunended.

,
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Idble ?-? (Continued)

| HYDROG[N AD91IlON $YS![M INSIRUMfNIAllON AND (ONIFut5

4

Portion of Parameter Hea*ured or H igh s.m Auto
"

*Overall Sy$tes_ Function Per.ormed _ _ _ ___ Her ord I nd i c a t a- Alarm A I .s t m t.mtrol _. I

Hydrogen supply ifydrogen storage tank level (l) X (x}
Hydrogen storage t,tnk pressure gauge (l) X

Hydrogen storage tasak vacuum readout (t) X

flydrogen gas supply pressure (G) X

Hydrogen gas storage temperature (G) X

Differential flow rate (t) X X Irip*
Oxygen concentration in hydrogen (E) X X trep a

Hydrogen concentration in oxygen (E) X f r ipa
low temperature downstream of X X Irip 117 Pump
hydrogen vaportier (t)

; ;# Hydrogen pump high discharge X X Irip Hy Pump
*

;; temperature (L)

Oxygen supply Oxygen tank level gauge (L) X (X)
Oxygen tank pressure gauge (L) X

0xygen tank vacuum readout connection (L) I

tow temperature downstream of oxygen X X

vaportier (L)

i

; * Trip of hydrogen /ouygen injection systems
L = Liquid option.

G = Gaseous option.

L = Electrolytic option.

X = Required.

(X) = Recommended.

t
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Provisions'fo" shutoff of hjde: gen injection shall be trovided in the contro'
roQW.

2.4.2 Cxyge" !aject'0a floa C0at*0'

fled''e' ''0a ;;a;": ' val ves s*0el: Se :"Ovided ia tae Oi gea taje:t*:a l'ae d:-

Sjs'e" "e'''.'''';f 3-0 ?a'ata' doi''t..

Oxyge9 floa rate s*a'l Oe Cort"clied to :*0vice residual oxygen 30.nstreat of t"e
"e:Omoirers. Sys!*? Comt#els snall be designed t0 ensure that oxygen inject cai

.

Continues a#ter nycroge" flow st:ps, so that all free hydrogen is safely
recomoiced.

.

2.4.3 M0mitorieq

Provision shall De made to monitor continuously the concentration of dissolved
oxygen in the retirculation wate*. In obtaining samples of recirculation dater
for this purpose, appropriate containment isolation shall be provided in

ith 10 CFR 50, Appeadix A, General Design Criteria 3. 54, 55, 56,accordanca w
,

or 57.

4

Provision should be made to monitor continuously the concentration of oxygen and
hydrogen in the off-gas flow downstream of the reCombiners. Hydrogen and oxygen
monitoring in the off-gas recombiner system should meet the acceptance criteria of
Standarc Revie. plan 11.3 with the exception that automatic control functions a e

not recuired.

.

.
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Secti:e 3

5;;: ' FA: I.! TIES

: 3:5::.; - :::;e..

i

.1 Syste* 2de*wiea |
.

>:r:ge gas ca- De ss :''ec fr0m eltre* permanent high-pressure vessels or from
tears; -ta 'e tube trailers. Fce the permanent storage system, gaseous hydrogea

- s stere: - sea-tess ASSE c:de vessels at pressures up to 2,400 psig and ateie-:
Traas ortab e vessels are designed to 00T standards and storel:e*;eratu*es.

ycroger at :*essures a: 10 2650 0519 at ambient temperatures. With either
:terage desig", the gas is routed through a pressure control station which main-
tairs a c:astaat hyd'oge" sL;;1y C#essJee. In any event, the gaseous hyd* ogen

system shall be 0-0 ided by i supplier ano has extensive experience in the design,
::eration and mainteran:e of asscciated storage and supply systems. Gaseous
ycrogea s*a' be provi >d ;er CGA G-5 and G-5.3.a

J.:.2 |pe:'' ice;JipmentCes0ription

3.1.2.1 Hyde:ger Storage Vessels. The hydrogen storage bank shall be Composed of
ASME Code gas storage vessels. Each tube shall be constructed as a seamless

vessel with swagged encs. Specific tube design shall be based on ASME Unfired
Pressare vessel Code, Section VIII, Division 1, including Appendix XIV-70.

The tube bank shall be supported to prevent movement in the event of line failure
and este tuce shall be equipped with a close-coupled shutoff valve. As an alter-
native, one safety valve per bank of tubes can be used, provided the safety valve

.

is $12ed to handle the maximum relief from all tubes tied into the valve. Each
bar2 shall be e'ouipped with a thermometer and a pressure gauge, as is necessary-

-

*

for proper filling.

3.1.2.2 Transportable Hydrogen $torage vessel. Transportable hydrogen vessels
small be constructed, testec, and retested (every 5 years), in accordance with 00T
specifications 3A, 3AA, 3AX, or 3AAX. All valving and instrumentation shall be
identical to section 3.1.2.1.

3-1
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3.1.2.3 Pre.ssure Reducing Station. The pressure Contrcl station shall be O' a

manifold design. The manifold shall nave two (2) full-flow parallel pressare
; re:u:'ag regulators. The dis rarge pressu e range of these regulators sna' ter

40;.sta 'e to $1t's# O'a**. *y:* gea '"je !' * *etuire*erts. P*essu"? gaugesf

saa'' Oe ** v'Oe: .:st'et* d* ::a's!"e2* O' !*e "equia O*s. Sa#f'C 4e*0 na*c

.$'.Es saa' Oe #: s' e 00 e*s.*e ::*; et. 0:e*ati'*ai fles'Dility.
'

An excess #' a *e:s sa've s*3' Oe 'esta '90 i* t*e ?a't # 0'c imme0'i*.?';1

d =*steet? Of t*e *egJ ia! *$ t0 limit tne #10n rate in the event Q# a I*re
bream. Tre st ; flo. set ;; int snall be dete* mined by eaCh plant a*d s*0.'O Ce

~

set between the maximum plart flo requirements and the full C of tne fl ay

c:nte:I valves, additional gaicance en excess fica protection is provided in .

section 2.3.1.3.

3.1.2.4 Tuee Traile* D'senarge Stanchion. A tube trailer discharge sta*chien
snall be proviced for gasecus croduct unloading. The stancnion sna11 ceasitt of a
flexible pigtail, shutoff valve, cneck valve, bleed valve, and necessary pioing.
Filling a:paratus sha'l be separated from other equipment for sa'ety 39d
convenience, and protected with walls or barriers to prevent vehicular collision.

A tube trailer gr0unding asset 0ly sha!! be provided for each discharge stanchien
to g*cund tre tube traile" bef0re the discharge of hydrogen begins.

3.1.2.5 Inte* connecting Dipeline. All equipment and interconnecting piping
supplied with this system shall be installed in Compliance with the following
standards:

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 831.1, Power*

Piping, or 831.3, Chemical Plant and Petroleum Refinery Piping.

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70, National*

Electrical Code. .

NFPAs50A, Bulk Hydrogen Systems.*

'

All applicable local and national codes.*

There are several suitable field installation techniques which are based on

industrial experience. The following are guidelines which may be used for field
connections:

i.
| 3-2
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Cecc.er-to-Co:pe , Brass-te-Brass,.and Copper-to-Brass Socket-

Braze Joints.

--Silve- a'':j 453 ag,15% Cu, 16% 2n,
20% Cc., ASTM 2260-69T
4-a 1 5 25.6-69*, Bag '.
*e' ting Garge So11cus-
6:'.2'C Lic.'eus-
61s.3-C

- no +rg :arge 593.3-C.

*: 571.1'C

C:::e . 5-ass. Ca-Ocn Steet, anc Stainless Steel N.P.T.-

* *
* ea:e: Jc nts,

- TE:LON* Tape ** SCOTCH *** Number 48
Tace ** or equal ..

-195.5'C to +204.4*C, O
to 3,000 psig. Wrapped
in direction of
threads.

I's ge Jcints (On all w terials).-
a

- ;i ; Gasnet Mate-ial, Lea P ecut T.F.E.
Pressa-e (720 ;sig impregnated asbestos,
man .-; 1/16 inch thickness.

Garlock 900 or equal.
-195.5'C to +168.3*C,
O to 900 psig.

- Ding Gasket Material. High FLEXITALLIC**** Type.
Pressure Material to be 0.175

inch thick 304 stain-
less steel with TEFLON
filler and 0.125 inch
carbon steel guide
ring. .

.

.

'TEFLCN is a trademark of E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, OE -19898.

**If ta:e is used, electrical continuity / grounding of each piping section should
te Confirmen.

'

*** SCOTCH is a trademark of 3M Company, St. Paul, MN 55101,

****F ElliaLLIC is a traceta = of flexitallic Gasket Co., Be11mawr, NJ 08031.L
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..Amtisel2e Com0cund For flange face, eut,
and bolt lubrication.
Malocaroca 25-55 grease
er ecual. -195.5 C to
* '6.6':, :: 3,000
:s';. 0 sC' L5! :h
ALu :s v. vaasES:.M. C:v s

Twi: a i:*S UNCE2
::N;;' :S5 :: -:0-

'::'LE :: 5-E :.,

:t- :- Steel, Sta+-less Steel, arc a' amin m all:js 5:cket aac* u

8.tt aeics.
,

--Welcirg Drc:eca e Gas Metal arc Weldingr

(GMAW), Gas Tungsten
Arc Welding (GTAW), -

Shielded Metal Arc
Welding (SMAW), o*
Plasma arc Weldiag
(PAW); with apprcpriate
fille' material and
shieljing gas. Proper
surface and joint
prepara?. ion (in regard
to cleaning and
clearances) should be
exercised.

3.1.2.6 Comconent Cleaning. All components that contact hydrogen must be f*ee o'
moisture, loose rust, scale, slag, and weld spatter; they must be essentially free
of organic matter, such as oil, grease, crayon, paint, etc. To meet these objec-
tives, system components shall be cleaned in accordance with standard industrial
practices, as recommended by the gas supplier, prior to and following system
fabrication.

3.2 L10U:0 HYDROGEN

3.2.1 System Overview
,

Liquid hydrogen is stored in '. vacuum-jacketed vessel at pressures up to 150 psig
and temperatures up to 403'F (saturated). Based on data relating hydrogen injec- ,

tion pressures to 8WR plant rower levels, hydrogen supply from a liquid source Can
be provided directly from a tank or pumped into supplemental gaseous storage.

Gaseous storage requirements are identified in section 3.1. The required supply'

pressure shall be based on pressure requirements at the point of hydrogen
.

injection and line losses from the hycrogen supply system to the injection point.

34
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feed. ate" O'ess.'e Pt:uire*ents and line losses must not exceed 120 psig if,

hjc-0 gen is to Oe su Oliec cire:tly from a licuid tank.

'- 3, e.e- , e ' :.' * :-:gea sjstet 5 d'' De crevided of a so:: tier, .ro as
e e s .e ei:e- e :e r iae tae des'; , c e ation anc maintenance of assoc +ated

: 1;e t-- s.:t ,ste s, sa:- as :*/:;e-+c :wm:iag. Lt; aid nyce:ge saal' e,

:. 19: - 3' '':d*:ea'.- :34 3-5 3*: 3-$.3.

:.2.2 5:e:'' ~;.': e-* :es: ':1 :-

3.2.2.' ' :e- : ***=. 'anns 'or li;uic nyde:;en service are availacle .itn, .

ca:a:' ties te:.ee ',500 ga'icas and 20,CCC gallons. An * inner vesse P ce "Itquid.

::-ts'-e * 's s.:::-te: .itair an ":.ter sessel" or "va:uum jacket," ith tre.

5:a e Set.ee- 'ii'ed .ita iassiati:n and evacuated. Necessary ci:ing connects
f-cm 3rs'Oe :' t e irre vessel to outside of the vacuum jacket. Gages and valves

indicate tae control c' byd-ogen in the vessel are mounted outside of the::

vacuum jacke . Legs cr saddles to su:Dort the whole assembly are welded to the
cutside ' t e va:uum jacwet.-

|raer vesse's a-e desigee:, fabricated, tested, and stamped in accordance with
section vi::, Divisien 1 of the ASME Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels. Materials
suitable for licu'd hy:*: gen service must have good ductility properties at
tempe atu-es of 422-F pe 03A G-5. The cryogenic operating temperatures of these

vessels Dreclu:e material deged ing meenanisms such as Corrosion or hydrogen
e*0rittlemert. The constant oce-ating vessel pressures assure that flaw growth
eye to Cyclic stress loading will not occur. The inner vessel is subject to a
recu' red pressure test which insures that no flaws exist that could 'cause 4
#dilurg at or Delon tre set pressure of the vessel's redundant relief devices. In
t.citica to :SwE Cc e inspection requirements, 100% radiography of the inner
vessel longitudiral welds shall be completed. The tank outer vessel shall be
constructed of carbon steel and shall not require ASME certification..

Insulation between inner and outer vessels shall be either perlite, aluminized
*

nylae, ce suitable e: val. Fibrous or blanket insulation, such as bonded glass
fibeas ce rock acci, shall not be used because of the potential for liquid-
saturated missiles which -ould occur only as a result of vessel failure. The
annula* space sa:vid be evacuated to a high vacuum of 50 microns or less.

1
4
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Tank control. piping a.'d valving should be installed in accordance with ANSI B31.1
or B31.3. All piping stall be either wrought co0per or stainless steei. The
fello iry tank D ciag subsystems snail be crovided:i

T'Il t'*ta't, C:ast". ted =it9 000 aad 00tt0*1 lines $0 !"4; ;"e*

vesset a* :e 'i'ied altn0wt af f ectirg CCetin 0us nyde: genw

$4;'f.

*ess.*e-0.*'O O'# .'t, 10 $990 taar Pressu*es at 0:e#1t' "a'*

le.e's.

Va:au jacketed liqui fill and pump circuits, where*

a: licaole. .

3.2.2.2 Over:-essure protection System. 54fety considerations for the tack snai'
,

te satisfied by dual full-flow safety va1 ves and emergency backup rupture discs.
The primary relief system shall constst of two sets of a minimum of ene (1)
ructure disk and safety valve piped into separate " legs." Relief devices shall be
connected in parallel with other relief devices. The system shall ce coupled by a
3--ay diverter valve or tie bar interlock so that one leg is opened when the otner
is closed. With this arrangement, a minimum of one safety valve and one ru0ture
disk will be availacle at all times. The dual primary relief systems with 100%
standby redundancy allows maintenance and testing to be performed witnout

sacrificing the level of protection from overpressure.

The primary relief system shall comply with the provisions of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Pressure Vessel Codes and the Compressed Gas

Association (CGA) Standards.

The ta'.k shi.Il also be supplied with a secondary relief system not required by the
A$ME (,04.* , . Th s system shall be totally separate from the primary reliefi

system. It 5%all consist of a locked open valve, a rupture disk, ano a secondary
vent stack. This rupture disk shall be designed to burst at 1.33 times maximum

.

allowable working pressure (MAWP).

*

Supply system piping that may contain liquid and can be isolatable from the tank
relief valves shall be protected with thermal relief valves. All outlet connec-

tions from the safety relief valves, rupture devices, bleed valves, and the fill
line purge connections shall be piped to an overhead vent stack, per CGA G-5,
Section 7.3.7.
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Two relief devi:es shall be installed in tne unk's outer vessel to relieve any

ancessive cressure builduo in the annular space.

< --:e- taak5 1** 1*'i a s va-i:19s sai'l te ierun ded cer 23A o-12, $acticasv

~ . . ' i-: ".?.:.2. ~*a s t:ri:e s < s te s*s '1 5e crate:tei * rom the e''a:ts o'
,9- .; 2 : *g, .37 ., c,... i.-

_i:ess '' . :-ete:F + s-t'1 te a::a: t: tne un< 's liqui 1 oicing w harave 3 liae
:rei. 02'* -atesse a sa''i:ieat 1*ouat of nydronen to t**eatea si'etv- eti ta d

.

staattares. Aa i:: actable et9 d0locv is identi' led in section 4.2.2, " Dice-

3-at s.

.

3.2.?.] |a s t ume a ta ti ca . The t3al snall ba sJoolied with a cressure cauge, i

tituia level cauga. and a vacuu* tadout c06naction. These cauces are s;f#i:iant
6:r normai *ca t toria: i the unk : vudi tion. 16 s trume n ta t i o 1 for remote moni tor-v

iac, sucn as *tgh/ low-cressure switc/es, pressure and level 1 snsmitters may be
added. A lis ting o' sanoly system ins u > manta tion an .' wontrol is identified in
se: tion 2.4

3.2.2.4 Licuid Hydrogen Pu-o and Con t*ol s . The licuid hyo" ogen Dumo shall be of

0* oven design to orovide continuous hydrogen sucoly in unattende"., automatic
coera tion. The following items co*orise the more important system controls.

3.2.2.4.1 Dositive isola tion valva. A cositive isolation valve shall be us=d
to control the licuid feed into the cumping system per NFPA 508. The valve
shall be a ' ailed-closed, oneumatically opera ted valve. The valve shall only
be open during Dumo 00erition, shall close in any fault mode. and shall be
451a to be remotely overridden in case of emeroency.

3.2.2.4.2 Sys te* overoressure shutdown. Althouch the system is orotected hv
.,

safety rellef valves and rupture discs, system overoressure shall be avoidei
,

by shutting down the pumos at high pressure.
,

3.2 2.4.3 Temocra ture indica tino switch. A temperature switch shall con-

tinuously eenitor the downstream cas line for low temoerature and shall trio

the liouid cumo to orotect downstream eculoment from low temoeratures.

v mo operation shall be continuously ando mo ooera tion.3.2.2.4.4 uu

automa tically moni tored. 0) era tion which results in pumo cavita tion, high

3-7
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tetDe"ature at tre put: dis 0"a"ge, or loa tetperature downstream of the
va:OriZer snail cause tae |a : t0 be shut dean by tne remote control cane',
' e 'dai* saa'' De 'ec'* ate: Or : e "ET0te :nt Cl 05 eel 3/ an audi31e alarm

: :-: ' : :s: : .

: . .:.- . -';; " --- -: - s. - e'e:: <:a- :: ::-e-:s i- ,:-:;e se , e

s :. _ :e :es ; i: 3:.:-:3 :e - s::: ':. : ', 'te:;en :- a :: e e t
-

;as s a' :e ase: <:- :a ; ; : : me::rs, ::-te:1 ca ets a-d oa',es.

.

3.2.2.5 * 9 '3:e aith Gase0.s $fste9 Liquid hy0r gen, pum: sys*e9s tj ' aIIy-

e .t e a gase:Js s!Orage systet as a surge or DaCk-up to plant hydrogen sa:Oly.
'' ese si: rage syste*! shall De des'gne0 in aCCor03 Ce with sectio 9 3.1, Gaseous-

afd- ge". W"e evr a gase:Us taci O is used in conjurCtier with a liquid hydrogeaL

if s *.e . s a i t:F0v' - C09tr0ls s*l l' be Orovided.

3.2.2.5 Va:0 'zat'e . Va:: ization of the 1+cuid nycrogen shall be aceleved by
tre use of anciert air va:0 ize s. Va:orizer de ign, installa* ion and 0.eration

,

sraIl take gJ10a*Ce '*$* 6dA 5CA arc 508.

* e va 0 i Zf e inould featu't a star fin design and aluminum alloy Constr ction.-
u

e3, 3 ::.. rec . uid and gsseOus storage system, the vaporizers used should have
a design cressu-e consistent with plant injection pref.sure requirements. The units
may oe pi;ed in carallel such that each unit can operate independently. Parallel
va:Orizer assetbiies shall De sized for the peak hydrogen flow required for each
plant and shall provide for periodic intervals for defrosting, as appropriate.
Otner atmoscheric vaporization systems mey be utilized if their capacity is
demonstrated to be adequ;te for the p'',;. flow and amoient conditions.,

~ca a cumced liquid oni.y storage system, the vaporizer must withstand maximum
*Dressu es generated from the cryogenic pump. These vaporizers shall be equippedr

alta stainless steel lining designed to 3500 psig.
.

3.3 ELECTROLYTIC

3.3.1 System Overview

The disassociation of water by eiactrolysis is an acceptable method of obtainirg
tne gases needed for hydrogen *ater chemistry. This can be done on site and the
gases can conveniently be generated at the rate used. The electrolytic gas
generator should ce proven ecui: ment, the same as used in other industrial

3-8
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4;p l i t a t i:r s,. Ce:e*0ing On the generator operating p" essure, ettner nydrogen

c0+:*es50's or p"esswee D*educ0an (control) is utilized to match plant hydr 0ger
'a'e:*10a p re s s,.ee r e0,, , remea* s , Ine ete *rcljtic system snail De provided Of a

,

..:. 't" ..*: " $ s e * * ea s ' . e e r:e * * e* e '" * "e f e s ';", :"e'a t ca da *4'*!e*5 ace Ofi

*en ses t*s.

; ;;2 ; ,-g- 43,---- -

E *;*e*! de: :#: esses $ss: 't!e: at*r t*e e'e:**0ljti: *'e!*;d * :# . O'"; *e'

"a. 3dses '*: ,, 0 9 *e:t'''e's, !"e e'e:*.r0l 'iC cells, sC"ub0e's, 00m**ess "s,j

'

0'"'";, va'.95 3" $$$::'i*.92 ::*t" 's.

3.3.2.1 355 Ge*e"$*.0". aa*e" 's 04 5s:ciated i9:3 afdr0 gen and oxyen in t*e'

ele:t-: lyt d: :e''s Oy *ae O're** Cur *ent electricity pr0vided tneouga the
re:t'fie-s. 'ae atte" " as '*t: **e cells, at tne rate dissociated, une"e it

'

' *ms a 50 u* i " a't" !*e elect #0'yte used to car"y tne electrical Curreat f r0f"l

"e e'e !"::e t: !"e O!"e'. "y "Oge" is for*ed at one electrode and cryge9 at the
O!"e", a*':" 's Oe:e" e*! :" c "*e*t O'rection. Tne electr0 des are seDa'ated O f a

*e*0ra e * Pica 's :erme3 die 'Or the electrolyte but whiCh keeps tne gas Dubbles

se:arste as !*ef rise to !"e c:llection outlets of the cells.

3.3.2.2 Vesse's. Unless emet: ed because of size (smaller than 120 gallons of
:ress re (less than 15 psig), for industrial safety reasons, theaster) : -

re;airements cf tne herican Society of Hecnanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and
P essu e vesse' Cece Section ',II:, Civision 1, snall apply to the design andr

construction of vessels. The code design pressure and temperature shall be
selec*ed t0 De above the nignest pressure and temperature that can be reatned

cur'ng 0*eratior.

3.3.2.3 Piping. Piping and related eoulpment shall conform to the American
National Stancard Code (ANSI) for Piping 831.1 or 831.3 except tnat nonmetallic-

mate *ials may te used in 10. pressure applications if supported by experience
ard/or tests which have demonstrated their suitability for the service conditlems,,

and operating pressure and tempe-ature conditions are within the material manufac-
tu-e s specifics * ions. Ty tcal normetallic materials are limited to pressures
belo. 150 psig and temperatares below 140'F.

3.3.2.4 Valves. Valves sn0uld be designed such that the prevention of hydrogen
leakage into an enclosed area does not rely on a single packing. Valves in any
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i

Cortion of tn.e hydroge9 flow path that is at Subatmospheric pressure $bould be
designed for Zero inteakage Of d ie,

at ' !: :"*?!* :*5 i*t' te .se: :~ d'1 f:-age" O': 4ag ; mat 33, * e ate ;e';.a

1*. :5:***': ''eL1,*e.

'*i : ..ia :a C i *. * , '*: .:'*: .!'.e5. **a'' *;* :**.a'* ;*el$25. ' 't. ;# :t*t'

::*0s5tiO'e *a*.e*ta'$ ar*:" a* 'g*'te d*. t*e ;r:*e* ::a:'ttcas 08 te**t*at.*3 aa:

.e'00'*j.
.

va'ves ia t*e myd* ger f ' O O a t ". i" 0" ::aa$t#ea* 0# a*y D0tet aha*d the are$$a"?

Caa Se Oe'Ca d!"0$;reric $*0.': Fave 5*a"k *eS'Staat ryCbiag ind im*aC! *g4

5."#30e$ l' t"e ".00'eg Or i?050;iag we'cCities Car euCeed tFe $0 ark thre$n0lo,

a neIi S 3* S0a* D600Ie test 35 40;r0 riate shall be performed to 855ure a leakL

tig"* 5/5*em afte" ir$*a'I d *. i O " .

3.3.2.5 C0m0'es%0*s. [f a me:na*ical method of 985 ComDression is emcloyed, it
SF0JId Se ICCated at !"e g15 ge*e#ati0n facilitie$. A gas pressurization metnod

lFaf be e*0 cyed aniCN d:et n0! re0gice mechanical ComDre$$ ors and anich cermits

;at generati n at a rate eqJai to gas usage. However, if a mechanical Compress 0"0

's 45ed, it $nall meet the foll0aing reqbirements:

(a) Ine Cressure geddient at any seal should be outward whenever
tne Compress 0r Contains njce: gen.

(b) T*e snaft seal leakage shall not discharge into any enclosed
sca:e that is not eitner Continuously purged with an inert gas
or ventilated to avoid an explosive mixture of air and hydrogen

i assumirg the greatest potential rate of shaft seal leakage.

(:) Tre CO*:ressor shall not introduce unacceptable levels of
organics and/or fluorides / Chlorides into the hydrogen,

,

(d) Ine Comoressor shall be designed to permit pur.ging of all
Compartments before and after maintenance.

(e) The ComCressor should be dry lubricated and should be of the
diachragm type.

Where 945 5torage volumes 4*e used. their Si2e Should be minimi2ed. Where
practical fo" Ine a*C'iCatio9, a ty*e of Compre$5or Should be used that does not

I reduire Surge tark5.

|

|
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3.3.2.5 Gas Geae*a!0r Saetter. Passive ventilation snall be provided for the gas
gereratirg room of the equip?ent snelte'. Inlet c enings shall be pr3vided at
''00e level in esterice . alls 3*d Outlet C:enirgs shall be IC04ted at the higa
:- -! 0' *"e '00*. *'* * da; :.11e* 00eairgs sra!' adve 4" A**arge~e"* 3*d
5.*' .'+*! 3*ed *: 3ss.#e 't.

* '"*e 03ss'%e weat'Iati ". Iae discha*ge '*0*

. 'fi 04~'*?s**d' e O'"e!'.e: *0 5 '003!'0" !"a* "as *0 igniti0n s0u"Ces.*

*f ;15 : f s * 11 -0:* ;* 1"e i*e'*t* s-a' Oe *3"!!!'0 00 aaaf ("O* 3' !!"e"

* 0 0 ' s *. * d *. 0.-: 00'13'* 'g*'*.'0" $06" es. Tre "e:ti''Ca!iOr et.40'e"t s"d' De-

'"O* !"e gas ge"e*a*t09 00.t0*e*!'a"!'''-ae: ia3f
.

50.'0*e*! 'O' 501:e * eat'"9 0' !"e gas ge"e"at'ng *00* small nCt C0rti " 3*f4

*

' g * ' *. ' 0 * $0."00s d*0 saa' **! aII0a g3ses, trC'uding at", t0 Oass ou! Of ;*e P009

* a" '7"'!'0* s0."0e ** a "eSting syste*.

4rd0.s aad 200"s s*a' *e in ex *erio" = alls only. Windows shall be made ofa

s"a!!er*"00' glass 0" "Ias*'O 'n tetil #rd?es.

**e sae'te* s a' Oe O' a0*CO?0.stiDie * ate *ials (except for the traas:1"ent

Ma*e"'a's used i" ai"00*s).

3.4 i:0L:3 01<3EN

3.4.1 Syste* Dve"v'9a

L+cu d cujgen is stared in a vacuum-jacueted vessel at pressures up to 250 psigi

are temoeratures w: to -251'F (saturated). Oxygen taken from the vessel shall be
vacorized threagn ambient air va:orizers and routed through a pressure control
stati0n -nicn maintains gas oressures within the desired range. The licuid oxygen
system snal' oe provided by a su:clie" ho has extensive experience in the design,
operation and maintenance of ass 0ciated storage and supply systems. Liouid oxygen
shall ce provided ce* CGA G 4 and G 4.3.-

.

3.4.2 Soecific Ecutement Des.cri0tien,

3 . 0 . 2 . '. Cryogeate tank. Tanks for liquid anygen service, with capacities bet een
3,000 gallens and 11,000 gallons are similar in principle. An " inner vessel" or
"licuid c0ata'rer" is suDported witrin an " outer vessel" or " vacuum jacket," with
insulat'or provided in the 50 ace bet een the tanks. Necessary piping connects
fecm inside of ne ince* vessel to outside of the vacuum jacket. Gages and valves

? of Or00uct in the vessel are mounted outside of the va:Jum!C 'nc'0a*e t*e c0*!"0

3-11
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Jacket. Legl Or saddles to sup*C*t tne ahcle assembly are melded to tne outside
O' t e va:uum jacket.

- + . esse's s*t' :e ces'; ec. 'd:*icate: teste0 aad sta?:ec i- 3 ::*:3 :e .'t-

Se:' : . ' : .'si: .. ' : e ASui C00e 'Or Ladi-ed Pressa-e . esse's..

* ate'ic i. ' t i: 'e ':* ':.'c :n.ge se .':e *wst *a.e g::: d.cti'ity : ::e t'es
'

$: ' . :i - .e :f !*..-ei .' :^' :e ~31 30 ' e :.te- . esse' sa:s': :e-

::-st .:te: :- :3-::- stee' a : :es rot e:.' e ASME ce-tification.

.

:Pse'at':- ce!.et- i--e- anc :.te essels snall be eithe Oerlite, aluFinized

y'ar 0- s 'ta0'e e:.a'. *re a- ala- 5: ace snould be evacuated to a nign vacuum-

c' 5: m':-: s : 'ess. -

'a-w c:-t :' :t:i g 4-d va'vir; sn:wie be installed in accorda ce aita ANS! B3;.;
o- E3;.3. ''i :i: tag seali ce e'the arougn: cepper or stainless steel. Tne
felic t ; ta * :i:ta; suesystems shall be provided:

* I'' 'r:L it .0ast ucted witn t0D and bottom lines so that tae
vessel Ca- te 'iilec *1tno.; affecting system oDeration.

Oressu e. . 'c circuit, to seep tank pressures at operationalr*

'esels.

Economizer circuit, to creferentially feed oxygen gas from*

.essel va 0- 504:e to p oCess.

3.4.2.2 Ove p-ess.-e C-:*e: tic- System Safety considerations for the taak shalt
be satisfied by dual full. flea safety valves and emergency backup rupture discs.
The prima y relie' systes !nall consist of two sets of one (1) safety valve and
one (1) rupture disc pipes into separate legs, coupled by a three-way valve. This
cual p-1rary retief systet with 100% standby redundancy allows maintenance and
testing to be performed without sacrificing the level of protection from

-over:ressure.
.

The primary relief system shall comply with the provisions of the ASME Pressure .

Vessel Codes and the Comcressed Gas Association (CGA) Standards.

Anco!ar sea-:e safety neads $nall be provided to relieve any excess positive
pressure buildus amicn signt result f rom a leak in an inner vessel. Supply system
piping that may contain licu'd and can be isolatable from the tank relief valves
shall be protected aith thermal re'ief valves.

i
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Tre tana sFali be su; plied ai P a *ressure gauge, a licuid level gauge, and a
v40uur readdut Connection. Teese gauges are sufficient for normal monitoring of

1

CCndition. [nst*aFe*tatten for remote monitoring, $UCh as hign/ lea.t*e *aan

;*ess.*e saittaes. *ess.re a*: ' eve' !"aasm1*ters *ay be a ed, a listing of

#.fs;e* '*1t'.*eatatt:* 3* 209#:1 's ide*tifiec im se::tca 2.45.:: .

..: 2.: . ** T i '. :*. **e .1 '';it';* ' **e 'i .*o Osygea s*a'' Of i:''f.e: Of
*

* e .se :* 1** ^** 3'" .3 :''29's.

'*e .a '';e* s* .'d feat.*e a s!ar 'in design and ext'uded S U*inum alloyI
,

CO*st*uC*':". ?*e vas:r' e's s'all nave a minimum design Dressure of at least
30 :sig. I*e w*'ts s'a'i te O' e! in Carallel $UCh that each unit can oCerate

*
"

* * : e : e * C e * *. ' f . Oa"$''e' sa::"* e* itsemDlies small be sited to hancle eak piant
flow re u 4reme"!s 4"d sea'l O*:s'Ce for De*iodlC Intervals for defrosting As
10 r :riate. Ot*er it*:s *eri: va:cri24 tion systems may be utilized if their
3:a:Ity ts demorstested ! te adequate for the plant flow and ambient conditions.

3.4.2.4 Dress;*e C:-t*:' 5 st':". ine pressure co^ trol station small ce of a

Tani': Id destga. T*e *aaif: 10 shall have t.o (2) full floa 04*allel pressure
reducing regulators. Tre discharge pressure range of these regulators small be
adjusta le to satisfy plant oxygen injection requirements. Pressure gauges shall
be Orovided u: stream aad d0anstream of the regulators and sufficient hand valves
shall be provided to ensure complete operational flexibility.

Protection of downstream equipment from low-oxygen temperatures shall be included
in the system design.

3.4.3 Wate ta! $ of Construction for Onygen Piping and Valves

Tne design and installation of oxygen p:oing and . elated equipment shall be in
accordance with ANSI B31.1 or 831.3 and the following guidelines for matertai*

selection for. oxygen systems.
e

00servations of past oxygen fires indicate that ignition can occur in carbon steel
and stainless steel piping systems operating at, or near, sonic velocity. Fric-
tion from high velocity particles is considered to be the source of ignition.
Cc:cer, brass, and nickel alloys have the cnaracteristic of melting at tempera-
tures beloa their respective ignition temoeratures, This makes these materials
extremely resistant to ignitica sources, and once ignited, they exhibit a much
slower rate o' burning iman ca* Don or stainless steels.

3-13
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As a "esult .of inese ODservaticrs, the foll0 wing materials, in orce* Cf
;*e'e'e*Ce. a*e a00eataD e f0* Oxygen service. [n the Case of CarDon steel Ori

staia'ess stee'. the tan'*.? .e':0'!j O' gase:ws : yge" $ra'l De oitnir gaice' ires
91:a: 'i'e Of **e :: * esse: 3as iss::'at':" "31 Ca':F'et C31.J.J. ' '. - : , s t e ' a '

.

- 1:- :es ':- iste:.5 : .,;e . ' sa s-'s s ':n s-c C 's t e c.!':- :': rg sj s te-s .

. :: a-

: 5-,.

v; g'.

.

5td'a'ess Stee'*

:4 ::- Stee'* .

If stee' Oi:e is t0 De Jsed for tPe system and SCTe 'cCal flow Conditions c06'c
:a se the <e':: t, t excee: tnat estaclished in CGa G 4.4. tnen tnat portion of
the syste* Tust be c0nverted t0 a c DDer-based alloy and extend a minim ? ofo

'0 Oia eters 0:a"s*"eam cf tre 00 int of return to the alloaaDie velocity. These
.

10 cal fle- condit' ens ta) Occur at centrol valves, orifices, brancn line take-off
::iats, arc in tae disena*ge cicing cf safety relief devices.

'.al .e s ta a t c;e c rapidly are n0t suitable for oxygen service, since rapid fillirg
:( a- ci,;ea ' ire ill result in a temperatu*e increase due to adiabatic compres.
si:". As a res 't O' this pnerote*Cn. Dall valves and automatic valves may only

be use: .i ta tae follo.ing restricti.ons:

Valve bodies shall De made of a copper alloy. Balls shall be*

|
n0ce! or brass. Valve seats and seals should be teflon,'non.
clasticized Kel F, Kalrez, or Viton.'

Ball va'ves may not be used as prccess control valves in*

:nrettling or regulating service. Ball valves may be used as
isolation valves, emergency shutoff valves, or vent or bleed
valves .here they are either fully open or fully closed. ,

Pneuqatic or electric ball valves used for on.cff servicesa

shall have an actaation time from fully closed to fully open of
4 seconds or greater for pressures up to 250 psig. No .

restriction is placed on actuation time from fully open to
fully closed. PiDing immediately downstream must be a straight
run of c0ccer bearing material for a minimum of 10 diameters.

Paeynatic or electric ball valves used for emergency service*

may oe fully ocen or fully closed to the emergency position.
.itn ao restrictions on actuation time.

3-14
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Suita3 e valve packing. seats, and gasket materials are listed below in order of1

0 eference fr0m the osygen compatibility basis only.

?e le-s.

J' ass.< 'e: 'e<':n.

s- :'is:*: :e: (e' ;-

35- ' ::. 9::.

. ::a :r ; ::r.

4

3.4.0 Co;e- :'ea * ;

J

i'' :': r;. *ittir;s. .a' es, a-: :trer material which may contact oxygen small te,

:les e: :: e :.e t-:e ma! cegacic, inorganic, and carticulate matter in
a:ccr ace aita CG: 4.1. 00servation has shown that ignition can occur in
er :e-iy designe: Oi:1rg systems when foreign matter is introduced. Therefore,

I retoval ;' c0nta-imants $gcn as grease, oils, thread lubricants, dirt, water,
filings. scale, =el: scatter, paints, or other foreign material is essential.
Cleaaing se:uic De a Complisaec by precleaning all parts of the system,
maintaining clea-li ess during corstruction, and by completely cleaning the system
after construction.1

I

a

.

e

b

1
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* :.' S' e : sea::e st'es :' 3ase:es aac Liquic mydrogen'

. .

4.;.:.1 Ove de.. Rev:e of the follo.ing site characteristics shall be
*

c:-:u ct e:: by escr Sn: fa:$1ftj in locating the gaseous and/or liquid hydrogen
su;:'y systems:

1. Locatior c' succi > system ia Orcximity to exposures as
ad0ressed in NFPA SCA and 509,

2. P0wte of nydrogen delive*y on site.

3. Location of supply system in proximity to safety-related
eq.i?mert.

4.1.1.2 See:ific Consideraticas.

4.1.1.2.1 Fire er:tection. The area selected for hydrogen system siting
small meet or exceeo all reautrements for protection of personnel and

equipment as addressed in NFPA SOA and 508, gaseous and liquified hydrogen

systems, rescectively. Each standard identifies the maximum adantity of
Mycrogen storage permitted and the minimum distance from hydrogen systems to a
number of exposures.

Tne need for additional fire protection for other than the hydrogen facility,

shall be determined by an analysis of local conditions of hazards on site,
exposure to other properties, water supplies, and the probable effectiveness

'

of plant fire brigades in accordance with NFPA SOA and 508.

4.1.1.2.2 Security. All hydrogen storage system installations shall be
completely fenced, even when located within the owner-controlled area.
Lighting shall be installed to facilitate night surveillance.

4-1
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4.1.1.2. Route Cf hyd*0;e* :e'ive y oa site. (acn plant sh0uld determine

n crogen delivery tracks th ouga ca site and cff-s'tethe acute to be tamen by s

1 eas. :a : :e- t: : :te:* : e jd-:ge- 't:rs;e a ea '*:* a , ve-4c.'a-

3::':e-is, t .:x :s-*+e-s saa' te testa''e arcu c ine :e imeter c< t e

sete sta'' n : .

C tr r tre : a-t se: ity area, all celive les 5 a' :e ::-t :i'e: :er te

re: ire ents of 10 :cA 73.55.
.

4. .l.2.4 LeCatf06 of sto*Sqe system to safety-related structures. (aCh

claat srail cetermine inat tre location of tre hydrogen storage sjste9 is ,

acceptable relative to safety related structures and equic?ent considering tre
na: arcs describec in sections 4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.

!

4.1.2 Gasecas Storage Vesse' Failure

Gaseous storage vessels in the scope of this report are the commercially
available, seamless, swagged enced vessels that are commonly referred to as
"hydril tuDes.' inis section addresses the non-mechanistic rupture failure cf
single vessels and the separation distances recaired to avoid damage to safety-
related equipment. Simultaneous failure of multiple vessels is not addressed
because tne inherent strength of the vessel makes them unsusceptible to f ailure
from outside forces. These vessels shall be capable of withstanding tornado ,

,

missiles (NUREG-0900) and site specific seismic loading due to horizontal and
vertical accelerations acting simultaneously.

These features eliminate cornen cause vessel failures so that the maximum
postulated instantaneous release is the fully pressurized contents of the largest
single vessel. The potential consequences of such a release, a fireball or an
explosion, are addressed in order. *

.

4.1.2.1 Fireball. The thermal flux versus distance f rom the fireball Center are ,

shown on figure 4-1 for the two most common vessel sizes. These fluxes and
durations will nct adversely affect safety-related structures. However, each
utility shall review any unique site characteristics to assure all safety-related
equipment will function in the event of a fireball.

4.1.2.2 Explosion. When a gaseous storage vessels ruptures, the e*Dansion of the
high-pressure gas results in racid turbulent mixing with the surrounding air. In

4-2
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Figure 41. Thermal flux vs distance from fireball center
for gaseous hydrogen storage system.
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the case of gaseous hydr 0 gen, the release will go through the detonation limits of
!S.) - $9s bef0re tne aind can translate the misture. (coseqkently, any esplos'On
''Istal.e5 a''' 0*';*aate $1 '"e .4%sel OtJ*e si*e. f;* tr's reccet, it 't

*

0-se".1*.'ie's a%% *ef !*dt !!!! ;# t*e st%%el CO* teat $ a''' C;*teib.te ;; *ae

t'istat.e 1*: !*lt t*e 'N' *f * gea e;,t.a'emCe lg ?!$ ca aa e*ergj 03g's (i20 - ta
4 *155 035'% *'s **1*$'!*.e5 *O 2' l '!%. O' 'N! :e * 1 C $!aat1*0 0 ! :'

.

feet ($ i) O' gaSe:as afJr3;ea. L%'n; t*'$ C0nve*%'On fa;t0F and w.$. a**)
7e;"nical Maaus! Tu5 1300,0145; over:re%% res aad impulses caa be ca'calate: at
'u ct'Oet o' distaate '70m the ve$$e' 10 Cation. Ire %e blast paranete's C0s'd t*e* 'a

De C0t0 ired tC the dynamic %trengtn of Safety-related structures.
.

An evaluation entitled "$eparation Distances Recommended for hydrogen $tbrage t0
Prevent Oamage to Nuc!esa Power Plant Structures From Hydrogen [aptosion' aos
performed f0* [PGl by R. P. Kennedy. This evaluation, ahich is included as
300e" din 3 of these laideliret, recomeends teDaration distances based on
gaant1'le$ O' Stored hydroger a"d building design factors. The recommendattors
are pr0vided in tne form of step by Step procedures, with subsequent s'e*%

requirirg additional aort but re%ulting in redJced distances from the previous
step. Ine procedure to determine SCceptable separation distances is outlined

below.

1. For any reinforced concrete or masonry walls at least 8-inches
tn tCt . the upper curve on figure 4 2 provides conservative
%ecaration distances as a function of vessel size. If this is

| acceptable, tnen no furtner work is needed. Otherwise, proceed
to steD 2.'

2. For reinforced Concrete walls at least 18 inches thick, with
knoan static strength and percent tensile rebar, eq. 7 in
acDendia B can be used to determine required seDaration
distances. The two lower curves on figure 4-2 are
representative examples of design parameters for walls of
nuclear power plants. Walls with different parameters snould

*
be analyzed using the methods in appendia B, pages 10 through
13. If this is acceptable, then no further. work is needed.
Otherwise, proceed to step 3.

.

3. For separation distances closer than allowed by the above 1 and
2, perform a dynamic blast capacity analysis in accordance with
NUREG/CR 2462 (1).

For all storage locations, the vessel (s) and the foundation (s) shall be designed
to remain in place for both design-basis tornado characteristics and site specific

flood CCnditions.
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4.1.3 Gaseous Dipe Breaks |
l

This section addresses tre retJi'e ents fcr hy0* ogen pioing systems attacee: to
gaset.s s*,0* alt sesse's .C 10 t*e OC Pt a"e'e e: Cess '?oa pr0teC* ion is
;*:.*000. Iae 0*'teri t '0* atte:tacle s't!*; f:# t*e eve *! If 4 0 00 breau &#ei

''.t':* ;* *es4'taat "e' ease telCa t*e 'o=9* ''a- 43'11*j j..

''*'t "' ** Oe' ort * eat"1."3 a'" ;&traafs 'nt0 sa#ety rela *e..,

st*Jtt.*es.

2. MinitLm se:a'ation dista9Ces for the blast damage criteria
cytlined in section 4.1.2. .

It is CFservatively assuf*ed that all releases occur while the storage vesse' is
,

at 2,450 osig. This is tne maximum alloaable working pressure of the majcrity Of
coreercially available vesse's. ,

Gase0us releases at elevated Dressures result in supersonic jet velocities and a
discersion process that is mome9tum-dominated. Under these conditions, the

G ussian dispersion model unrealistically overestimates the amount of hydrogen in
tre exDlosive region and the distance to the lower flamable region, inerefore,
these properties of gaseous releases were calculated using a jet dispersion model

described in reference (2).

The results of this modeling are shown in figure 4-3 as minimum separation
distances versus inside diameter of the pipe. The upper curve is the maximum
distance to the lower flammability limit of 4% hydrogen. Each utility shall
determine that the location of air pathways into safety-related structures exceeds
this minimum separation distance or show that other criteria should be applied to
a specific case. An example of such an exception would be if the air intakes have
automatic shutters controlled by hydrogen analyzers thus preventing the ingestion
of a flamable mixture. ,

The lower curve on figure a-3 is the minimum required distance to safety related
'

structures with greater than or equal to an 8-inch thick reinforced mansonry or
concrete wall. This distance includes the drif t distance of an unignited, fully
developed gaseous jet plus the blast distance for the maxi:ium amount of hydrogen ,

in the detonable region. . It conservatively assumes that the pipe break is
oriented directly toward the safety-related structures. Each utility shall
determine compliance with this minimum separation distance or demonstrate that
other criteria should be applied.
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4.2 LIQu'O HYORCGEN

4.2.1 $t0 rage Vessel r ' lurea

::- !" s e: ort, st:-age vessel failure is defired as a large breacn resultirg in
t*e ra ': e*0tylmg of tre e" tire 00* tents of liquid hydrogen. [t is assumed tnat
19e tan. ! i f.11 di tae time of failure and tnat the entire spill vaporizes-

i*sta* tare 0.s'y. I*e fcIloairy e".Se#ates Cotential causes of vessel #411ure and
tre re , ired design features that mitigate or alleviate these potentials.

Se'smic .*

The taak and its fetadation shall be designed to meet the
se's*4C Criteri0n for critical structores and e;uipment at the '

O a*! site (i.e., desig" Oasis eartnquake), it is preferable ~l
to seismicall) Support all liquid hydrogen piping. If this is
n0t 00ssible, the licu'O nydrogen pioing shall be seismically
su;S0'ted UD t0 and including ettess floa protection devices.
The see:ific liquic hydrogen tank and piping design at eacn
irstallation snall meet these requirements.

To-aado and Tornado Missiles*

and its foundation shall be designed to withstand theThe taa n

" design basis terrac0 charac* eristics" as outlined in
Regulatory Suice 1.76. As e minimum, the tank shall remain in
plade so that any licuid 5: 'lage will originate from the tank
location. Tne specific tana and foundation design at each
installation shall meet tnese requirements.

Desigr, basis tornado-gene ated missiles are capable of *

breaching all known commercially available liquid hydrogea
st0 rage vessels. Tnerefore, tornado missiles are a potential
cause of " storage vessel failure."

Aircraft*

a large aircraft crasn'rg directly into the storage area is
cacaole c' oceaching all <no n commercially available liquid
hycrogec storage vessels. Therefore, aircraft crash is a
potential cause of " storage vessel failure." ,

Fire*

'The overpressure protection system shall be 512ed to
accommodate the worst-case vaporization rate caused by a
hydrocarbon fire engulfing the outer sheII with loss of vacuum
and hyd-ogen in the annulus of the double.w311 storage tank (as
per Com:-essed Gas Association 5.3 and ASME Section VIII
recuirements),
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Ficod.

The follo ing flo0d C rditions Could result in vessel failure:

- "'g* aa e- -ea: es e t:: Or the ve-t stack rer tne
0.e#0'essare Or *e:* ion syste?.

- "9' ''000 ve10 't'es d's'ocge t*e ;&"<.
,

L*0e" e'**e" ::*d't' ", aate" c0gid eater the vert systet and
Ce# eat *"e 0.e";*essore CroteCli a system. Therefore, 19e ta9k
saa'' Oe '00ated sa:b tha* maaiMum flood neights Cannot exceed
the ve** sta;< elevation and su0h that 00tential flood

ve'oC' lies 05*n t Ca* age the went stack of oislodge the tank.*

Ve"'cle '?;att*

.

Tre st rage vessel shall be 0*?tected from the impact of the
largest vert:1e used ca-site by a barricade CSDable of stopping
s.Cn a seN' Ole.

'sesse' St u :a al r '!u-ea.

Tre sto-age vessel srall be designed, constructed, inspected
and 00e*ated to assare an entremely loa likelihood of tank

st"UCt.#a 'ailu"e OLeirg its tenure on site. A vessel
Ces'g*9d 'r aCCC"da*Ce aith tnis document Complies with this

loa-:-o;asility reautrement.

4.2.1.1 F'reta'' ::- tre t : ;;te-!!al causes of " storage vessel f ailure,''
!: -ad! -4ss''es a*d 5'ecra't im act, a fireball at the tark location is the

ex;ected res.'t. ine majc- reasons for tnis is the high ignitability of hydrogen
anc tre ceasity of igaiti:- scu ces in tne aftermath of these causal events. An
aircraft impact or a design easts tornado and the associated missles will also
:* ovide numerous sources of ignition from downed poaer lines, damaged
transf:rmers, and saitcngears, etc. Details of these considerations are given in
t*e re: Ort for the Dresden plant (2}.

The thermal flux versus distance from the fireball center (tank location) is shown
*

on figa e 4-4 for the range of commercially available tank sizes. The durationsr

of tre various fireball sizes are also given. These fluxes and durations will not-

adverse'y affect e;ui;9ert or pe*sonnel enclosed in concrete / steel safety related
structures. H aever, each utility shall reviea- any unique site characteristics to

'

assure all safetj-rela *ed eculpment will function in the event of a fireball,

4.2.1.2 Encicsica at Tank Site. Although an explosion is not exoected, safety-
related structL*es and eOui; ten! Shall De verified to be capable of withstanding a
deto*St'Cr 000."-tng at the site :( he tank installation. For tne instantaneous

49
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I

|release of the tertire tank contents, the following Mre used to determine blast
I

parameters for an esplosion at the tank site *

1. Ga ssia" I . eat"er stability

2. Cet0*3t'0a li?its of n d*0 gen, 19.3-59sy

1. 'N' *>0r0ge" equ safe *! Of 20s on an energy basis (520% on 4i

ass u sis)

Nu EG/C4-??26 re orts that detonations have Deen observed for hydrogenm

'

cen:entrations as 10. as 13.8s amen ignited in a long, large diameter tube. The
explostve yielc or TNT equivalence of such threshold concentration reactions is
extremely Ic because most of the combustion energy is expended in the transitton*

to detonatien. inis is esseatlally the reason why it represents the lo-er det:-
nation limit; day less c:ncentration ill give a zero detonation yield. This also
points cut that 00:n nyd* ogen con:entration and explosive yield affect the total
equivale* ? ass cf TNT 'or a given release.

Degulatcry Guice !.91 models tne blast effects from transportation accidents by
assuming ICC: cf the cargo detonates at a Thi mass equivalence of 240% (one pound
of carg0 equals 2.4 pounds of TNT). The analysis described in this report modeled
targe spills of hydrogen by calculating the amount of release that is between 18.3
and 591 (-46t of tne vessel Contents) and assuming that it detonates at a TNT mass
equivalence of $20s. Tne resulting TNT equivalence for this method is one pound
of vessel ccatents e;uals 2.4 pounds of TNT, an identical result to that obtained
with the NRC method,

The above results in an equivalence of 1.37 lbs of TNT per gallon of tant site.
Using this C0aversi0n fa* tor and U.$. Army Technics 1 Manual TMS 1300 and the

damage criteria cutlired in appendix 8, required separation distances have been
determined as a function of tank size. The resvits are shown on figure 4.$ for*

tne design parameters of the three butiding tyr,es described in section 4.1.2.2.
For buildings with other design parameters, the methods in appendix B or in.

NUREG/CA-2462 (1) may be used to determine separation distances. Each utility
shall use these methods for determining the minimum required separation distances
from the stcrage tank to safety-related structures or equipbent for the event of
an explosion at the tanu site.
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4.2.2. Pipe Breaks
i

This section addresses the requirements for gaseous and liquid hydrogen piping

syste-s attached *C the storage vesse' u t0 the point .here excess flo. |

Ded*ec'.'On is provided. Ine Criteria (Or acceptable siting for the event of a

ti:e :-ea a-e t e sa e as cutl' red in section 4.1.3. It is conservatively

ass.med tna: s' eleases cccu* -nile taa storage vessel is at 150 psig (tne

nai-n.- alitaacle -o'< in; tressure :' tae majority of commercially available
:

tark s) .
.

4.2.2.1. Gaseo;s :icine. The same dispersion model for momentum-dominated jets

discussed in sect'ca 4.. 3 a:: lies to gasecus releases from liquid storage tan *
.

piping itn tre a;pr::riate release :0nditions for saturated vapors. The results
o' tnis modetia; are seca- in figure 4-6 as minimum separation distances versus
m:le size :- inside t'a ete- 0' piping not protected with excess flow devices.
The u;;e cu ve is tne maatmum drift distance to the lower flammability limit and
is tre minim m recuired separation distance to air pathways into safety-related
structu-es. Tae treee lo.er carves are required separation distances for the |

re:resentative tyces Of safetj related structures. These distances are tne sum of j
]

both the drift and D as* distances. Structures with other parameters can bei

a-a'yrec using tne methocs in appenci> 2 :r in NUREG/CR-2462 (1). Each utility |

shall dete# mire that the sto" age vessel piping and location meet these minimum
requirenents or shoa tnat less stringen criteria should be applied to a specific
case. An exa ple of such a suitable exception would be.if the air intakes are !

crc *ided with automatic shutters controlled by hydrogen analyzers to prevent the

irgesticn of a flammable mixture. '

!

4.2.2.2 Lic;'d Dici-c. Tre va:Or cloud formed by the flasning and rapid
vaporizatice of a liquid release is nearly neutrally buoyant and has.little
m0 mentum associated alth its fo*mation. For these conditions, a Gaussian j

.

dispe*sion model is employed using the following conservative assumptions:

1. Instantaneous va;oriza* ion of release
.

2. f neat"er stability !
'

3. 1 m/s aind speed

4 Wird direction towards safety-related area

No credit is to be taken for site-s;ecific wind direction or speed characteristics i

since it is ass; ec tnat pipe Drect S Can CCCJr du#ing the worst-Case weatner and

aird COnd'tlo*s.
I
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The minimum required separation distances for liquid hydrogen pipe breaks, using
the above assumptions, are given on figure 4-7 as a function of discharge rate and

i r0'e site The upDee curve is the drift distance to the lower flammability limit
for a faily develoce: could 4th F stability and 1 m/s windspeed. This defines

tre min m.m rea.i ed separation d stance to air pathaays into safety-relatedi

stru:t.-es. ~~e three lo e- cur.es define the minimum required separation

distarces to the -eoresenta he saf ety-related structures. These curves include
tne crift dista-ce to tne center of the detonable cloud and the blast distance for
the amount of hydrogen in the detonable region. For other structure types,.

appendix B or huREG/CR-2462 (1) may be used to determine blast distances. These
distances shall be applied to all liquid piping, including those from any pump,,

I

cischarges, tnat are not seismically supported or protected by excess flow
cevices.

4.3 ELECTROLvTIC

4.3.! General l

'he electrolytic supply option neea not constitute storage of hazardous materials
on-site if it c;erates at approximately atmospheric pressure and involves the
storage of no more than 2500 scf of hydrogen and 250 scf of oxygen. If these
limits are met, and the system is designed as described in section 3.3, it need
only be analy:ed as described belo . Other system designs have not yet been,

consicered. Compressed gases utilized in conjunction with electrolytic systems
snall be in accordance with sections 3.1 and 4.1.

Events important to industrial safety (abnormal transients, accidents and external
events) must be evaluated to identify those whiCh Could result in any of the
following conditions:'

1. Hydrogen accumulation to a Combustible mixture in an enclosed
,

space.
i

2. Air or oxygen mixing with hydrogen within electrolytic system-

* Components.

3. Hydrogen fires.

I

When the potential exists for the above undesired conditions to occur, appropriate '

mitigating features shall be incorporated in the design or operation of the system )
or the consequences with respect to plant and personnel safety shall be evaluated

by the owner, i

l

l
1
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4.3.2 Purity of Gases

Tae gases as collected from the electrolytic cells in a well working system will
:e :<e- 997 pure and ccacentratice of the oxygen in the hydrogen stream and the
ccaceat-ation Of F,c-:gea in tme oxygen stream will be well below the ignition
I'mits. a:-e.e . : e- tire. u 'ty may tend toward unacceptable limits due to the

3.''d.: c' :i':ss c' Ocata 4 aats Or tre electrodes. This trend is a very slow
l-ocess detectab e Dy pe-fodic purity testieg -ell before combustible mixtures are

reached. The time that it takes depends on materials of the electrodes, and
impurities in the aate . 70 monitor cell performance and avoid combustible-

mixtures, gas purity shall be periodically or continuously measured. As a second
Orecaution against an unsafe condition, the equipment shall be designed to contain,

an inte ral exp'osion.

4.3.3 air Irleakage

Tre elect-cljtic cells and their gas collection neaders shall be controlled to a
p-essure aDcve atmospheric.

Since nearly any method of compression will cause a reduction of pressure at the

inlet of the compression device, the equipment at and between the pressure regg
lating device (for maintaining the gas generator pressure) and the compressor must
be designed to avcid air inleakage. This equipment shall be designed to (1) not
contain sufficient hydrogen to represent a hazard to plant safety, (2) not have
any ignition sources in the hydrogen flow path, and (3) avoid combustible gas
mixtures. Valves in this flow path should have spark-resistant seat and stem
guides. The design should be capable of containing an internal explosion.

4.3.4 Cut tearage

The system must be designed to avoid combustible gas mixtures which could result
.

from unintentional outleakage. Controlled venting to safe locations in the
atmospnere is acceptable.

|<

The kindling temperatures of combustible materials decrease with increased
|

concentrations of oxygen. Therefore, oxygen must not be vented in the vicinty of
j
'combustible mate-ia's Inat would be at temperatures above the kindling temperature

in a pure oxygen concentration.

|.

t
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i4.3.5 External Events

External events such as seismic, tornado, aircraft crash and flood Cannot result

in cease:uences more severe nan citec abcve and need not be considered further.

4.5 LIQUID 0xYGEN

b 4.4,1 Site C w s teristics of Li; aid Cnyqen

4.4.1.1 Overvie.. Revie- of the follo.ing site characteristics small be

!' completed by eae BWR facility as part of their efforts to locate the liquid *

oxygen storage system.

1. Location of supply system in proximity to exposure as addressed *
.

in NFPA 50.

I 2. Route o' liquid oxygen delivery on site.
|

3. Location of su; ply system in proximity to safety-related
equipment.

4 Location of hydrogen storage.

4.4.1.2 Specific Considerations.

4.4.1.2.1 Fire protection. The area selected for liquid oxygen system siting
shall meet or exceed all requirements for protection of personnel and equip-
ment as addressed in NFPA 50, Bulk Oxygen Systems. The standard identifies
the types of exposures under consideration. The number of exposures warrants
a plant-specific review for proper code compliance. As much separation
distance as practical should be provided between the hydrogen and oxygen i

systems. ;

4.4.1.2.2 Security. All liquid oxygen supply system installations shall be
,

completely fenced, even when located within the security area. Lighting shall
be installed to facilitate night surveillance..

.

4.4.1.2.3 Route of liquid oxygen delivery on site. Each plant should

determine the route to be taken by liquid oxygen delivery trucks througn on-
,

| and off-site areas, in order to protect the oxygen storage area from any
| vehicular accidents, truck barriers shall be installed around the perimeter of

the system installation.

|
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Witnin the plant security area all deliveries shall be controlled by plant
secu-ity perscrrel, per the reouirements of 10 CFR 73.55.

J.O.. 2.4 Locati:a cf st0*a;e syste? t0 safety-related equipteat. Eacn plant
s d'' de*.e-T'ae t*at t"e location of the liquid crygen supply system is
at:e:!5 Te ::as"Ce''rq tre aa:a"0 described in sections 4.4.2 anc 4.a.3.

,

4,0.2 L iqu'd ".*y;e* S!c* age Vesse E 3 ' l aj

L'c td Orygen $* *a;e vesse's are vulnerable to the same potential causes of-

failure as the liquid hydrogen vessels but the potential consequences of failure
are rac9 less severe. Tre potential threat from a liquid oxygen spill is the,

C0a'.act of on/gea-enricred air ith combustible materials or the ingestion of
crygea-eart:ned air int) safety-related air intakes. Additional information on
tre effects of cxygec-enricned atmospheres is given in NFPA 53M and in
ASTM G63-E3a aac G88-84 r: ae purpose of this report, it is conservatively,

ass e ed trat !:tal exygen concentrations above 30 vo1% (21% 0 in air + 9%
2

eer+ched '2) ill ircrease tne effective combustibility of ignitible materials in
t*e area.

4.4.3 Liquid Oxycer Vacce Cloud Dispersion

The vapor cloud instantanc0usly formed by a large liquid oxygen spill will have a
censity of 3.59 relative to air. Such a cloud will experience considerable
g-avitj-driven slum:ing as it disperses and translates with the wind. inis
p-ocess has been descrtbed by the DEGADIS model developed by Prof. J. A. Havens of

tre University of Arkansas (3). His model has been found to agree well with
published data on large releases of dense gases conducted by the U.S. Department
of Erergy, U.S. Coast Guard and others.

The DEGADIS model has been used to determine the height of the vapor cloud as a*

function of distance for various sizes of commercially available liquid oxygen
st * age tanks. It was conservatively assumed that any vessel failure would result.

in the instantaneous vaporization of the entire tank contents. The curves on

figu e 4-8, which define " acceptable location of safety-related air intake," werer

generated by using the OEGADIS model under the worst-case weather conditions of

F stab'lity and 10 m/s wind speed for total oxygen conca'teations of 30 vol%. For
dense gas dispersion, lower wind speeds result in more radial spreading with a
lower cloud heignt and shorter maximum drift distance. Higher wind speeds will
translate evea the largest release past safety-related intakes in less than
10 sec, giving little time for ingestion of enriched air.
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Therefore, liquid oxygen storage vessels shaII be located such that safety-related
air intakes are witnir the a0Ce; table region defined by figure 4 8 or alternative
a-alyses sroll Oe ce-#: ?ec to justi'y the location. Since this figure assumes
t*e Or'g:r # re' esse is 'r0m tre stcrage location, the tank and its foundation
s*a' te cesi; ed t: e a'* ir : lace f:e b0th design basis tornadoes and site-
s:e:1f c ''::: ::a:''': s.
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Se:t'on 6

::E::' :s. va:sTENas:E. AND TRAINING

'rts sectio ; ves e:: re': arc > to the operating utility for o:e ation,

"a' rte *a'Ce, and t"ainirg in order to meet the design intent of the hydroge" aater
*e*ist-) (Ma ) sjste?.*

I^e c;e"ation of a Hw: syste? ail' re: sire operator and Chemistry personnel
.

attertion. Beca;5e of the radiation increases that result from employing this
syste*, aa aaa-eaess of ALARA principles is reasired by all plant personnel. This
syste Occ d also have an effe:t ca tae off-gas system and the plant firei

:rotectice :- gram.

6.1 CPEPAf!NG P:::ECUES

'ritten procecures descricing pec;er valving alignment and sequence for anya

articipated operation should be provided for each major component and system
process. Check-off lists should be developed and used for complex or infrequent

modes of c;eration. Coerating pr:ceda es should be considered for the follo ing
operations:

1. Hydrogen additfor syste? Startup, normal operation, shutdoan
and alarm resconse.

2. Mate ial (gas or liquid) handling (filling of storage tanks)
operations that are consistent with the supplier's

re0cmmendations.

3. Purging of hydrogen and oxygen lines.
.

4 Operation of on-site gas generation system (if appropriate).

5. Fire protection or safety measures for hydrogen- or oxygen-
' enhanced fires and hydrogen or oxygen spills.

6. Calibration and maintenance procedures as recommended by
equipment or gas suppliers.

7 Routine inspection of HW: system equipment.

8. Adjastment of the main steam line radiation monitor setpoints
(if ap:ropriate).

6-1
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6.1.1 Integration Into Existirq Plant Operation Procedures
*

Where a;;repriate, operation of the HWC system shall be incor0erated into normal
Olaat gr0cedures sucr as g15"! sta**up and shutdowr.

6.. 2 0: 3-t-5:e:''': D-ecedures;

*::#::"ia*.e :"::e2.*Es s*al' 04 Oewe'0 Cec to Crovide guidance #ce olant 0:eratces
ae* c;e*3*.'0* cf t"e MAC system necessitates Operation of an existing system in a; a

! differea.t moce or raises rea ccccerns. Areas amich shoulo be considered are:

1. 0;e-at on of :ne off-gas system
.

i

i2. Pcssib e of'-gas fires
.

6.1.3 Pediatica Protettier Drogra-

Operation cf an HaC system results in an increase in radiation levels wherever'

nuclear sita9 is present. The radiation protection program shall be revieaed and
ac *c:riate changes made to compensate for these increased radiation levels.

Tre fol10airg guidelines are establisned to ensure that radiological exposures to
botn plant personnel and the general public are consistent with ALARA require-
Perts. Compliance with these reqe remer,ts minimi2es radiologically significanti

hazards associated with HWC implementatton. The operation of a hydrogen addition
. system may cause a slign: reduction in the o'f gas delay time due to the increase

| in tna ' low rate of noncondensables resultir.g from the excess oxygen added. *h'i s

may slightly increase plant effluents and should be reviewed on a plant-specific
basis,

i

t.1.3.1 ALaca Co~r'tmea.t. Permanent hydrogen water chemistry systems andi

p*ograms will be designed, installed, operated, and maintained in accordance with
; tne provisions of Regulatory Guides 8.8 and 8.10 to assure that occupational .

I

radiation exposures and doses to the general public wi.11 be "as low as reasonably
acnievable."

.

6.1.3.2 Initial Radiological Survey, A comprehensive radiological survey should
be cerformed aith hydrogen injection to quantify the impact of hydrogen water
chemistry en the environs dose rates, both within and outside the plant. This
sur ey should be used to determine if significant radiation changes occur withinv

the plant and at the site boundary. Based upon the magnitude of the change, it

6-2
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snould be determined t' ne. radiation areas or high radiation areas need to be-
created. Appropriate posting, accets, and monitoring requirements should be
implemented for the affected areas. Plant operating and surveillance procedures
s-: 'd te revised, as egaired, to mirimize the time and number of personnel
-ec irec ir rad'atica a eas for cperations, maintenance, in. service inspection,
etc.

6.. 3.3 Dia-t ir'e'c+-c. Tae radioicg' cal survej of s.:section 6.1.3.2 shculd be
.se te dete-m' e tne adeauacj cf existing :lant snielding. In addition, the

'

radiaticn levels from sample lires, sa ple coolers and monitoring equipment may,

t-crease d.e t0 bWC anc sraeld be checked for adequate shielding. If required,
,

selecti e e?g#ading of plart snielding should be implemented toaeas.#es fer v
,,

-eda:e Detr acek area and sf*e bcunca.1 dose rates.

5.1.3.0 wai-tera-ce a tivities. Hydrogen waterc r. 'y will have minimum

in;act en cccucationdi exposu-es "esu1*ing from % it' ace activities. Plant
: ocec.res sr:a'd incorporate a:Propriate requirements for access to and moni.
ter'r; cf areas a*ere increased dose rates exist with HWC to satisfy AlaDA
e vice+e-ts. FO- extended maintenance, plant procedures should include

prov151cns to terminate the hydrcgen injection. Due to the short half-life of
N-16, radiation leve's .ill return to pre-HWC Conditions within minutes of
hydroger $r.teff.

6.1.3.5 Racic'ogics' Su veilla-ce Prog *ams. Dose rate surveys should be
concactec and raciatica levels should be monitored periodically to ensure
compliacce .ita tre radiological limits imposed by 40 CFR Part 190,
10 Cr3 Pa-t 100, aad 10 CFR Da*t 23. Additional surveys may be required to comply
.ith ALAPA re:a4-eme ts. Hy: ogea . ate cnemistry, in association with improved
.ater quality operational practices, could affect the crud buildup within the
recircu!ation piping ard the shutdown dose rates. A radiological surveillance

| program should be established to monitor shutdown dose rates and crud buildup over
a nutter of fuel cycles to evaluate possible changes.

.

6.i.3.6 Measurement of N-16 Radiation. The radiological surveillance program
shoolc include provisions for the new distribution of H-16 in the main steam.

' Sele: tion of acercD*iate health physics instrumentation and application of
correction facters are required to provide accurate dose measurements. (This
correction is recuired due to the effect of tne energetic N-16 gamma on
inst a entatice calitratec ita less energetic gamma sources.) All plant surseym
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meters should be reviewed and appropriate calibration and correction methods
accounted for in plant procedJres.

J. -e +e. cf the 0'a** :e-soanel desiret*y cr0 gram shall be conducted to ensure
t at ; e a:Or0:*iate calib*ation or correction factors are used.

6.'. 3.' Va'.e!! ;act Coasiderat icas. The folic.'ng discussior rev'e.s tae t:tal
,

cose impact or a clant ahicn tmDiements HWC,

.-
A radiological assessnent at Dresden indicates that the total dose increase aitn
HWC is approximatelj C.5% on an annual basis (from 1935 to 1945 man-rem /

year) (1). Mi'e tMs increase is site dependent due to plant layout and '

shieldirg to-'igurations, significant variances from the Dresden assessment are

not anticicated. Thus, over tne life of a plant (assuming a 25-year remaining
life), the crojected total dose increase with HWC is -250-300 man-rems.

a th HaC implementatior, the potential exists to relan current augmented
'n-se vice inspection requirements imposed by NRC Generic letter 84-11 (2) and
e'imination Of extendec plant outages for pipe replacement and/or repair. Tne
value/ impact assessment presented in appencis ( to reference 3 projects a
'.'61 man-rem (Dest estimate) savings over the life of the plant as a consequence.

'

of reduced ins;ecti0rs and recafes with HWC. Typical pipe replacement projects
result in a teta! dose of 1403 to 2000 man-rem. Thus, HWC implementation could
esO t ia a sigMficant savings in total dose over the life of the plant.

6.1.4 Wate* Cae 'stry Control .

Procedures should be developed to maintain the high reactor water quality
necessary to cbtain the maximum benefit from the HWC system. Intergranular stress
cor"osion cracking can be mitigated by controlling the ionic impurity content of

,

the crima"y coolant and by reducing the dissolved oxygen level in the primary
coolant by use of HWC, The (PR -BWR Owners Group have developed "BWR Hydrogen

~Water Chemistry Guidelines" (a), which must be met in over to obtain the full
benefits of HWC, Inese water Chemistry guidelines should be uted as a basis for
ceveloping a plaat-specific water chemistry control program,

w droger ater caemistry can reduce the dissolved oxygen level in the condensatey

and feed =ater. It has been shown that at very low levels of dissolved oxygen,'

| corrosien aad meta' transD -t to the primary system would be increased. If, whea
i

i
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crerating on HaC, the diss0lved oxygen Concentration drops below 20 ppb, an evalu-

ation should De made to determine if there is increased Corrosion or metals
tra**0ft. or if Otrer factors relating to such a reduced oxygen concentration need
: Oe 00' side"ed. If th is evaluatiCn determines tnat oxygen injection is

"e: essa #f. a syste* snau' De designed using the guidance provided in
se:t :*s 2.:. a-: 3.4 0' this rea:"* .

l

|

E.1.5 Foe' 5.".e'''aate :# *a9
'

N sigai/::t-t e''e:t of njdrogen injection on fuel performance has been observed.
* re 's ex:e:te:. H:aeser, since in-reactor experience with hydrogen water

|
|c emist y is limited, utilities should c0nsider the fuel surveillance programs
|

. re::mee-ce: :, t eir fuel sureliers. |

. 6.2 MA:NTENaN:E'
1
1

A Ore,entative tairtenarce prog *am sh0uld be developed and instituted to ensure
Orc;ee e:si: eat performance to reduce urscheouled repairs, All aintenance

act+vities sno.10 be care'u'i planned to reduce interf 6 ance with stationf

cre stice. ass.<e incastria' sa'etj, and minim 12e maintenance personeel expo-
1

su-e. Writte :r ecares SP:sid be develcped and followed in the performance of j
maintenance .Or=. Trey 560sid be .*itten with the objective of protecting plant i

!

personnel from physical Parm and radiation exposure, and of reducing hydrogen |
,

aceition systet d:antine. Radiati0n exposure should be reduced by shortening the4

time re:uired in a high radiation field and by reducing its intensity by turning
' 6ff the Ha systee or other means during the maintenance period.

All excess ' low chec'w valves used for hydrogen line break protection shall be
Ceriodically tested to assure they .111 function properly,

6.3 TRAININGj

In order for tre HW: system t0 maintain its system integrity and to provide the
* expected benefits from i ts use, the system must be operated correctly. The most

4

effective medas o' reducirg the potential of operator error is through proper
training.

!
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Training should be provided to:

1. Instruct operatCes on tne function, theory and operating
Cnara0teristics of ine syste? and all its major system
CoFD0nents.

2. A:<fse 00e'at0*s O' the C0ase0eences of Component mal' unctions
and mi S0;e'atiOr aac Orowice instruction as to appropriate
CO##e:*t e a:ticns 1: De taten.

3. A .ise 0;e"atio*s a"C Ta'nte*arce personnel of the p3 tertiald

ra:s#0s Of gases ir the syste*, and provide instruction as tC
appr00riate prOcedy*es for their nancling.

.

'nstr ct e*ergercy response persornel on appropriate procedures4 s

for nandling fires or personnel injuries involving soills or
'

releases of Hg or 02 liould and gases. .

5. Inst uct plant perscrnel on the expected radiation changes due
to ne 0:eration of tne HWC system and the appropriate ALARA
p-a:t ces t ce taken to minimize dose.

6. Inst uct a;;ro;riate personnel on the benefits of HWC,

'

7 Ad.ise maintenance and construction personnel of the routing of
,

hyd-ogen lines and c' :ne approcriate protective actions to be
' ta<en anen orning near these lines.
,

Feriodic training should be proviced to reinforce information described above and
to communicate information regarding any modifications, procedural changes, or
incicents.

6.4 10ENTIFICAfiON
^

In order to aid plant personnel in identifying hydrogen and oxygen 1ines, these
lires should be color coded as required by ANSI A13.1.

6.5 PErEDENCES

1. "Envircomental Impact of Hydrogen Water Chemistry." EPRI Hydrogen Water
Chemistry Worxshop, Atlanta, Georgia December 1984 *

>

?. "!nspection o' awP Stainless Steel Piping." NRC Generic Letter 84-11,
April 19, 1934 .

3. "Peport of tne United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission Piping Review
Committee.' NURE3.lC61, Volune 1, August 1984.

4 6WC Hyd*olen aater Chemistry Guidelines: 1987 Revision. NP 49a7.SR.LO.
Palo Alto, Calit.: Electric Po-er Researcn Institute, to be published.
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Section 7

S.C.E:; aNCE AND TESTING

7.1 SYSTEM IN'E3;Ib TESTING

, In addition to the testing required by the applicable design codes, completed
process systems which ill contain hydrogen shall be leak. tested with helium or a
scac solution as appro:riate prior to initial coeration of the system. All

.

com;cnents and joints shall be so tested in the fabrication shop or after instal-
lation, as a:Oracriate. Appropriate helium leak tests shall be performed on
portices of ne systen following any modi'ications or maintenance activity which
could affect the pressure beundary of the system.

7.2 PRE 0PERATIONat ANO DE !GO!C TESTING

Com:leted systems sn:.ld be tested to the extent practicable to verify the
operability and functional performance of the system. Proper functioning of the
fcil aing items Sr0uld be verified:

1. Trip and alarm functions per table 2-2.

2. Gas parity, if generated on site.

3. Safety features.
.

4 Excess flow check valves.

5. System centrols and monito s per table 2-2.

A program should be developed for periodic retesting to verify the operability and
,

tne functionel performance of the system.
.

4
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Section 8

RADiai!0N MONITORING

8.1 INTA00VC' D

Th1s section revieas tne "adiClogical Consequence of hydrogen water chemistry
(HaC) and cresents the oasis fcr increasing the main steam line radiation monitor
set oirt te act:9medate HaC. It is concluded that implementation of HWC does not

"

reda:e the r"a g M c' safety as cefined in the basis of the technical specif1Catton
set p0 int.

Ou-ing normal operation of a BWR, nitrogen-16 is formed from an oxygen-16 (N-P)
reaction. N.16 decays with a nalf-life of 7.1 seC and emits a high-energy gamma
pnoten (6.1 MeV). Normally, most of the N-16 combines rapidly with oxygen to form
water-soluble, nonvolatile nitrates and nitrites. However, because of the lower
oxidizing potential present in a hydrogen water chemistry environment, a higher
percentage of tne N-16 is converted to more volatile species. As a consequence,
the steam activity during nydrogen addition can increase up to a factor of
a;;rox Mately five, The dose rates in the turbine building, plant environs, and
off-site also increase; however, the magnitude of the increase at any given
lccation cepends upon the contribution of the steam activity to the total dose
rate at that !oca ton. The specific concerns include;

1. The dose to members of the general public (40 CFR 190),

2. The dose to Wrsonnel in unrestricted areas (10 CFR 20), and

3. The maintenance of personnel exposure "as low as reasonably
achievanle" (ALARA).-

8.2 MAIN STEAM LINE RADIATION MONITORING.

As noted in tne previous section, main steam line radiation levels can increase up
to approximately fivefold alth hydrogen aater chemistry. The majority of BWRs
have a technical specification requirement for the main steam line radiation
monitor (MSLRM) set point that is less than or equal to three (3) times the normal :

rated full-poaer background. For these plants an adjustment in the MSLRM set
point may be re uired to alloa operation with hydrogen injection. For earlier I

!
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BWRs aith MSLRM set points of seven (7) to ten (10) times normal full-po.er

background, a set point change may not be required.

3.2.. Coa' VSJV Set 00'at Oe:0 endat40^

r:- :'aats at atem cre:'t is taxea 'cr an MSLRM initiated isolation in tne
c: ate:' #00 d" 0 at;' dent (SEOE). a dJal set point deproa0m may be utilized. At
m:st plaats, tae VS J V set 00 int is 5:ecified in the plant Tecnnical
S:ecificatiens (ie:n Specs) as some factor times rated full-power radiation back-
ground. With hydrogen addition, the full-power background could increase up to ,

5 times that ithout hydrogen addition. Below 20% rated power or the pc.er level
required by the FSAR or Tecn Specs (see table 2 1), the existing set 00 int is

'

maintained at tne Tech Spec factor above normal full. power background, and

hydrogen sr:e'd rot be injected. About 20% rated coaer, the MSLpH set point
she;Id De rea:JJsted to the same Tech Spec factor aDove the rated full. power

b4CkgroJnd aith hydrogen addition. This adjustment would be made by the plant
personnel during startups and snatoo ns. Plant power would remain constant during
tnis adjustment Drocess. Tnus, the Tech Spec factor by which the MSLRM sec point
is adjusted re"'ains the sate aith and without hydrogen addition, but the
background radiation level increases with hydrogen addition. If an unanticipated
power reduction event occurs such that the reactor power is below this power level
without the required set point change, control rod motion should be suspended
until tne necessary set point adjustment is made. At newer plants, credit is not
taken for an MSLRM-initiated isolation after a CROA, and a dual set point is not
needeo at these plants.

Plants tnat need a dual set point should consider changing their Tecnnical
Specifications to increase the factor used to determine the MSLRM set point, if
tneir CRDA analysis will permit this increase. A suggested approach would be to
use the Susquenanna Stean Electric Station, unit 1, amendment no. 58 Technical

*

Specification change as a model. Under this approach, the MSt,RM set point was
raised based on a satisfactory evaluation of the oft'. site consequences.

.

|

i 8.2.2 MSLRM Safety Design Basis

The only design basis event for which some plants may take credit for main steam

! isolation valve (MSIV) closure on main steam line high radiation is the design
basis control rod drop accident (CROA). Asdocumentedinreference(1),theCROA
is only of concern belo= 10% of rated power. Above this power level the rod

!
wort 5s and resultant CRDA peak fuel enthalpies are not limiting due to core voids

6-2
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and faster 00::'er feedback. Since the current MSLRM set point will not be
craaged Oelca 201 rated Do.e*, the MSLAM sensitivity to fuel failure is not
'*:s ted aac tne FSA; analysis fo* the CPDA remains valid.

**e ' :e s' ; Dis's ': *, e C:Da states that the maximu* control rod acetn is
esta:'is e: 0, ass r ag tne a s* sirgle tradwertent operator errer (2), From
*e'? t :es ([ a*: .j , tae manit.* centrol red Orth a:cve 20% rated coaer,
ass.**r; a ste;'e :: era *, err:r, $$ <C 6% :</K. Darametric studies utilizing the
c:aservative GC eic. si0n mode' (1) incicate that the maximum peak fuel enthalpy

*
':- 1 0-:::e: c:*t :? red aorin cf 0.8% :K/( is less than 120 calcries per

g*a*(j). 00"se;. eat'y. t*e ::rservatively Calculated peak fuel enthalDy for a
C G ADO.e 2 % rated Oc-er aili have significant margin to the fuel cladding.

'ailv e in esm 'c o' .70 calo*ies :er g*am.a

A- in: ease in Fe MSL N set :in aill rot impact any other FSAR design basis
a:ctdea Or -arsient ana'jsis sia e no credit is taken for this isolati0n

s'gaa'. C:ase ; eat'j, a technical 5:ecification change which adopts the
re::ereade: La' set : tnt a:Crea:n will not reduce overall plant safety margins.

8.2.3 "S ;" Se s'* .'tj

Cence tually, tre sensitivity of tne MSLRM to fission products is effectively
ence: 3, t-e ircrease 'n tre set ;oint above 20% power. However, it is still

facticnal aad ca:able of initiating a reactor scram. The main function of the
ipst- ent is is ael; maintata. c''. site releases to within the applicable regula-
t:ry li+tts. Tre YSJ M is su::lemented by the off-gas radiation monitoring system

,

amicr m:-it:rs tre gaseoss effluent prior to its discharge to the environs. Tne '

eff. gas radiatior ment:Or set pcirt is established to help ensure that the
e:uivaie- stack release limit is not exceeded. |

'

8.2.4 CO* lusicas

Fr0* the abeve discussion, it Can be Concluded that an increase in the HSLRM set
.

p;irt above 20% rated power aill not reduce the safety margins as defined by
Tecenical 5:e i'i:aticas or increase the off-site radiological effects as a
consec eace of design Dase accidents. Furthermore, since this change to the MSLRM

can ce .Qst 'ie: ' ace:enden of NC, this change does not constitute an unrevieaeci

safety conce-P.

!

|
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8.3 EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION

Outside primary containment the increase in dose rates with HWC is relatively
s all relative to the integrated dose assumed fer equipment qualification (!Q)
tests. Fu-tae Ore, c se eates inside the drywell rea* :ne recirculation stoing
.iU decrease secause f tre increased carry-over of N 16 in the steam. Each

ut itty sa:.'d -evie. the resu!! ant dose increases to ensure that the doses

assumed +n tae EC tests re:L'*et f:* electrical equipment er 10 CFR Part 50.49

remain boeding.

.

8.4 ENv!RONu!NTAL CONSIDERATICNS

Implementation of an MC system is unlikely to significantly increase tne amounts ,

,

or significantly change the types of effluents that may be released off. site.
Although an increase in individual ce Cumulative ocCuDational radiation exposure
may occur, the guidelines provided in section 6.1.3 of this document will ensure
that radiological excesures to botn plant personnel and the general public are
consistent itn ALARA re airements. Since the design objectives and limiting
conditions for Oceration as defind by 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I, are not

I impacted, n0 a:pendix ! *evision is reqJired.

Each plant snould examine the environmental effects of an HWC system. However, it
is unlikely that environmental impact statements or environmental assessments will
be required for HWC systems.

| 8.5 REFERENCES
, .

| 1. R. C. Stirn et al. " Rod Oroo analysis for Large Boiling Water Reactors."
NE00-10527 General Electric Company, March 1972.

| 2. R. C. Stien et al. " Rod Orop Accident Analysis far Large Bolling Water
!

Reactors Addendum No. 2 Exposed Cores." NE00-10527, Supplement 2. General
| Electric Company, January 1973.

,

3. R. C. Stirn et al. " Red Orco Accident analysis for Large Bolling Water
Reactors Addendum No. I Multiple Enrienment Cores With Axial Gadolinium."
NE00-10527 Supplement 1. General Electric Company, July 1972. -
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Section 9

CU '7Y ASSUDANCE

C ta;,.g- : e M syste? 's non-nuclear safety related, the design, proc.rement,
'a -icatier and const action acifvities shall conform to the quality assuraate.

Orcvis4095 0' the coces and standards 50ecified herein. In addition, or where not
c:.e-e: 0, t*e refe-e-ced C0ces an: sta-da-Os, the folloaing quality assurance

,

'estures shai' be esta0lished.

i9,1 SYSTES DESIGsER AND PPCCUAER

1. Cesign sad P Ocurement Occument Control--Design and procurement
doca *ents shall be independently verified for Conformance to
tre re;airemeets of tnis document by individual (s) within the
design organization who are not the originators of the design
and orc:areme- coCuments. Changes to design and procurement
accuments small be verified or controlled to maintain
COnformance to this document.

2. Control of Purchased Material Equipment and Services--Measures
snall be esta:!ishec to ensure that suppliers of material,
eOui Pent and Construction services are Capable of supplyingD

taese items to the cuality specified in the procurement
dockmerts. Inis may be done by an evaluation or a survey of
tre sa: pliers' procucts and facilities.

3. Handling, Storage, and Shipping--Instructions shall be pro'ided
'

v

in Drocurement dCCuments 10 Control the handling, storage, i

shinoing and preservation of material and equipment to prevent
ca. age, dete-icration, anc reduction of cleanliness.

;

9.2 CONTR0i. OF HYCA0 GEN STORAGE AN0/0R GENERATION EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS*

In addition to tne requirements in section 9.1, the system designer should audit
the design and manufacturing documents of the equipment supplier to assure ;

*

conformance to the procurement documents. The system designer shall specify

specific factory tests to be performed which will assure operability of the
su;; lie 's eQJ'D'ent. The system designer or his representative should be present
for the factory tests.

,
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9.3 SYSTEM CONSTRUCTOR

1. Inspection--In addition to code requirements, a program for
inspection o' activities affecting Qualit) shall be established
and executed by, or for, the organization performing the
activity to verify Conformance w'itn the documented instruc-
tions, Drocedures, and draaings for accomplishing the
activity. Inis $nall include the visual inspection of Com-
ocnents prior to irstallation for conformance .itn Drocurement

cocuments and visual inspection of items and systems folloaing
installation, cleaning, and passivation (ahere applied).

2. Inspection, Test and Operating Status--Measures shall be -:
established to provide for the identification of items which
have satisfactorily passed required insDections and tests.

*

3. Identification and Corrective Action for items for
Nonconformance--Measures shall be established to identify items
of nonconformance with regard to tne requirements of the
procu ement documents or applicable codes and standards and to
identify the remedial action taken to correct such items,

1
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Accendix A

- "::s, 5 ac m s, aEr,uta?!?NS, AN3 eU9 TIS 4E3 GOOD ENGINEERINr. 02ACTICES
m_:::.3 E ~ oE:visEr oSa03Es waTEa cututsray INsiattATIONs

This a nendin lists : odes, standards, and reculations which may be acolicele to

see:i fic perma ree t ydrogen wa ter chemistry installa tions..

I
i

1: CrD 2^ S tandards f or Drotection A:sinst Radia tion |,

!. l

1 13 Cra 57.49 ri e Drotection

11 Cra 59, A? Environ-ental Ouilifica tion of Electric Equinment imoortant to
Sa 'e ty for Nu: lear Power Dlants

10 Cr0 50 Accendia A, General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants,
General Desien Criteria 54, SS, 56, or 57

10 Cea 73.55 Decuireman ts for Dhysical Drotection of Licensed ' Activities in
Nuclear Power Weittors Acainst Radiolocical Sabotact

10 CrR 100 De a c tor Site Cri teria

29 C Q 1010 Labor - OSNA wealth Standards

29 Cr4 1910.103 Wydrocen i

1
'

29 CCD 1910.104 Orycen

43 CT4 190 Drotection o' Environment - Environmental Radiation Protection
Standards f or Nu: lear Dower Onerations

ASwE Soiler and Dressure vessel Code Section V!!!, Pressure Vessels

| ASvE Boiler and Dressure vessel Code, Section IV, Heatino Boilers

.

AS''E Boiler and Dressure Vessel Code, Sectf on IX, Welding and Brazing
Ous li 'i ta ti ons

*
ANS! AlL1 Scheme for the Identification of PiDing Systems

ANSI B31.1 American National Standards Institute, Power Piping

ANS! 931.3 American National Standards Institute, Chemica! Plant and
Detroleum Refinery Pioing

ANS! 235.1 A:cident Drevention Signs, Soecification for

^ s':a and Constru: tion o' Larce, Welded, low Dressure StoraceAD! Ita=1ard 520 t

Ta % $ . Amerita Detroleu- Institute Re:W ended Rules for

A-1
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c.

ASTV G63-9 3a Evaluating Nonmetallic Materials for Oxygen Service

ASTv G99-84 Desi:ning Systems for Oxygen Service

A.is 61.1 Structural Weldino Code

1:32 c^ sulk Oxygen Syste s

N32 5'1 Gaseous wydrocen Syste-s at Consumer Sites

Nf3A 509 Licui'ied Wydracea Syste-s at Consumer Sites

N oA 53v rire at:3r$s in oxygen. Enriched Atmosoberes
.

N oA 70 Naticaal Electrical Cnde

3 Lichtnin0 Protection CodeNTDA 7.
.

Co pressed Gts Associa tion G-4, Guycen

Co-cressed Gas Associa tion G-4.1, Cleining Eautoment 'or Oxyaen Service

Co-cressed Gas Associa tion G-4.1, Commodity St'.ci fica tion for Oxyoen

Co+ Dressed Gas Associa tion G-4.4, Industrial Practices for Caseous Oxygen
Trans-ission and Distribution Pioino Systems

Comoressed Gas Associa tion G-S, Hydrocen

Comoressed Gas Association G-S.3, Commodity Soecification for Hydrooen

Co cressed Gas Association P-12 Safe Handling of Cryogenic Liauids

U.S Army Technical Manual TM5-1300

U.S. Decartment of Transoorta tion Specification 3A, 3AA, 3AX, 3AAX

U.S. Nucles" Regula tory Commission Regulatory Guide 1.76, " Design Basis Tornado
for Nuclear Power Plants"

U.S. Nuclear Regula tory Commission Regula tory Guide 1.91, " Evaluations of
Explosions Dostulated to Occur on Transooration Routes Near Nuclear Power Olants"

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Reculatory Guide 8.9, "Information Relivant to1 .

Easurina that Occuoational Radiation Exoosures at Nuclear Power Stations Will Re
As low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA)"

*

U.S. Nuclear Recula tory Commission Regula tory Guide R.10, "00eratino Philosoohy
for Maintainina occupa tional Radiation Exposures As low As Reasonably Achievable"

U.S. Nuclear Regula tory Commission Branch Technical Position CMEB 9.S-1,
" Guidelines for fire Protection for Nuclear Power 01 ants"

U.S. Nuclear Reculatory Commission NUREG-OSC'O, " Standard Review Plan For The
Review of Safe ty Analysis Reports For Nuclear Power 01 ants."

A-2
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.
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Ec: Rep::: cr -.ydtcger 2::: age Sepa r at cn 0;s t anc es

: ear Mr. .'ener:

Er::: sed is :y fina; report on the subjec t cateria; entitled " Separation
. s ances Re:::: ended f or Hydrogen Storage to Prevent Damage to Nuclear

F.e-. F arr Stru r;rea f r r e Hy d r eg e n Ex p '. c s ie n". This report p revide s
.r:een;r; ster a; f - r re r ra: ve'y es t::ating sepa ra ti:n d .s:ances fer. . .

r.;::cgen 5 :: age. !ne appr:acn .s c ense rva tae because

a) Concrete walls are assumed to be 18-inches thick and lesser
distan:es coud be used for thicker walls.

t' A ci.. : a: cunt :f tensile reinf orcement is assured whi;e grea:er
re;r.f e rc e:en: wculd reduce sepa:ation d:. stance.

;n cases where the actual separation dis:ances are 'ess than these.

re:::: ended, a dyna:ic b:.ast capacity analysis r.ay justify lesser separa:icn
dis:ances.
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SEPARATION DISTANCES R.ECOMMENDED FOR HYDROGEN STORAGE '

TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANT STRUCTURES 1

FROM HYDROGEN EXPLOSION |

R. P. Kennedy

June 1986 )

l. Introduction'

One method to arrest pipe cracking and pipe crack growth due

to intergranular stress corrosion of austenitic stainless steel *

piping consists of maintaining good water chemistry and adding
hydrogen to the feedwater. Addition of hydrogen decreases the .

cxidi71ng power of the water and reduces its aggressiveness

toward austenitic stainless steel piping materials. However,

this approach requires significant hydrogen storage at the plant

site in gaseous or liquid hydrogen storage systems. Although

highly unlikely, with such storage one can postulate a storage

vessel or storage tank rupture possibly leading to hydrogen

explosion with blast wavec propagating outward from the vessel or
i tank rupture site. The blast wave characteristics from such a

postulated explosion can be expressed in terms of an equivalent

TNT explosion. The Electric Power Research Institute has conser-
vatively recommended (Ref. 1) that the following TNT equivalences

be used:

Gaseous Hydrogen Storage

1000 Standard Cubic Feet Hydrogen (SCF) = 27.1 lbs. TNT (1)

Liquid Hydrogen Storage

1 Gallon Liquid Hydrogen = 1.37 lbs. TNT (2)

Using these equivalencies, the question addressed in this report -

is, how far do these gaseous hydrogen storage vessels or liquid

hydrogen storage tanks have to be separated from important struc- .

tures at a nuclear power plant to prevent structure walls from

being seriously damaged if a hydrogen explosion does occur.

|

l
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The purpose of this report is to provide conservative,

bounding separation distances which require a minimum of know-

ledge about the material properties and static or dynamic capaci-

ties of the structure walls. If these separation distances are !

maintained, then no blast resistance evaluation of the walls is
<
1

required. If storage vessels or tanks are to be located closer

than these separation distances to important structural walls,

then a blast resistance evaluation is required for such walls.

Because of conservatism on the bounding criteria, such blast j

resistance evaluations are likely to show many actual walls to bea

safe at lesser stande " distances than those recommended herein. !

Recommendations in report are for reinforced concrete or.

masonry walls which are at least 8 inches thick. Structures with '

light-gage metal paneling walls and exposed metal tanks are not

covered in this report. Such structures will have to be indi- !

vidually assessed.

First, this report provide . ration distances based upon

the recommendation of the British Explosives Storage and Trans- !

port committee ( E.S.T.C. ) for the protection of public safety

against blast (Ref. 2). These recommendations are based upon
'

well-documented explosion experiments together with damage

records from accidental explosions and enemy bombing in the

United !,i n g dom. Their recomtradations are intended to prevent ,

more than a 5% probability of Aous structural damage to stan-

dard British unreinforced brick dwelling houses. Certainly no 8-

inch thick reinforced concrete or masonry wall at a nuclear power i

plant would have lesser blast capacity than these unreinforced

brick dwelling houses. Therefore, it is my opinion that the

British E.S.T.C. recommended separation distances can be safely
*

used for all 8-inch or greater thickness reinforced concrete or

i reinforced masonry walls at nuclear plants 'without any investiga-

tion being required.*

If one plans to use separation distances less than those

recommended by the British E.S.T.C., then some additional know-

ledge is necessary. External walls of safety-class structures

for most nuclear power plants have been designed to be resistant I

1
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'

to the effects of tornadoes. The required level of resistance

depends upon the tornado tone in which the plant is located. For

Tornade Zones I thru III, the minimum required static lateral

load capacities, Ps, are (Ref. 4):
i

-|
Minimum Sthiic Capacities

Ternado Zones Ps (psi) I

Zone I 3.0

Zone II 2 25 *

Zone III 1.5 .

l
1

In addition, these walls are also designed to withstand impacts

from very conservatively hypothesized tornado generated missiles

and have certain minimum requirements for reinforcing steel. Any

wall meeting such design requirements will have significantly
|greater blast resistance capacity than that envisioned by the

British E.S.T.C. recommended separation distances. NUREG/CR-2462
(Ref. 3) makes conservative, bounding separation distance recom-

mendations for such walls. The recommended separation distance

is a function of the static pressure capacity, Ps, of the wall

and the permissible level of inplastic deformation in terms of

ductility ratio, L. The recommendations assume that the wall is

reinforced concrete with at least 0.2% tensile steel reinforce-

ment (which represents a lower bound on the amount of tensile
^

steel than I have ever seen reported for an external wall of a
q

nuclear power plant safety-class structure) and is at least 18 I

inches thick (the minimum thickness required to withstand the

hypothesized tornado-generated missiles). So long as these
.i

assumptions are met, the NUREG/CR-2462 recommended separation -

distances may be used.

The NUREG/CR-2462 (Ref. 3) formulas for recommended separa- *
'

tion distances were developed for external blast explosions with

a TNT-equivalence of greater than 40,000 lbs. These formulas

become excessively conservative for explosions of less than

40,000 lbs. TNT-equivalence. The TNT-equivalence of any explo-

sion associated with gaseous hydrogen storage is certainly

B-6
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f

expected to be less than 400 lbs., which corresponds to almost

15,000 SCF of hydrogen gas storage,so that the Reference 3 form-

ulas would be excessively conservative for these cases. The TNT- j
(equtvsience !ct liquid storage capacities ranging from 1,000 1

gallons to 100,000 gallons of liquid hydrogen is 1,370 lbs. to

1.17, C 0 0 lbs. TNT-equivalence. For the smaller such tanks (less

: nan 25,000 gallons), use of the Reference 3 formulas for separa-
tion distances would be excessively conservative. |

|

Therefore, this report modifies the separation distance,

(standoff distance) formulas of Reference 3 to extend them down
to blasts with much lessor TNT-equivalence. For large TNT- I

*

equivalence explosions such as those considered in Reference 3,

wall damage ;;rrelates mostly with the peak incident overpressure

while for small TNT-equivalence explosion, wall damage correlates

nostly with the total incident positive impulse of the blast
wave. The separation distance formulas provided in this report

cover the complete spectrum and are based upon computed rein-

forced concrete wall responses for explosions with TNT-equiva-

lences ranging from 40 lbs, to 1 x 107 lbs. The methodology used

and all assumptions are identical to those described in Reference

3. The conservative bounding separation distances are applicable

for reinforced concrete walls with the following properties:

Wall Thickness: t 1 18 inches

{ l 0.12 kai & 0.3 kaiTensile Steel Factor

Static Pressure Capacity: 1.5 psi 1 P, 1 4.5 psi

Permissible Ductility: p = 1.0, 3.0, 5.0

For large TNT-equivalence explosions (greater than 40,000 lbs.),.

the conservatively required separation distances are only mildly

| sensitive to wall thickness and one may use the recommended.

separation distance formulas for wall thicknesses down to 15

inches with only slight unconservatism. However, for small TNT-

equivalence explosions (less than 4,000 lbs.), conservatively

recommended separation distances are sensitive to wall thickness.

All results are for 18-inch thick walls and are conservative for

B-7
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|

I

l

thicker walls. Recommended separation distances for all TNT- |

equivalence explosions are very sensitive to the tensile steel

factor,( wherec is the percentage of tensile steel re-,

inforcement and fy is the steel yield strength. Recommended '

of hseparatten distances are presented for the cases 2.

0.12ksi and 0.3 ksi which correspond to tensile steel yield

strengths of 60ksi and tensile steel percentages of 0.2% and

0.5 % , respectively. The($, 2. 0.12ksi case may always be used
since all external concrete walls of nuclear plants will have at *

The(f0 0.3ksi case can1 east this tensile steel factor.

only be used when one has verified that the tensile steel factor ,

does exceed 0. 3 k s i . For large TNT-equivalence explosions, the

recommended separation distances are sensitive to the static

pressure c.spacity, Ps, of the wall. This term is included in the

separat!.on distance formula. It is believed that the recommended

formula should be valid over a wide range of static pressure

capacities. However, this formula has only been checked against

computed wall responses for walls with static pressure capacities

between 1.5 and 4.5 psi. One should exercise some caution when

extrapolating the recommended formula beyond this range. It is

always conservative to underestimate the static pressure capa-

city. The conservatively recommended separation distances are
' not sensitive to the concrete strength. All computations were

based on a minimum concrete compressive strength of 4,000 psi.

Lastly, the recommended separation distances are sensitive to the

permissible level of inelastic deformation of the wall as defined

| by the permissible ductility factor, u. A ductility f actor of

1.0 represents elastic response shile ductility factors of 3.0

|
and 5.0 represent total wall deflections of 3 and 5 times the .

| wall yield deflection, respectively. For external blast loads

from very unlikely explosions, I recommend the 'use of the u = 3 .

based separation distances. Theu= 1 and u= 5 separation

| distances are presented for conditions where one wishes to exer-

cise greater or lesser conservatism.
|

The separation distance formulas in this report may be used

in the following manners

i

|

|

|
|

B-B
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1. First check against the British E.S.T.C. recommended
separation distance (Equation 3). If actuel distances
exceed this recommended distance, then no further checks

are necessary. Otherwise, proceed to Step 2.

2. Determine if wall is at least 18 inches thick and esti-

ate r in:. r static capacity based upon the tornado zone

for which the wall has been designed (for Tornado Zone
I, the minimum Ps 3.Opsi). For walls which are at=

least 18 inches thick, determine conservative separation.

distance from Equation 7 for 1 0.12 k s i , u = 3.0,
0

and appropriate minimum Ps case. If acceptable, then no,

further work is needed, otherwise, proceed to Step 3.

3. Determine whether 1 0.30ks i. If so, repeat Step
2 with this higher tensile steel factor so as to obtain

a lesser separation distance. If acceptable, no further

work is needed. Otherwise, proceed to Step 4.

4. Perform static pressure capacity, ps, calculation for

wall and use this actual static capacity in Step 2 or 3

in lieu of the minimum capacity estimate which was based

on the design tornado zone. However, one should be

cautious about extrapolating Equation 7 for static capa-
cities substantially greater than 4. 5 p s i since this

formula has not been checked for such cases. If the

resultant separation distance is acceptable, no further

work is needed. Otherwise, proeded to Step S.

5. Perform dynamic blast capacity analysis in accordance

with the procedures of Reference 3 in order to remove

all unnecessary conservatism from the preceding bounding.

separation distance approaches.

Each step in the above procedure requires additional-work but-

removes some conservatism associated with the previous step.

This report is intended to serve as a supplement to the

previously published EPRI " Guidelines for Permanent BWR Hydrogen
Water Chemistry Installations" (Ref. 1). That previous EPRI

E-9<
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1

report presents some recommendations for separation distances for !

gaseous hydrogen storage systems and liquid hydrogen storage ;

tanks through Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.6 of that report (Ref. 1). I

Representative recommendations from this report have been
directly overlaid onto Figures 4.2. 4.3, and 4.6 of Reference 1.

Ter this purpose, the original EPRI figures have been reproduced

in this repcrt as Figures 2 thru 4.

2. British E,.S.T... Recommended Separation Distances
,

The British E.S.T.C. has recommended (Ref. 2) the following

equation for determining public safety separation distances in
.

order to achieve no more than a 5% probability of serious struc-'

tural damaee to typical unreinforced brick British dwelling house

constructiont

56 W1/3
'' (3)7,000 2~1/6

- .

where R is the separation distance in feet and W is the TNT-
' equivalent explosive yield in lbs. It should be noted that

Equation 3 does not represent an abrupt demarcation between

" safe" and " unsafe" performance of such structures. As separa-

tien distances are substantially reduced below those given by

Equation 3, the level of damage gradually increases. In fact the

constant, K= 56, in Equation 3 must be reduced to K = 14 to

correspond to situations where on the average 50 to 75% of the

external brickwork is destroyed or rendered unsafe and requiring

demolition. Use of a K = 56 results in separation distances four

times as great as that obtained for K = 14 for which very severe

damage is highly likely. Thus, Equation 3 has built-in conserva-
'

tism. Even so, empirical evidence indicates that about 5% of the
|

time serious structural damage requiring wall replacement does|
.

'

occur to these typical unreinforced brick structures at distances

exceeding those given by Equation 3. Even with a K = 140 or 2.5

times greater distance than given by Equation 3, one obtains 10%
,

| window glass breakage. Thus, the empirical evidence shows a wide

E- ^
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scatter in separation distances to prevent differing levels of
damage.

In my opinion, Equation 3 represents a generally safe separ-
atten distance for heavy load bearing walls which have very low
static lateral pressure capacity as do unreinforced load bearing
brick walls. Such walls tend to be kept in place under blast

loads by their large inertial weight forces and not by their
statte lateral pressure capacity which often is low. Any heavy
load bearing wall which has been designed for significant lateral,,

forces such as those due to earthquakes or those due to tornado
side-on pressure loads should have greater blast capacity than

.

these unreinforced load bearing brick walls. However, for large

structures, such as those at nuclear power plants, the blast

loads imposed on the walls have as much as twice the total

impulse per unit area as that on small structures, such as those
British dwelling houses, because it takes longer for reflected

pressures to clear around large structures. Even recognizing

this fact, I feel certain that Equation 3 represents a very
conservative separation distance criterion for any heavy re-
inforced concrete or reinforced masonry wall that is at least 0

inches thick since these walls do have static lateral pressure
capacity due to the reinforcing steel. In my opinion, it is

inconceivable that a thick, reinforced, load-bearing wall could
be seriously damaged at standoff distances given by Equation 3.

The free-field blast wave parameters that primarily influ-
structural response are peak incident overpressure, Pao, andence

the total positive incident impulse, Iso. For a TNT-equivalent

surface burst explosion, Figure 1 (taken from Ref. 5) presents
the relationship between Pao, I,, and the scaled range, Z, where,

R
Z=p (4)

Iso = Isw1/3 (5)

Using Figure 1 together with Egns (4) and (5), one can convert

the separation distance equation (Egn 3) into a plot of peak
incident overpressure, Pso, versus total positive incident

|
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impulse, Iso, that corresponds to less than a 54 probability of

serious structural damage to these unreinforced brick load bear-

ing walls. The process is as follows:

1. Assume an explosion yield, W, in lbs. and use Egn (3) to

compute the separation distance, R, and use Egn (4) to

obtain the scaled range, 2.

2. Enter Figure 1, with the scaled range, 2, and read off

the peak incident overpressure, pao, and scaled total .

positive incident impulse, Is. Then use Egn (5) to

obtain the total positive incident impulse, Iso-
.

3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 for the full range of yields, W, so

that a complete table of the interaction between Pao and

Iso that leads to 5% probability of serious structural

damage to unreinforced brick load bearing walls can be

prepared based upon Egn (3).

Such an interaction between Pso and Iso leading to 5% probability

of serious structural damage to unreinforced, load bearing brick

walls is provided in Table 1.

Table 1 indicates that for explosive yields less than 4,000

lbs. TNT, this level of damage corresponds to a total positive

incident impulse of 31.5 p s i-m s and is completely independent of

the peak incident overpressure. Basically, it takes this much

impulse to overcome the stability provided by the inertial weight

of the wall and until at least this total positive impulse is

provided the wall will not be damaged. However, for very large

explosive yields greater than 16,000 lbs. TNT, this level of

damage is found to correlate with a peak incident overpressure of ,

0.7 5 p s i irrespective of the total positive impulse. Only between

4,000 lbs. and 16,000 lbs. is there an interaction effect between
.

Peo and Iso corresponding to the observed level of damage, and

even here the interaction is not large.

As a good approximation, one can state that the British
'

experience indicates about a 5% probability of serious structural

damage to unreinforced brick load bearing walls whenever both of
the following are exceededt j

i
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Pso 2. 0.75 psi
and (6)

Iso 2. 31.5 psi-ms

For other structural materials (such as reinforced concrete

walls) or other levels of damage, s i.t il a r damage relationships

can be produced which show that damage depends upon exceeding ,

both an incident overpressure and a total impulsa.

Figure 2 plots the relationship between incident impulse and,

peak incident overpressure corresponding to 54 probability of

serious structural damage of load bearing brick walls. Note that
,

for overpressure greater than Ipsi, this plot is simply a
straight line at 31. 5 p s i- m s . Also shown in Figure 2 is the EPRI

damage threshold line from Reference 1. Such a line is signifi-

cantly higher than that correspo6.3ing to the D ritish E.S.T.C.

recommended separation distances. Lastly, Figure 2 shows several
,

lines corresponding to the recommended separation distances for

18-inch or greater thickness reinforced concrete walls' permitted
to deform to a ductility f actor of 3.0.

3. Recocanended Separation Distances for 18-inch
and Greater Thickness Reinforced Concrete Walls

As mentioned in Section 1, this report extends the separa-

tion distance formulas presented in NUREG/CR-2462 (Ref. 3) down

to cases with lesser explosive yields, W. Reference 3 studied

both 18-inch and 24-inch thick walls with various support condi-

hh . Thetions, and various tensile steel factors, 18-inch

thick walls with simple supported spans were found to control the

recommendations of Ref. 3 for a conservative bounding separation

i distance. Properties of these walls were tabulated in Table Al
,

of Reference 3. However,'the blast capacity analyses of Refer-

ence 3 which led to its separation distance recommendations only
.

went down to 40,000 lbs. of TNT-equivalent yield. Therefore the

recommendations of Reference 3 are only appropriate when the peak

incident overpressure, Pso, controls the wall behavior and are

too conservative for lesser TNT-equivalent yields. To extend the

Reference 3 separation distance equation down to lower yields,

4
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the following 18-inch wall thickness, simple-supported span cases

| of Table A-1 of Reference 3 have been analyzed at lesser yields:

hi Tensile Steel Factor, : 0.12kst, 0.30ksi

Static Pressure Capacity, Ps: 1.5 psi, 3.Opsi, 4.5pst

Permissicle Ductility, .: 1.0, 3.0, 5.0

Explosive Yield, W: 40 lbs., 100 lbs., 400 lbs.,

1,000 lbs., 4,000 lbs., -

10,000 lbs.

For each of these wall cases, results already exist in Reference *

3 for higher explosive yields of approximately 40,000 lbs.,
400,000 lbs., and 1x107 lbs. These results were also used to

come up with the separation distance recommendations of this

report.

The methodology used and all assumptions are f ully described

in Reference 3 and will not be repeated herein. At these lesser

yields, the reflected pressure, Pr, and reflected impulse, Ire

exceed 2 times the peak incident overpressure, Pso, and total

positive incident impulse, Iso. Therefore, for these lower

were obtained directly from Figure 1 ratheryields, Pr and I t

than assume they are 2 times the incident values as was done in

Re f e re n':e 3.

It was found that a separation distance f ormula with the

f ormat of Egn 3 could conservatively approximate (never more than

5% unconservative) computed separation distances for all of the

cases studied. The resultant separation distance formula ist

K W /3l *

R= (7)
} , Jy/s u)4 2' l/8

W. ..
*

where*

A
K= 2 73 (8)p 3

and:

B-14 *
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. 2 - ; ,/"/ d 0.12ksi * '=
-204 100%- = 0.30ksi

| . _. ...-- - . _ _ .. . _ , _ . . _ . _ _ . . _ _ . _ _

| - B. .JL B;

{ .0 8' 5.2 80 2.7

( 3.' 54 2.8 50 1.45

|
5.0 51 2.2 44 1.2

The use at Egn (7) requires one to estinate
.

1) M i r. i m a n stati: capacity, Ps
/- a21 Tensile steel factor,\1v;v* ~

^

vi

3) Permisstble wall ductility, L

some representative cases are:

f. a..) = 0.12ksiP s 1.5 psi ; f g}(= 3.0: L =

..,34 , .

R
'

/4',000-
|

= ** a'

. . .211/9
...

'.1, +i
L s W - *

h. d .;bg = 0.12ksi L =4.5 psi ;Ps = 3.0

2 0 W bC 'g ,

I, 2,500T211/8
e W. /' .!

+,1

.

2,

7. .- :-)s
.

Ps 3.0 psi ; 0.12ksi t u = 1.0= =
.

p. 4' Wl/3.

/ 2' l/8f
+ t, 4 , 2 0 0il --

W. -

,

e Jy
Ps 3.0 psi j 3 g)g 0.30ksi ; u = 3.0= =

--.

24 Wl/3* g.
'

?S,000 2- 1/8
1+ W .,

Tables 2 thru 5 present minimum required separation distances
based upon Egn (7) for various explosive yields, W, ranging from

40 lbs. to lx10 7 lbs. for these 4 representative cases,

1

|
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respectively. Also shown in these tables are the bounding

separation distances together with the peak incident overpressure

and total positive impulse capacities computed by blast response

calculatinns for these walls using the bounding capacity approach

cf Reference 3. One should note the very close agreement between

t r. e separs. ion distances provided by Egn (7) with the bounding

separation distances obtained from bounding blast capacity *

computations using the methodology of Reference 3. In general,

Equation 7 introduces slight conservatism and is never more than .

5% unconservative versus results from these conservative bounding

blast capacity computations. Again, it should be noted that , .

these computations are for 18-inch thick walls and can be con-

servatively used for walls of greater thickness.

Tables 2 through 5 also provide interaction data between the

peak incident overpressure, Pso, and the total positive incident

impulse, Iso, corresponding to each of the four cases considered.

It has previously been recommended that for design evaluations

one should use a ductility factor, L, of 3.0 for external blast

loads. Tables 2, 3, and 5 provide interaction data for b= 3.0.

Interaction data for these three cases is plotted on Figure 2 so

that these cases can be compared with both the British E.S.T.C.

recommendations for unreinforced brick load bearing walls and

with the EPRI (Ref. 1) damage curve recommendations. Note that

at a ductility of 3.0, the 18-inch thick wall with a tensile

), of 0.12ksi has a somewhat lower minimumsteel factor,

impulse capacity than the EPRI damage curve. Furthermore, even

with a static capacity of 4.5 psi this wall has less minimum peak

incident overpressure capacity than does the EPRI damage curve.

This wall would have to have a static pressure capacity of about '

10 psi in order to have a minimum peak incident overpressure

capacity as high as that shown by the EPRI damage curve. The 18- .

inch thick wall with a tensile steel factor, of 0.30ksi,g

has a minimum total positive incident impulse capacity higher

than the EPRI damage curve. This curve shows the importance of

increased tensile steel levels on the minimum impulse capacity.

B-16
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4. Minimum Required Separation
Distances for Gaseous Hydrogen Storace Systems
Using the conversion from gaseous hydrogen to an equivalent

'e;;5' cf TNT explosion given by Egn 1, the British E.S.T.C..

reco? ended separation distances for unreinforced brick walls
:E;- 3 : tne reco- ended separation distances for 19-inch,

t ::.. re .f:r:e: cen: rete walls (Egn 7) can be estimated as a.

fon:::en of storage vessel size. Figure 3 presents recommended

separation distances versus vessel size for unreinforced brick
* walls (British E.S.T.C.) and for 18-inch thick reinforced con-

: rete wa;'s with Ps 2 1.5 psi and a permissible ductility factor,.

e of 3.2. Also shown in Figure 3 is the EPRI recommended
separa lon distance (Ref. 11.

5. Minimum Required Separation
Distances for Liquid Hydrogen Storage Tanks

similarly, separation distances versus storage tank size are
sho.n in F ;ure 4 for liquid hydrogen storage. These distances
are cased on the conversien from liquid hydrogen to an equivalent
TNT exples /e weight g ive n by Eg n ( 2 ). Essentially all of the
BdB plants cens iderin; liquid hydrogen storage vessels are in
Tornado Zone : for which the minimum static wall capacity, Ps,
must be as least 3.0 psi. Therefore, the curves in Figure 4 for

at least 18-;nch thick reinforced concrete walls are based on Ps
3.Opsi and a permissible ductility factor, L. , of 3.0. The 18-

=

inch thick reinforced concrete wall separation distance curve for

a minimum tensile steel f actor of 0.12ksi requires greater separ-
atton distances than the EPRI recommended separation distances
(Ref. 1) f or all storage tank sizes greater than 1,000 g allon.

h.'a yHowever, when 0. 3 0 k s i the EPRI recommended separation=;
distances are conservative for storage tank sizes less thana

10,000 gallon.

*
6. Sttama ry

This report presents equations for estimating the recom-

mended separation distance as a function of TNT-equivalent yield,
W, for unreinforced load bearing brick walls (Egn 3) and for 18-
inch thtek reinforced concrete walls (Egn 7). A procedure is

S.17
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recommended (Section 1) for the use of these formulas to assess
separation distances from safety class structures for hydrogen
storage. Figures 3 and 4 provide plots of recommended separation
distances versus storage vessel or tank size for gaseous hydrogen
and liquid hydrogen storage, respectively. Recommended separa-

tien distances presented in this report are compared with those

previously recommended by EPRI (Ref. 1).
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Table 1.

Interaction Between Pso and Iso Corresponding to 5t Probacility
of Serious Structural Damage for Unreinforced Brick Load Bearing

Wa'15 in Typicsl Brittsh Dwelling Construction..

, . .

4 4

'. : s . 9, ft Pso, psi Isos psi-95. . . i

i

i!^ : 13.5 25.5 31.5
40 34.3 9.5 31.5.

I

:* 100 63.1 5.4 31.5
400 159 2.7 31.5

. 1,000 292 1.8 31.5
4,000 703 1.0 31.5
8,000 1,020 0.82 34.4,

16,000 1,370 0.76 37.8
i

40,000 i 1,910 0.75 51.3
I

100,003 ' 2,600 0.75 69.6i

I
! 400,000 j 4 , '. 3 0 0.75 111.0
i

i.._.........................................

Table 2.

. Separati:n Oistance and Blast Load Capacity for 18-inch Thick

1.5 psi,( ) = 0.12 k s iReinforced Concrete Walls with Ps and=

' 3.0. =

. .. .........___ .......... .. ......... _.......... . ....

Blast Capacity Computations
Yield (Egn 7)

W, lbs. j R, ft Pso, psi Iso, psi ms R. ft
. . . . _ . . ,_.~. ..... .. .......~. _ ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . .

40 23 22 48 24

100 40 14 52 41
,

400 92 6.4 56 92
* 1,000 155 4.5 60 155

4,000 360 2.5 65 350
' 10,000 630 1.8 70 600

43,000 1,190 1.5 105 1,310

396,000 2,940 1.2 202 3,020

lx107 8,880 1.15 549 8,880
,

. . . - _ .'tw ._--... ..-.._ d......... .. ..-- .......-

* =19.

.

_ _ . ____.s - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 3.

Separation Distance and Blast Load Capacity f or 19-inch Thick

4.5 psi, ($e v
Petoforced Con: rate Walls with Ps 1: = 0.12 k s i and=

si
,

3.0. =

>-

[ Blast Capacity Computaticns| y.,. . g r ., , 3

|
-- ' . .... . ........................ -v" -

W, 1:s. h F. It j ?gg, pst 1 30, ps;.ms R. ft,

,

|i
i

4: i 23 22 48 24
i

100 ! 39 t 15 54 41 ''

r
400 d 88 6.8 60 92

||
1,000

pI 150 4.7 62 155 *

||
4,000 280 3.5 80 300

,

10,000 !! 405 3.3 104 420
'i

!43,000 h 665 3.25 168 690
396,000 0 1,470 3.0 338 1,460

|

1x10'
|i

4,460 - 2.85 969 4,270
;

. . . . . . - . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . - - . . . . . ..... ........ -

Table 4.

Separat',on Distance and Blast Load Capacity for 19-inch Thick
;

3.O ps i , $, ? yg
.

Reinforcet Concrete Walls with Ps 0.12 k s i and:i ==
1 5/

.= 1.0

1
,

Y t e ., a . Blast Capacity Computations '

(Egn ,,)'-

W, lbs. j R, it Pso, pst Iso, psi-ms R, ft

40 44 6.3 25.5 45

100 78 4.0 25.5 76

400 175 2.3 27.5 170

1,000 300 1.65 33 290
*

4,000 560 1.35 43 600

10,000 800 1.30 58 880
*43,000 1,330 1.25 91 1,470

396,000 2,940 1.2 202 3,080

1x107 8,880 1.15 549 9,050

.....--...l.. .__ ....---.. - - - - . -...........
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Table 5.

Separation Distance and Blast Load Capacity for 18-inch Thick

3.Opsi, g {,) = 0. 3 0 k s tPeinforced Concrete Walls with Ps and=

3.2. .

.__.......y....._
1 Blast capacity Computations

| , ., , , 3

.. .-.. .I Pso, pst 1 50, psi-ns R. ft

gggn 33,

W, '09 R,ft
;.

; __. _.. -,,....... ... . . . . _ _ .._...._.. .... ._... . ...

400 48 24 107 48
e .,000 80 16 122 82

! 4,000 175 8.5 136 185
1;,000 310 5.0 142 310o ;

! 43,000 580 3.8 193 700
.

| 396,000 1,600 2.6 314 1,750
l

lx10- 5,390 2.25 820 5,170;
i
'

. - - - - -......a.. . . - . . . . . - . . . . . . ...
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Figure 1. Free field blast wave parameters vs. scaled
distance for TNT surface bursts (hemispherical
charges ($)
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2.3 GA5 |N)[CT]ON SYST[M5
,

2.3.1 Hydrogen lejectien System

| The hydrogen injection system includes all flo= control 49d flo= measuring
equipment and all necessary instrumentation and controls to ensure safe, re)14ble

operation.

2.3.1.1 Injection Point Considerations. Hydrogen shall be injected at a location
,

that proviqes adequate dissolving and mixing and avoids gas pockets at high*

points. [xperience has sho n that injection into the suction of feed =ater or
condensate booster pum:$ is feasible.

-

Injection into feed ater pu";s will require hydrogen at high pressures (e.g.,
150 600 psig). This nay require either a compressed gas supply, com;eessors of a
cryogenic hydrogen pu";. depending on the su;;ly C; tion chosen. In the Case of a
liquid Pydrogen sto' age system, this Can also af fect the siting of the liquid
hyd" ogen tank.

,

There may be pressure fluctuations in feed ater systems, depending on r3 actor

po e* level and pump perfcemance. The hydrogen addition system shall be cesigied
to accennadate the full range of such fluctuations.

2.3.1 2 Cedas and Sta da es. This system shall be designed and installed in

acco da-ce witn 05HA stan:a ds in 29 CFR 1910.103.

Fi;ing and related eqJi;*ent shall be designed and f abricated to the a;;ropriate*

edition of AN51231.1 or E31.3 for pressure retaining ce*;onents. Sterage con-
tainers. if used, shall be designed, constructed, and tested in accordance with
a;:rc;riate reaatrements of ASME B&PV Section Vl!! or API Standard 620. All
com;:nents shall reet all the mandatory requirements and material specifications
with rega d to ranuf acture, examination, repair, testing, identification and
certification.

All =t cing shall be performed using procedures meeting reavirements in AWS 01.1i

AN51 231.1 or 231.3, or A5wi B&PV, Section IX, as appropriate.

lespection and testing shall be in accordance with requirefents in ANSI B31.1,

AN51 E31.3, or API 620, as a;;repriate.

24
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Systet design shall also conform wit,h pertinent portions of NURIG 0800.

10CrR$0.49. Branch Technical position BTP CHIB 9.5 1 and appropriate stand 4*ds

and regulations referenced in this document. Appendia A providel a list of Codes,
Standa'dl. regulations, and published good engineering practices appllCable to
perranent hydrogen water chemistry installations. Each utility is responsible for
identifying additional plant specific codes and Standards that may apply, such as
State imposed requirements. Uniform Building Code. ACI or Al$C standards.

Firing and equipment shall be marked or identified in 4 Cordance with AN$1235.1.

2.3.1.3 System Design Coatiderations. Hydrogen piping from the supply systet to
the plant may oe above or below ground. Piping below ground shall be designed for
catnodic protection (or be coated and w apped), the appropriate 101' caditionsr

such as frost depth or liquefa: tion, and expected vehicle 1 cads. Guard piping
o'ound Fydrogen lines is not required; however consideration shall be given to
its use for such purposes 41 prote: tion fret heavy traffic loads leak detection
and P nitoring. ** ih0lation of the pettotial hatard from nearby eQJip*ent, etc.
All hyd*cgen piping sh0uld be grounded and have ele;trical Continuity.

.

[icess flo. valvet sh:Vid be irstalle0 in the hyorogen line at a;prceriate
locations to restrict flow out of a broken line. [acess flow protection shall be
designed to ensure that a line break will not result in an unacceptable hara*d to

pers:nael or equipment (8T9 CHES 9.5 1). The design features for mitigating the
c:ast:.en:es o' a lear or line b*eak must perfort their intended desiga functi0n
witP or .ithout n:real ventilation.

.

Indiviewal pu p injection lines shall contain a Check valve to prevent feedaater
fr0* e-te ing tne hydrogen line and to pretttt upttret* hydrogen ga$ ce?ponent1.
Aute atic inclation valves should be provided in each injection line to prevent
hydacgem irje:tica inte an inactive pump.

.

Purge conne:tions shall be provided to alle= the hydrogen piping to be completely
purged of air before hydrogen is introduced into the line, httrogen or another
inert gas Shal' '' used 45 the purge gat. Gait 5 Shall be purged to soft loca.
tion 5. tithe (ly or through intervening flow paths. such that personnel or
emplosive hafa'Os are not encountered and undttirable quantitiet of gas are not
injette into tne fea tor.

?$
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Area hydrogen concentration monitors are an acceptable way to ensure that hydrogen'

concentration is eatntained below the flamable limit. If used, such monitors
*

should be located at, high points where hydrogen might collect and/or above use

points that constitute potential leaks. Good engineering practice for locating
hydrogen detector heads is to take into consideration the positive buoyancy of
gaseous hydrogen. Detector heads thall be located so that the monitors shall be
capable of detteting hydrogen leaks with or without normal ventilation. [ach'

utility shall evaluate its particular system design and identify specific points
where hydrogen concentration monitors should be installed. Examples of such
points include flanged in.line devices (such at calibration spool pieces asso-'

clated with rats flo= meters), outlett of purge / vent paths, or the items discussed
in the following paragraph. Sleeves or guard pipes can be used as an alternative
rethod to ritigate the consequences of a line break.

A bydrogen addition system will increate the hydrogen concentration in the
feec.ater, reactor, steat lines and rain condenser. [ach of these systems shall
be revle.ed for possible detrimental effects. A discussion of possiele concerns

is presented below.

1. Main Condenser

The main condenser presently handles combustible gates. The
hydrogen addition Syste.? doel n0t significantly Change the Con.
centration or volume of noncondentables. Therefore, it is not
anticipated that hydrogen addition will affect operation of the
main Condenser.

.

2. Off. Gas Systet

! 0xygen small be added into the off-gat systet to reco-bine with'

the bydeogen flow thu) liriting the entent of the lyStem
handling hydrogen rich rixtures and reducing volumetric flow
rates. The net effect will probably be a revised heat input
into the recombined off gas. The capabt11ty of the off-gas
system to handle this revised heat load Nst be evaluated to
ensure that temperature limits are not exceeded. Considera.
tions in the design of the off gas oxygen injection System
shoJld includt lots of oxygen and runaway osygen injection.

3. Steat Piping and Torus

Hydrogen water chemistry ray slightly increase the rate of
hydrogen leakage into the torus via the saf ety relief valves,
bo.ever, the rate of orygen leakage will be decreated. Thus,
the 90511bility of formir.; a combustible mixture is not
significantly increased wheri compared to non.HWC operation.

26
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Section 3

$U; PLY FA0!LITl[$

3.1 Ga5[00$ HYDROG(N

3.1.1 System Overvie.

Hydrogen gas can be su;; lied free either permanent high pressure vessels or from

transportable tube trailers. For the permanent storage system, gaseous hydrogen
is stored in seamless A$MI Code vesstis at pressures up'to 2,400 psig and ac ient
te?;e*atures. Transportable vessels are designed to DOT standards and store
eyerogen at pressures u; te 2650 psig at a c ient temperatures. With either
storage design, the gas is routed through a pressure Control station which main-

,

tairs a constant hydrogen su;;1y pressu*e. In any event, the gaseous hydrogen
syste? Shall be provided by a su;;11er who has extensive experience in the design,
o;tra' ion and maintena9:e Cf associated storage and supply systems. Gaseous;

hydrogen shall be provided per CGA G.5 and G-5.3.

3.1.2 $;ecific [;;1; eat Ceseri;tien

3.1.2.1 H g otea $terate vessels. The hydrogen storage bank shall be Competed of
A$w! CrJe gas storage vessels. [4:h tube shall be constructed as a statless

*

vessel with 5 4;ged ends. 5 ecific tube design shall be based on AS4! Unfired
Fressure vessel Code, Se:tien Vl!!, Division 1, including Appendin xlV.70.

The tube bank shall be SJ; ported to prevent movement in the event of line failure
49d eath tube shall be equipped with a Close CoJpled shutoff valve. As an alter-
native, one safety valvt per bank of tubes can be used, provided the safety valve

is sized to handle the trasimam relief from all tubes tied into the valve. Each
bank shall be equipped with a the*mometer and a pressure gauge, as it necessary
for proper filling.

3.1.2.2 Traas;0* table Hydecqen Storage Vessel. Transportable hydrogen vessels
s'.all be Cc stas ted, testec, and retested (every 5 yetes), in accordance with DOT
5 etifications 3a, 3Aa, 341, or 3AAI. All valving and instrumentation shall be
icentical to se: tion 3.1.2.1.

31
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3.1.2.3 Pressure Reducinc Station. The pressure control station shall be of a
manifold design. The manifold shall have two (2) full-flow parallel pressure
reducing regulators. The discharge pressure range of these regulators shall be
adjustable to satisfy plant hydrogen injection requirements. Pressure gauges
shall be provided upstream and downstream of the regulators. Sufficient hand
valves shall be provided to ensure complete operational flexibility.

An excess flo= check valve shall be installed in the manifold immediately
downstream of the regulators to limit the flow rate in the event of a line
break. ine stop-flow set point shall be determined by each plant and should be
set between the maximum plant flow requirements and the full C of the flow

y

control valves. Additional guidance on excess flow protection is provided in
section 2.3.1.3.

3.1.7.4 Tube Trailer Discharge Stanchion. A tube trailer discharge stanchion
shall be provided for gaseous product unloading. The stanchion shall consist of a

flexible pigtall, shutoff valve, check valve, bleed valve, and necessary piping.
Fi'?ing apparatus shall be separated from other equipment for safety and
r /aenience, and protected with walls or barriers to prevent vehicular collision.

, A tube trailer grounding assembly shall be provided for each discharge stanchien
I

to ground the tube trailer before the discharge of hydrogen begins.

| 3.1.2.5 Interconnecting Pipeline. All equipment and interconnecting piping
supplied with this system shall be installed in compliance with the follo-ing

-

! standards:
1

American hational Standa*ds institute (ANSI) B31.1, Power*

Piping, or 831.3, Chemical Plant and Petroleum Refinery Piping.
|

| National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70, National*
'

Electrical Code.
.

NFPA.50A, Bulk Hydrogen Systems..

All applicable local and national codes.*

There are several suitable field installation techniques which are based on
industrial ezrerience. The following are guidelines which may be used for field
connections:

I

3.?
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Copper to-CoDper, Brass-to-Brass, and Copper-to. Brass Socket*

Braze Joints.

--Silver Alloy 45% Ag, 15% Cu, 16% 2n,
241 Cd., ASTM B260-69T
and AWS AS.8 697, bag-1
Helting Range-Solidus-
607.2*C Liquidus-
618.3'C

.-Flux Working Range 593.3'C
to 871.l*C

Copper, Brass, Carbon Steel, and Stainless Steel N.P.T.-

Threaded Joints.

--TEFLON * Tape ** SC01CH*** Number 48
Tape ** or equal .
-195,5'C to +204.4*C, O
to 3,000 psig. Wrapped
in direction of
threads.

Flange Joints (On all Materials).*

..cing Gasket Material, tr. Precut T.F.E.
Pressu*e (720 psig impregnated asbestos,
maximsm) 1/16 inch thickness.

Garlock 900 or equal.
-195.5'C to +168.3'C,

-- O to 900 psig.

- Ring Gasket Material, High FL(XITALLli'*** Type.
Pressure Material to be 0.175

inch thic'4 304 stain-
less steel with T(FLON
filler and 0.125 inch

'

carbon steel guide
ring.

.

|

1

i

I

* TEFLON is a trademark of E. 1. duPont c: Nemours & Co., Wilmington, OE 19898. !

**1f tape is used, electrical continuity / grounding of each piping section should j

be confirmed. j
|
'

''' SCOTCH is a trademars of 3M Company, it. Paul, MN $5101.

**++TL(xlTaLLit is a trademark of Flexitallic Gasket Co., Bellmawe, h) 0B031.
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--Antisti2e Compound For flange face, nut,
and bolt lubrication, i

'

j Holocarbon 25-$$ grease
or eaval. -195.5'c toi

| +176.6*C, O to 3,000
| psig. DO NOT USE ON
| ALUMINUM, NAGNESIUM, OR

THE!R ALLOYS UNDER
CONDITIONS OF H]GH
TORQUE OR SHEAR.

Carbon Steel, Stainless Steel, and Aluminum Alloys Socket and-

Batt Welds.

--Welding Procedure Gas Metal Arc Welding
(GMAW), Gas Tungsten
Arc Welding (GTAW),
Shielded Metal Arc
Welding (SMAW), or
Plasma Arc Welding
(PAW); with appropriate
filler material and
shielding gas. Proper
surface and joint
preparation (in regard

| to cleaning and
Clearances) should be
exercised.

3.1.2.6 Co poaeat Cleaning. All components that contact hydrogen must be free of
P is*u'e, loose rust, scale, slag, and weld spatter; they mJst be essentially free
of organic matter, such as oil, grease, crayon, paint, etc. To eeet these objec-

~

tives, system co ponents shall be cleaned in accordance with standard industrial

practices, as reto r9 ended by the gas supplier, prior to and following system
fabrication. -

,

3.2 LIQUID HYOROGEN

3.2.1 Syste- Overview

Licaid hydrogen is stored in a vacuum. jacketed vessel at pressures up to 150 psig
and temperatures up to -403*F (saturated). Based on data relating hydrogen injec-
tion pressures to BWR plant power levels, hydrogen supply from a liquid source can
be provided directly from a tank or pumped into supplemental gaseous storage.
Gaseous storage requirements are identified in section 3.1. The required supply
pressure shall be based on pressure requirements at the point of hydrogen
injection and line losses from the hydrogen supply systet to the injection point.
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Feed =ater pressure requirements and line losses must not exceed 120 psig if
eyerogen is to be supplied directly from a liquid tank.

!*, any event, the liquid hydrogen system shall be provided by a supplier who has
extensive experience in the the design, operation and maintenance of associated,

storage and supply systems, such as cryogenic pumping. Liquid hydrogen shall be
provided in accordance with CGA G-5 and G-5.3.

3.2.2 Spe:ific Equipeent Description

3.2.2.1 Cryogenic Tank. Tanks for liquid hydrogen service are available with
I

ca:a:ities between 1,500 gallons and 20,000 gallons. An " Inner vessel" or " liquid !
container" is supported within an " outer vessel" or " vacuum jacket,' with the
spa:e bet-een filled with insulation and evacuated. Ne:essary piping connects '

fro- inside of the inner vessel to outside of the vacuum jacket. Gages and valves
to indicate the control of hydrogen in the vessel are mounted outside of the

.

vacuum jacket. Legs or saddles to support the whole assembly are welded to the
cuiside of the va:uu- ja:ket,

j

Inner vessels are designed, fabricated, tested, and stamped in accordance with
Se: tion v!!!, Division 1 of the ASME Code for Unfired Pressere Vessels. Materials )

)suitsble for licuid bydrogen service mast have good ductility properties at j
te ;eratures of -422'r per CGa G-5. The cryogenic operatir.; temperatures of these i
vessels p e:1ude material degradin; mechanisms such as corrosion or hydrogen
e-trittlenent. Tre constant operating vessel pressures tssure that fla, growth.

due to cy:lic stress leadi g will not occur. The inne vessel is subject to a
re:vtred pressure test =>ich insures that no flaws exist that could cause a

{
failure at or belo the set pressure of the vessel's redundant relief devices. In i
aedition to ASW.i Code inspection requirements, 100% radiography of the inner
vessel longitudinal welds shall be cott;1eted. The tank outer vessel shall be j
constructed of carbon steel and shall not require ASHE certification,

f
Insulation bet =een inner and outer vessels shall be either perlite, aluminized j
rnylar, or suited 1e equal. Fibrous or blanket insulation, such as bonded 91415 i
ficers or ro:k = col, shall not be used because of the potential for liquid-
saturated missiles which would occur only as a result of vessel failure. The

i
1annJ1ar $;a:e sh0uld be evacuated to a high va:Uum of 50 microns or less.

|

1
I
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Tank control piping and valving should be installed in accordance with ANSI B31.1
or B31.3. All piping shall be either wrought copper or stainless steel. The
follo ing tank piping subsystems shall be provided:

Fill circuit, constructed with top and bottom lines so that the*

vessel can be filled without affecting continuous hydrogen
supply.

Pressure-build circuit, to keep tank pressures at operational*

levels.

Vacuum-jacketed liquid fill and pump circuits, where*

applicable.

3.2.2.2 Overpeessure Protection System. Safety considerations for the tank shall
be satisfied by dual full-flow safety valves and emergency backup rupture discs.
Tne primary relief systee shall consist of two sets of a minimum of one (1)
rupture disk and safety valve piped into separate " legs." Relief devices shall be
connected in parallel with other relief devices. The system shall be coupled by a
3-way diverter valve or tie bar interlock so thac one leg is opened when the other
is closed. With this arrangement, a minimum of one safety valve and one rupture
disk will be available at all times. The dual primary relief systems with 100%
standby redundancy allows maintenance and testing to be performed without
sacrificing the level of protection froe overpressure.

The primary relief system shall ee cly with the provisions of the American Society

,
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) PressJre Vessel Codes and the Compressed Gas

Association (CGA) Standards.

The tank shall also be supplied with a secondary relief system not required by the
ASME Codes. This system shall be totally separate from the primary relief
system. It shall consist of a locked open valve, a rupture disk, and a secondary
vent stack. Tnis rupture disk shall be designed to burst at 1.33 times maximum
allowable werking pressure (MAWF).

Supply system piping that may contain liquid and can be isolatable from the tank
relief valves shall be protected with thermal relief valves. All outlet conntC-
tions from the safety relief valves, rupture devices, bleed valves, and the fill
line purge connections shall be piped to an overhead vent stack, per CGa G-5

Section 7.3.7.
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Two relief devices shall be installed in the tank's outer vessel to relieve any
entessive pressure buildup in the annular space.

Hydrogen tanks sad delivery vehicles shall be crounded per CGA P-12 Sections

5.4.5 and 5.7.1.0. The storace system shall be protected from the ef fects of
lightning cer NrPA 78, Chapter 6.

[ cess flow protection shall be added to the tank's Ifouid piping wherever a line
break would release a suf ficient amount of hydrocen to threaten safety-related
structures. An acceptable nethodology is identified in section 4.2.2, " Pipe
Breaks "

3.2.2.3 In s t*ume n ta t i on . The ta nk shall be suoplied with a pressure gauge, 4

| licuid level gauge, and a vacuum readout connection. These gauges are suf ficient

for normal monitorinc of the tank condition. Ins trumenta tion for remote monitor-,

ing, such as high/ low-pressure switches, pressure and level transmitters may be
added, a listing of supply system instrumentation and control is identified in
section 2.4

3.2.2,4 1.iould Hydeocen Pu o and Controls. The liouid hydrogen pump shall be of
proven design to provide continuous hydrogen supply in una ttended, automtic
operation. The following items comprise the more important system controls,

3.2.2.4.1 Petitive isola tion valve. A positive isolation valve shall be used.

to control the licuid feed into the pumping system ger NFPA 509. The valve
shall be a failed-closed, oneumatically operated valve. The valve shall only
be open during pu'T opera tion, shall close in any fault mode, and shall be l

able to be remote *y overridden in case of emergency.

3.2.2.4.2 Sys te- overpre ssure shutdown. Althouch the system is protected by
sa fe ty relief valves and rupture discs, system overoressure shall be avoided

l
by shutting down the pu-ps at high pressure.

3.2.2.a.3 Tempera ture indica tine switch. A temperature switch shall con-
tinuously renitor the downstream oas If ne for low temocra ture and shall trip
tre liould pu o to protect downstream ecutownt from low tempe ra ture s.

.

I
3.2.2.4.4 Pumo opera tion. Puns operation shall be continuously and )
auto .a tically moni tored. Opera tion which results in pump cavita tion, high

3-7
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temperature at the pump discharge, or 10- temperature downstream of the
itaporizer shall cause the pump to be shut down by the remote control panel.

The fault shall be indicated on the remote control panel by an audible alarm
I

and light indication.
!

3.2.2.4.5 Purgina of controls. All electrical components in hydrogen service
should be designed in accordance with NFPA 70. Only nitrogen or another inert
ga's shall be used for purging pump motors, control panels and" valves.

3.2.2.5 Interface with Gaseous System. Liquid hydrogen pump systems typically
require a gaseous storage system as a surge or back-up to plant hydrogen supply.
These storage systems shall be designed in accordance with section 3.1, Gaseous

Hydrogen. Whenever a gaseous backup is used in conjunction with a liquid hydrogen
system, switchover controls shall be provided.

3.2.2.6 Vaporization. Vaporization of the liquid hydrogen shall be achieved by
the use of anblent air vaporizers. Vaporizer design, installation and operation
shall take guidance from NFPA 504 and 505.

The vaporizer should feature a star fin design and aluminum alloy construction.
For a combined liquid and gaseous storage system, the vaperi2ers used should have

'

a design pressure consistent with plant injection pressure requirements. The units
may be piped in parallel such that each unit can operate independently. Parallel
vapori2er asse-blies shall be sized for the peak hydrogen flow required for each
plant and shall provide for periodic intervals for defrosting, as appropriate.
Other atmospheric vaporization systems may be utilized if their capacity is
demonstrated to be adecuate for the plant flo= and ambient conditions.

For a pumped liquid only storage system, the vapori2er must withstand manimum

pressures generated from the cryogenic pump. These vapori2ers shall be equipped
with stainless steel lining designed to 3500 psig.

3.3 ELECTROLYTIC

3.3.1 System Overvie-
<

The disassociation of water by electrolysis is an acceptable method of obtaining
the gases needed for hydrogen mater chemistry. This can be done on site and the

gases con conveniently be generated at the rate used. The electrolytic-gas
generator should be proven equipment, the same as used in other industrial

3-8
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Section 4

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

4.1 GASEOUS HYDROGEN

4.1.1 Site Cha ecteristics of Gaseous and Liquid Hydrocen

4.1.1.1 Overvie . Review of the following site characteristics shall be
conducted by each BWP facility in locating the gaseous and/or liquid hydrogen
supply systems:

1. Location of su ply system in proximity to exposures as
accressed in hfPA SOA and 508.

2. Route of hydrogen delivery on site.

3. Location of supply system in proximity to safety-related
equipment.

4.1.1.2 Specific Censiderations.

4.1.1.2.1 Fire prctection. The a ea selected for hydrogen system siting
shall meet er exceed all requirements for protection of personnel and

equipment as addressed in NFPA 50A and 508, gaseous and liquified hydrogen
*

systens, respectively. Each standard identifies the maximum quantity of
hydrogen storage permitted and the minimum distance from hydrogen systems to a
number of exposures.

|

The need for additional fire protection for other than the hydrogen facility
shall be determined by an analysis of local conditions of hazards on-site,
exposure to other prcperties, water supplies, and the probable effectiveness
of plant fire brigades in accordance with NFPA 50A and 508,

i

4.1.1.2,2 Security. All hyd' ogen storage system installations shall be
i

completely fenced, even when located within the owner. controlled area, i

i

Lighting sr.all be installed to facilitate night surveillance.

41
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4.1.1.2.3 Route of hydrogen delivery on site. Each plant should determine

the route to be taken by hydrogen delivery trucks through on-site and off-site *

areas. In order to protect the hydrogen storage avea from any vehicular
accidents, truck barriers shall be installed around the perimeter of the
system installation.

Within the plant security area, all deliveries shall be controlled per the
requirements of 10 CFR 73.55.

4.1.1.2.4 Location of storate system to safety-related structures. Each

plant shall determine that the location of the hydrogen storage system is
acceptab.le relative to safety-related structures and equipment considering the
hazards described in sections 4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.

4.1.2 Gaseous Storage Vessel Fallure

Gaseous storage vessels in the scope of this report a*e the corrercially
available, seamless, swagged-ended vessels that are connonly referred to as
"hydril tubes." This section addresses the non mechanistic rupture failure of
single vessels and the separation distances required to avoid damage to safety-
related equipment. Simultaneous failure of maltiple vessels is not addressed
because the inherent strength of the vessel makes them unsusceptible to failure
froT outside forces. These vessels shall be capable of withstanding tornado
missiles (NUREG-0800) and site specific seismic loading due to horizontal and
vertical accelerations acting simultaneously.

.

These features eliminate common cause vessel failures so that the maximum
postulated instantaneous release is the fully pressurized contents of the largest
single vessel. The potential consequences of such a release, a fireball or an
explosion, are addressed in order.

4.1.2.1 Fireball. The thermal flux versus distance from the fireball center are
shown on figure 4-1 for the two most common vessel sizes. These fluxes and
durations will not adversely affect safety-related structures. However, each
utility shall review any untyue site characteristics to assure all safety-related
equipment will function in the event of a fireball.

4.1.2.2 [xplosion. When a gaseous storage vessels ruptures, the txpansion of the ,

high pressure gas results in rapid turbulent mixing with the surrounding air. In

)
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the case of gaseous hydrogen, the release will go through the detonation limits of .

18.3 - 59% before the wind can translate the mixture. Consequently, any explosion
blastwaves will originate at the vessel rupture site, for this report, it is

conservatively assumed that 100% of the vessel contents will contribute to the

blastwave and that the TNT-hydrogen equivalence is 20% on an energy basis (520% on
a mass basis). This translates to 27.1 lbs of TNT per 1000 standard cubic
feet (SCF) of gaseous hydrogen. Using this conversion factor and U.S. Army
Technical Manual TMS-1300, blast overpressures and impulses can be calculated as
fo:ctions of distance from the vessel location. These blast parameters could then
be compared to the dynamic strength of safety-related structures.

An evaluation entitled " Separation Distances Reccernended for Hydrogen Storage to
Prevent Da. mage to Nuclear Power Plant Structures from Hydrogen Explosion" was
performed for EPRI by R. P. Kennedy. This evaluation, which is included as
appendix B of these guidelines, recomends separation distances based on
quantities of stored hydrogen and buildinJ design factors. The recomendations

~

are provided in the fom of step-by-step procedures, with subsequent steps
recuiring additional work but resulting in reduced distances from the previu s
step. The procedure to determine acceptable separation distances is outlined
belo .

1. For any reinforced concrete or masonry walls at least 8-inches
thick, the upper curve on figure 4-2 provides conservative
separation distances as a function of vessel size. If this is
acceptable, then no further work is needed. Otherwise, proceed
to step 2.

- 2. For reinforced concrete walls at least 18-inches thick, with
kno-n static strength and percent tensile rebar, eg. 7 in
appendix B can be used to determine required separation
distances. The two lower curves on figure 4-2 are
representative examples of design parameters for walls of
nuclear po-er plants. Walls with different parameters should
be analyzed using the methods in appendix 8, pages 10 through
13. If this is acceptable, then no further work is needed.
Otherwise, proceed to step 3.

3. For separation distances closer than allowed by the above 1 and
2, perform a dynamic blast capacity analysis in accordance with
NURIG/CR-2462 (1,).

For all storage locations, the vessel (s) and the foundation (s) shall be designed
to remain in pla,ce for both design-basis tornado characteristics and site specific
flood conditions.
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4.1.3 Gaseous Pipe Breaks

This section addresses the requirements for hydrogen piping syste:rs attached to
-

gaseous storage vessels up to the point where excess flow protection is !
,

provided. The criteria for acceptable siting for the event of a pipe break are: .<

1. Dilution of resultant release below the lower flammability
limit of 4% before reaching air pathways into safety-related
structures.-

2. Minimum separation distances for the blast damage criteria
outlined in section 4.1.2.

,

It is conservatively assumed that all releases occur while the storage vessel is
at 2,450 psig. This is the maximum allo able working pressure of the majority of
comercially available vessels.

!

| Gaseous releases at elevated pressures result in supersonic jet velocities and a
j dispersion process that is momentum dominated. Under these conditions, the

Gaussian dispersion model unrealistically overestimates the amount of hydrogen in
,

the explosive region and the distance to the lower flamable region. Therefore,
these properties of gaseous releases were calculated using a jet dispersion model
described in reference (2).

The results of this modeling are shown in figure 4 3 as minimum separation
distances versus inside diameter of the pipe. The upper curve-is the maximum

distance to the lower flamability limit of 4% hydrogen. Each utility-shall
determine that the location of air pathways into safety-related st ructures exceeds '

I
this minimum separation distance or sho. that other criteria should be applied to
a specific case. An example of such an exception would be if the air intakes have

automatic shutters controlled by hydrogen analyzers thus preventing the ingestion
,

of a flamable sixture.

The lower curve on figure 4-3 is the minimum required distance to safety-related
structures with greater than or equal to an 8-inch thick reinforced mansonry or
concrete wall. This distance includes the drift distance of an unignited, fully
developed gaseous jet plus the blast distance for the maximum amount of hydrogen
in the detonable region. It conservatively assumes that the pipe break is
oriented directly toward the safety-related structures. Each utility shall
determine compliance with this minimum separation distance or demonstrate that
other Criteria should be applied.
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4.2 L10V!D HYOROGEN

4.2.1 Storage Vessel failure

For this report, storage vessel failure is defined as a large breach resulting in
the rapid emptying of the entire contents of liquid hydrogen. It is assumed that
the tank is full at the time of failure and that the entire spill vaporizes
instantaneously. The following enumerates potential causes of vessel failure and
the required design features that mitigate or alleviate these potentials.

Seismic*

The tank and its foundation shall be designed to meet the
seismic criterion for critical structures and equipment at the
plant site (i.e., design basis earthquake). It is preferable
to seismically support all liquid hydrogen piping. If this is
not possible. the licuid hydrogen piping shall be seismically
su;poeted up to and including excess flo. protection devices.
Tee specific liquid hydrogen tank and piping design at each

! installation shall meet these requirements.

Terrado and Teenado Missiles*

The tank and its foundation shall be designed to withstand the
| " design basis tornado characteristics" as outlined in

Regulatory Guide 1.76. As a minimut, the tank shall remtin in
place so that any licaid spillage will originate from the tcnk
location. Tne specific tank and foundation design at each
installation shall meet these requirements.

Design basis tornado-generated missiles are capable of
breaching all kno n cove cially avaliable liquid hydrogen
storage vessels. Therefc e tornacc missiles are a potential
casse of *stcrage vessel failure."

.

aircrafte

A large aircraft crashing directly into the storage area is
capable of breaching all known corrercially available liquid
hydrogen storage vessels. Therefore, aircraft crash is a
potential cause of " storage vessel f ailure."

Fire.

The overpressure protection system shall be $12ed to
acco m odate the w0rst case vap0ri24 tion rate caused by a
hydrocarben fire engulfing the outer shell with loss of vacuum
and hydrogen in the annulus of the double wall storage tank (as
per Compressed Gas Association 5.3 and ASME Section v!!!
requirementt).

4-8
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Flood
|

The follo ing flood conditions could result in vessel failure:

--High water reaches the top of the vent stack for the
overpressure protection system. 1

|--High flood velocities dislodge the tank. '

Under either condition, water could enter the vent system and |
defeat the overpressure protection system. Therefore, the tank '

shall be located such that maximum flood heights cannot exceede
~

the vent stack elevation and such that potential flood
velocities cannot damage the vent stack or dislodge the tank.

yehicle impact*

The storage vessel shall be protected from the impact of the
largest vehicle used on-site by a barricade capable of stopping
such a vehicle.

Vessel Str ctural failure* u
.

The storage vessel shall be designed, constructed, inspected
and operated to assure an extremely low likelihood of tank
structu al failure during its tenure on site. A vessel
designed in accordance with this document Complies with this
lo -probability requirement.

4.2.1.1 Fireball. For the two potential causes of " storage vessel failure,"
to<cado elssiles and aircraf t impact, a fireball at the tank location is the
expected result. The eajor reasons for this is the high ignitability of hydrogen
and the density of ignition sources in the aftermath of these c30$al events. An
aircraf t impact or a design basis tornado and the associated inissles will also
provide numerous sources of ignition from downed power lines, damaged
transformers, and s-itchgears, etc. Details of these considerations ar( given iii
the report for the Dresden plant (f,}. *

The thermal flun versus distance from the fireball Center (tank location) is shown
on figure 4.4 f or the range of comercially available tank sizes. The durations
of the various fireball sites are also given. These fluxes and durations will not
adversely affect equipment or personnel enclosed in concrete / steel safety-related
structures. Ho-ever, each utility shall review any unique site characteristics to
assure all safety related equipment will function in the event of a fireball.

4.2.1.2 (>;10sion at Tank Site. Althougn an emplosion is not expected, safety-
related structures and ecuipment shall be verified to be capable of withstanding a
deto'.ation occurring at the site of the tank installation. For the instantaneous

4-9
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release of the entire tank contents, the following were used to determine blast
parameters for an explosion at the tank site: |

1. ..

'

1. Gaussian f weather stability

2. Detonation limits of hydrogen, 18.3-59%

3. TNT hydrogen equivalent of 20% on an energy basis (520% on a
mass basis)

huR(G/CR-2726 reports that detonations have been observed for hydrogen
concentrations as low as 13.8% when ignited in a long, large-diameter tube. The
explosive yield or TNT equivalence of such threshold concentration reactions is
extremely low because most of the combustion energy is expended in the transition

,

to detonation. This is essentially the reason why it represents the lower deto-
nation limit; any less concent ation will give a zero detonation yield. This also
points out that both hydrogen f.oncentration a,nd explosive yield affect the total

, equivalent mass of TN1 for a given release.

Regalatory Guide 1.91 models the blast effects from transportation accidents by
assawing 100% of the cargo detonates at a TNT mass equivalence of 240% (one pound
of cargo equals 2.4 pounds of TNT). The analysis described in this report modeled
large spills of hydrogen by calculating the amount of release that is between 18.3
and 59% (-46% of the vessel contents) and assuming that it detonates at a TNT mass,

ecstvalence of 520%. The resulting TNT equivalence for this method is one pound
of vessel contents equals 2.4 pounds of TNT, an identical result to '. hat obtained
with the hRC method.

The abeve results in an equivalence of 1.37 lbs of TNT per gallon of tank size.
Using this conversion f actor and U.S. Army Technical Manu!1 TH5-1300 and the
da-age criteria outilned in appendix B. required separation distances have been
determined as a function of tank size. The results are shown on figure 4 5 for
the design parameters of the three building types described in section 4.1.2.2.
For buildings with other design parameters, the methods in appendix 8 or in
huR(G/CR 2462 (1) eay be used to determine separation distances. Each utility
shall use these methods for determining the minimum required separation distances
from the storage tank to safety-related structures or equipment for the event of
an emplosion at the tank site.

4 11
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4.2.2. Pipe Breaks

This section addresses the requirements for gaseous and liquid hydrogen piping
systems attached to'the storage vessel up to u.= point where excess flow
protection is provided. The criteria f or acceptable siting for the event of a
pipe break are the same as outlined in section 4.1.3. It is conservatively

assumed that all releases occur while the storage vessel is at 150 psig (the
maximum allowable working pressure of the majority of comreccially available
tanks).

4.2.2.1. Gaseous Piping. The same dispersion model for momentum. dominated jets

discussed in section 4.1.3 applies to gaseous releases from liquid storage tank
piping with the appropriate release conditions for saturated vapors. The results
of this modeling are shown in figure 4 6 as minimum separation distances versus
hole 512e or inside diameter of piping not protected with excess flow devices.
The upper curve is the maximum drif t distance to the lower flammability limit and
is the minimam required separation distance to air pathways into safety-related
structures. The three lower curves are required separation distances for the
representative types of safety-related structures. These distances are the sum of
bcth the drift and blast distances. Structures with other parateters can be
analyzed using the methods in appendix 8 or in NUREG/CR.2462 (1). Each utility
shall determine that the storage vessel piping and location meet these minimum
recuirerents or sho= that less stringent criteria should be applied to a specific

An ena*P e of such a suitable exception would be if the air intakes arelCase.

provided with aJtomatic shutters Controlled by hydrogen analyzers to prevent the
.

ingesticr of a flannable mixture.
.

a.2.2.2 liquid Firing. The vapor Cloud formed by the flashing and rapid
vaporization of a liquid release is nearly nedtrally buoyant and has little
morentum 4550ciated with its formation, for these conditions, a Gaussian
cispersicn model is employed using the following conservative assumption';

1. Insttntaneoss vaporization of release

2. I weather stability

3, 1 m/s wind speed

4 Wind direction towards safety-related area

ho Credit is to be taken f or site-specific wind direction or speed Characteristics
since it is assuted that pipe breaks Can occur during the worst. Case weather and

! Wind Conditions.

4 13
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The minimum required separation distances for liquid hydrogen pipe breaks, using

|
the above assumptions, are given on figure 4-7 as a function of discharge rate and i

hole size The upper' curve is the drif t distance to the lower flamability limit j
for a fully developed could with F stability and 1 m/s windspeed. This defines |
the minimum required separation distance to air pathways into safety-related
structures. The three lower curves define the minimum required separation
distances to the representative safety-related structures. These curves include

the drif t distance to the center of the detonable cloud and the blast distance for
the amount of hydrogen in the detonable region. For other structure types,
appendix B or NUREG/CR-2462 (1) may be used to determine blast distances. These

distances shall be applied to all liquid piping, including those from any pump
discharges, that are not seismically supported or protected by excess flow
devices.

4.3 ELECTROLYTIC

4.3.1 General

The electrolytic supply option need not constitute storage of hazardous materials
on-site if it,o;erates at approximately atmcspheric pressure and involves the
storage of no rnore than 2500 sef of hydrogen and 250 scf of oxygen. If these
limits are met, and the system is designed as described in section 3.3, it need
only be analyzed as described below. Other system designs have not yet been
considered. Compressed gases utilized in conjunction with electrolytic systems

, shall be in accordance with sections 3.1 and 4.1.

Events important to industrial safety (abnormal transients, accidents and external
events) must be evaluated to identify those which could result in any of the
follo ing conditions:

,

1. Hydrogen accumulation to a combustible mixture in an enclosed
space.

2. Air or oxygen mixing with hydrogen within electrolytic system
corponents.

3. Hydrogtn f 17ts.

WFen the potential exists for the above undesired conditions to occ'Jr, appropriate
mitigating f eatu"es shall be incorporated in the design or operation of the system
or the consequences with respect to plant and personnel safety shall be evaluated
by the owner.

4-15
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Section 6

OP[ RATION, HA!NT(hANC[, AND TRAINING

This section gives recommendations to the operating utility for operation,
maintenance, and training in order to meet the design intent of the hydrogen water
chemistry (H4[) system.

The operation of a HWC system will require operator and chemistry personnel

attention. Because of the radiation increases that result from employing this
system, an awareness of ALARA principles is required by all plant personnel. This
system could also have an effect on the off-gas system and the plant fire
protection program.

6.1 0FIRATING PR30EDURES

Written procedures describing proper valving alignment and sequence for any
anticipated operation should be provided for each major component and system
process. Check-off lists should be developed and used for complex or infrequent
modes of operation. Ooerating procedures should be considered for the folle ing
operations:

~

Hydrogen addition system startup, normal operation, shutdown1.
and alarm response.

2. Material (gas or liquid) handling (filling of storage tanks)
operations that are consistent with the supplier's
recommendations.

3. Purging of hydrogen and oxygen lines.

4 Operation of on-site gas generation system (if appropriate).

5. Fire protection er safety measures for hydrogen- or oxygen-
enhanced fires and hydrogen or oxygen spills.

6. Calibration and maintenance procedufes as recommended by
equipment or gas suppliers.

7. Routine inspection of HWC system equipment.

B. Adjustment of the main steam line radiation monitor setpoints
(if a;oropriate).

61
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6.1.1 Intecration into Existirq Plant 0;eration Procedures 9

Where a;;ropriate, operation of the HWC system shall be incorporated into normal
pla91 CrocedJees such as plant startup and shutdc.n.

6.1.2 Plaat-Specific Procedures

A;: ocriate procedures shall be developed to provide guidance for plant operaters
when c:eration of the HWC system necessitates operation of an existieg system in a

different mode or raises new concerns. Areas which should be considerad are:
1. Operation of the off-gas system

2. Possible off-gas fires

6.1.3 Dadiatien Protectien Frecram

C;eration of an HWC system results in an increase in radiation levels entrever
nuclear steam is present. The radiation protection program shall be revie ed aad
a;;*c;riate changes made to ec ;ensate for these increased radiation levels.

Tre follo ir; gui elines a e established to ersure that radiological execsures tod

bcth plant eersennel and the general public are consistent with AlaRA require-
Com:11ance =ith these re;uirements minimites radiologically significantmeets.

hataeds associated with HWC implementation. The operation of a hydrogen addition
syste may cause a slight reduction in the off-gas delay time due to the increase
in tre flo rate of noncondensables resulting from the excess oxygen added. *his
eay sligmtly increase plant effluents and should be revie ed on a plant-specific

'

basis.

6.1.3.1 ALA:a Co - itment. Permanent hydrogen water chemistry systems and
progra s ill be cesigned installee operated, and maintained in accordance withg

tee provisions of Regalatory Guides 8.8 and 8.10 to assure that occupational
radiation exposures and doses to the general public will be "as low as reasonably
achievable."

|

6.1.3.2 Initial Radiological Survey. A comprehensive radiological survey shculd
be perfo*med with hydrogen injection to quantify the impact of hydrogen water
chemistry on the environs dose rates, both within and outside the plant. This
survey shoo ld be used to determine if significant radiation changes occur within
tre plaat and at the site boJedary. Based upon the magnitude of the change. it

(
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Cperating on HW , the dil5 Dived oxygen Concentration drops below 20 pob, an evalu-

atiF Should be made to determine if there is increased Corrosion or metall |
traa; ort, or if otner f actor $ relating to Such a reduced otygen Conceh& ration need
to be considered. If this evaluation determines that oxygen injection is
ne:essary, a systen should be designed using the guidance provided in
sections 2.3.2 and 3.a of this report.

6.1.5 (uel $seveillance Proccam -

ho significant effect of hydrogen injection on fuel performance has been observed,
nor is espected. Hoaever, since in. reactor experience with hydrogen water '

che?istry is limited, utilities sh0uld consider the fuel surveillance programs
re:ovended by their fuel sup liers.

6.? Nihilha:E

A treve*tative frairte9a*+ce progra" should be developed and instituted to en5ure
FrC0er e3Ji *ent Cerfortaam:e to reduce unscheduled repairs. All maintenance
activities $h041d be Carefully plaMed to reduce inte*feren:e with station
00eratio*, 451e e indJ5 trial Safety, and miniFite raaintenance personeel exco-r

$4re. Writ *en procedure $ Should be developed and followed in the performance of
Paintt9490e work. They should be =*itten with the obje:tive of protecting plant
personnel fro physical ha'n and radiation exposure, and of redy:ing hydrogen
actitice syste* C0=*ti e. Radiati0m ex;0$ure should be redJted by shortening the
time re:41 red in a hi;* radiation field and by reducing its intensity by turning
off the H40 syste or other f"e19s dJ'ing the raintenon:e period.

.

All excess (10. Check valves used for hydrogen line break protection shall be
Fe'icciCally telted to a31ure thty mill function proptrly.

6.3 T R A I N ! h *,

In orde* for the HW: System to maintain its System integrity and to provide the
este:ted berefits from its use, the system mJst be operated correctly. The m0st
effe:tive ene495 of reducing the potential of operator error is through proper
training.

I
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Training should be provided to:

1. Instruct operators on the function, theory and eDerating
Characteristics of the system and all its major system
components.

2. Advise c erators of the consequences of component malfunctions
and mis 0peration and provide instruction 45 to appropriate
corrective actions to be taken.

3. Advise oCerations and maintenance personnel of the potential
horards of gases in the system, and provide instruction as to
a;;ropriate procedures for their handling.

4 Instruct emergency response personnel on appropriate procedures
for handling fires or personnel injuries involving spills or
releases of H2 or 02 liquid and gases.

5. lastruct clant personnel on the excected radiation changes due
to the 00eration of the MWC syste? and the ag;ropriate ALARA
pra:ticts to be taken to minimi2e dose.

6. Irstruct a;;ropriate per$0nnel on the benefits of HWC.

7. advise maintenance and construction personnel of the routing of
hyce: gen lines and of tne a:;rc:* tate protective actions to De
taken when working nea' these lines.

Fericcic trainirg sh:uld be provided to reinforce information described above and
to cc9"unicate information regarding aey m0diflCations, procedural changes, or

incicents.
|

|

6.4 IC(hilFjCailCN
,

In order to aid plant personnel in identifying hydrogen and onygen lines, these
lines should oe color coded as required by ANSI A13.1.

6.5 P!FCPfNC($

l. "[nvirenmental Im;8ct of Hydrogen Water Chemistry." (PR! Hydrogen Water
Chemistry W0rkshcp, Atlanta, Georgia. December 1984

2. "!ns;ection of BWR $tainless Steel Piping." NRC Generic Letter 84 11,
April 19, 1984

3. "Pe: ort of tne Unitec States Nuclear Regulatory (cEnission Piping Review
Cennittee." huRIG 1061, Volune 1, August 1984,

d. f.0 Nycrogen Watee CPemistry Guidelines: 1987 Revision. NP 4947-SR-LO.
Falo Altc. Caltf.: Liectric Fo-er EeSearch Institute, to be published.

|

|
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Section 7,

$URV(!LLANCE AND TC$ TING

7.1 St$ TEM INi[GRlTY T[$ TING

In addition to the testing required by the applicable design codes, completed
process systems which will contain hydrogen shall be leak tested with helium or a
soap solution as appropriate prior to initial operation of the system. All
components and joints shall be 50 tested in the fabrication shop or after instal-
14 tion, as 4:propriate. Appropriate helium leak tests shall be performed on,

poeticas of tne system follo ing any modifications or maintenance activity which
coJ1d affe:t the pressure boundary of the system.

7.2 PSICPinATIONat AND P[RIODIC TESTING

Co pleted systets should be tested to the extent practicable to verify the
c erability and functional performan e of the system. Proper functioning of the
follo ing items sh0uld be verified:

1. Trip and alarm functions per taDie 2 2.

2. Gas purity, if generated on site.

3. Sa'ety features.

A. [setss fica Check valves..

5. System controls and monitors per table 2 2.

A crogram should be developed for periodic retesting to verify the operability and
the functional performance of the system.

!
.

,

1

|
|
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Section 9

QUALITY ASSURANCE

Although the HWC system is non-nuclear safety related, the design, procurement,
fabrication and construction activities shall conform to the quality assurance
provisions of the codes and standards specified herein. In addition, or where not
cove'ed by the refere9ced codes and standards, the following quality assurance
features shall te established.

9.1 SYSTEM DESIGNER AN; PROCUSER

'
1. Cesige and Procure ent Decument Control--Design and procurement

dccu*ents shall be indesendently verified for conformance to
the recaire ents of this cocueent by individual (s) within the.
design orga".128 tion who are n0t the originators of the design
and procurement documents. Changes to design and procurement
documents shall be vcrified or controlled to maintain
confereance to this document.

2. Control of Purchased Hater',al. EquipmPLt and Services--Heasures
shall be established to e" tore thi* lSa:P iers of material,
ecui;*e91 89d construction services are CADable Cf supplying
these items tc the cgality $;ecified in the procurement
deca eats. This may be done by a9 evaluation or a survey of

,
the suppliers' pro:vcts and facilities.

3. Handling. Ste age, en: Shipping--Instructions shall be provided
in procu*ement cocu ents to control the handling, storage,
sFip;ing and preservation of material and ecuipment to prevent
da age, ceterioration, and reduction of cleanliness.

9.2 CONTROL OF HYDRO 3EN STORAGE AND/OR GENERAT!0h EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS

In addition to the re;utrements in section 9.l. the system . designer shogld audit
the design and manufacturing documents of the equipment supplier to assure

conformance to the procurement documents. The system designer shall specify
specific factory tests to be performed which will assure operability of the
su; plier's equipment. The system designer er his representative should be present
for the factory tests.

I

91
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9.3 SYSTEM CONSTRUCTOR

1. Inspection -In addition to code requirements, a program for
'

inspection of activities affecting Quality shall be established
and executed by. or for, the organization performing the

1 activity to verify conformance with the documented instruc.
tions, procedures, and drawings for accomplishing the
activity. This shall include the visual inspection of com-
ponents prior to installation for conformance with procurement
documents and visual inspection of items and systems following

'

installation. cleaning. and passivation (where applied).

2. Inspection. Test and Operating Status--Neasures shall be
. established to provide for the identification of items which
I have satisfactorily passed required inspections and tests.

3. Identification and Corrective Action for items for
henconformance--Measures shall be established to identify items

| of nonconformance with regard to the requirements of the'

procurement documents or applicable codes and standards and to
identify the remedial action taken to correct such items,

e

h

-

|

2

e

!-
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Enclosure 2

CRGR Item IV.B. Contents of Packages Submitted to CRGR
(Rev. 4, Stello to List 042387, des 41860 342 ff)

The following recuirements apply for proposals to reduce existing requirements
or (regulatory) positions as well as proposals to increase requirements or
(regulatory) positions. Each package submitted to the CRGR for review shall
include twenty (20) copies of the following information:

.

SUBJECT: EVALUATION OF HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OF HYDR 0 GEN, PROPANE,
OR NITROGEN AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Ouestion:

1. The proposed generic requirement as it is proposed to be sent out to
licensees.

Response:

The actions being requested of licensees and applicants are spelled out in
the proposed bulletin enclosed with this review package.

Question:

II. Draf t staff papers or other underlying staff documents supporting the
requirements or staff (regulatory) positions. (A copy of all materials
referenced in the document shall be made available upon request to the
CRGR staff. Any committee member may request CRGR staff to obtain a copy
of any referenced material for his or her use.)

Response: -

An acceptance criteria for the safe usage of hydrogen onsite is found in
" Guidelines For Permanent BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry Installation," 1987
Revision, dated September 1987. An NRC letter from James E. Richardson to
G. H. Neils, Chairman of Regulatcry Advisory Committee, BWR Owners Group
II for Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking Licensing Research, dated
July 13, 1987, accepts for referencing the Guidelines Licensing Topical
Report. A copy of this letter and the applicable Safety Evaluation
Report have been enclosed for information. Information Notite Nos. 87-20
and 89-44 are also enclosed. The EPRI Guidelines, a licensing topical
report, contains acceptable methods of complying with GDC 3 and GDC 19 in
regard to hydrogen storage and usage onsite.

Branch Technical Position (BTP) CMEB 9.5-1 addresses hydrogen storage and
usage in safety-related areas in a limited manner.

1
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Question:

III. Each proposed requirement or staff (regulatory) position shall contain the
sponsoring office's position as to whether the proposal would increase
requirements or staff (regulatory) positions, implement existing require-
ments or staff (regulatory) positions, or would relax or reduce existing
requirements or staff (regulatory) positions.

Response:

The actions requested by this bulletin are intended to assure that onsite
hydrogen and propane facilities have (1) a separation distance sufficient
to prevent damage to safety-related structures in the event of an explo-
sion, (2) a separation distance sufficient to prevent a flammable or
explosive gas mixture from entering the control room air intakes in the
event of a pipe break, (3) a separation distance sufficient to prevent

and incapacitating the operators, and (4)g the cor, trol room air intakes
large quantities of nitrogen from enterin

been designed to prevent damage
to safety-related equipment in the auxiliary and turbine buildings. The
above requirements are covered in GDC 3 and GDC 19 of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A.

Question:
,

IV. The proposed method of implementation along with the concurrence (and any
comrrents) of OGC on the method proposed.

Response:

A. The proposed methed of implementation is via a bulletin that requires
addressees, within 60 days of receipt of the bulletin, to advise the
NRC of what actions they propose to take.

B. The Office of the General Counsel (0GC) has reviewed the proposed
bulletin and its coments have been incorporated.

Question:

V. degulatory analyses generally conforming to the directives and guidance of
NUREG/CR-0058 and NUREG/CR-3568. (Make analyses sufficient to address the
Paperwork Reduction Act, the Regulatory flexibility Act and Executive
Order 12201.)

Response:

A regulatory analysis with a value-impact analysis is not required because
the actions requested in this bulletin would bring licensees into regula-
tory compliance with GDC 3 and 19 and do not impose new requirements.
This request for information was approved by the Office of Management and
Budget under Blanket Clearance Number 31500011 as meeting requirements of
the Paperwork Reduction Act and Executive Order 12201. Sufficient hours
arc included in the NRC budget for this request.

As this is not a rulemaking action, the Regulatory Flexibility Act does
not apply.

2
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Question:

VI. Identification of the category of reactor plants to which the generic
requirement or staff position is to apply (that is, whether it is to apply
to new plants only, new operating licenses (OLs) only. OLs after a certain
date OLs before a certain date, all Ols, all plants under construction,
all plants, all water reactors, all PWRs only, some vendor types, some
vintage types such as BWRs 6 and 4. jet pump and non-jet pump plants).

Response:

This proposed bulletin applies to all nuclear power plants (both operating
and under construction).

Question:

VII. For each such category of reactor plants, an evaluation which demonstrates
how the action should be prioritized and scheduled in light of other
ongoing regulatory activities. The evaluation shall document for consid-
eration information available concerning any of the following factors as
may be appropriate and any other infomation relevant and material to the
proposed action.

Pesponse:

Pesponse to this item is not required pursuant to Revision 4 of the CRGR
Charter, Section III.D, as the recomended actions of the proposed bulle-
tin are intended to bring facilities into conformance with the rules and
re.gulations of the Comission.

Question:

Vill. For each evaluation conducted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.109, the proposing
of fice director's determination, together with the rationale for the
determination based on the considerations of all the above, that:

A. There is a substantial increase in the overall protection of public
health and safety or the common defense and security to be derived
from the proposal.

Re s p o_n_s_e_ :

Hydrogen and propane storage facilities with inadequate separation
distance from safety-related structures and air intekes can adversely
affect the performance of safety-related equipment and safe operation
of the plent in the event of a hydrogen or propane explosion or a
flamable or explosive gas mixture entering the control room air
intakes from a pipe break or storage facility leakage. Hydrogen
lines in auxiliary and turbine buildings can affect the performance
uf safety-related equipment in the cry of a potential undetected
leak and subsequent fire or explosi d Moderate leakage from nitro-
gen storage facilities with inadequate separation distance from

.

control room air intakes can incapacitate the operators. Ac tions
! proposed by the staff in this bulletin would prevent the above

potential safety problems. Thus, the staff concludes that the !

l 3 |

| |
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l |
:actions requested in the bulletin will result in a substantial

increase in the overall protection of the public health and safety.

Question:

B. The direct and indirect costs of implementation, f'or the facilities
affected, are justified in view of this increased protection.

Response:

Although it may not be representative of the impact of the bulletin
on each addressee, the estimated total cost for relocating the
hydrogen supply system at the Trojan Nuclear Plant is approximately
$400,000. This includes installation of a new bulk hydrogen storage
facility south of the cooling tower and distribution piping from the
new facility to the Turbine Building roof where it will tie into the
existing supply to the volume control tank and generator cooling
system. The e st information is provided in response to this CRGR
package item. Since Section 109(a)(4) of 10 CFR Part 50 and Section
III D of the CRGR charter state that costs are not required when
generic modifications are necessary to bring facilities into compli-
ance, costs should~not be considered in reviewing the bulletin. In
addition, the reports that the' bulletin requires addressees submit do
not require NRC staff review and approval; therefore, NRC staff

.

effort is minimized.

Question:

IX. For each evaluation conducted for proposed relaxations or decreases in
Eurrent requirements or staff (regulatory) positions, the proposing office
director's determination, together with the rationale for the determina-
tion based on the considerations of all the above, that the public health
and safety and the common defense and security would be adequately pro--
tected if the proposed reduction in requirements or (regulatory) positions-
were implemented, and the cost savings attributed to the action would be
substantial enough to justify taking the action.

"

Response

This item is not applicable to the proposed bulletin as no relaxation or
decrease in current requirements is being proposed.

:

i

.
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UNITED STATES.

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

April 27, 1989

IIRC INFORMATION NOTICE NO. 89-44: HYDROGEN STORAGE ON THE ROOF 0F THE
CONTROL ROOM

Addressees:

All holders of operating licenses or construction pemits for nuclear power
reactors.

Purpose _:

This information notice is ,rovided to alert recipients to potential generic'

problems pertaining to the storage of hydrogen in the vicinity of safety-It isrelated structures and air pathways into safety-related structures.
expected that recipients will review the infomation for applicability to
their facilities and consider actions, as appropriate, to avoid similar

However, suggestions contained in this information notice doproblems.
not constitute NRC requirements; therefore, no specific action or written
response is required.

Description of Circumstances:

During the Region V Chemistry Team Inspection at the Trojan Nuclear Plant
the week of April 17, 1989, the inspectors identified a potential safetyHydrogen
problem concerning the location of the hydrogen storage facility.
is used on pressurized water reactor (PWR) plants for (1) providing a cover
gas in the volume contrul tank, and (2) for cooling the main turbine generator.

,

At boiling water reactor (BWR) plants, hydrogen is also used for cooling the
rain turbine generator and for injection into the feed system for plants whichThe Trojan hydrogen storage facilityhave implemented hydrogen water chemistry.
is located on the control room roof which is 30-inch-thick reinforced concrete.
The following potential safety problems were identified during the Region V
Chemistry Team Inspection:

Leakage of hydrogen gas from the storage facility in proximity to the air1. intakes to the control room ventilation and emergency pressurization system
may introduce a flamable or explosive gas mixture into the control room.
Because the hydrogen storage facility, containing four 8,000-scf hydrogen
tanks at up to 2450 psig, is Seismic Category II, a seismic event may

Furthermore, the )ressure relief valves inresult in a hydrogen leak.
the hydrogen facility exhaust downward to wit 1in 6 inches of the control
room roof in the vicinity of the control room ventilation system air in-

It was also noted that six 8,000-scf nitrogen tanks were locatedtakes.

-8904260247-
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.

Page 2 of 3

in the vicinity of the control room air intakes. Hitrogen leakage and
dispersion into the air intakes may lead to incapacitation of the control
room operators.

2. A detonation of a hydrogen storage tank (energy equivalent to 217 pounds
of TNT) may structurally damage and affect performance of safety-related
equipant on the control room roof such as the ventilation system intake
and exhaust structure, the emergency pressurization system, and equipment
in the control room itself. .

3. An explosion of the hydrogen delivery truck that provides hydrogen to the
facility through a fill line located at ground level on the wall of the
auxiliary building may structurally damage safety-related component cooling
water pumps and radwaste storage tanks located inside the auxiliary building
and in the vicinity of the hydrogen fill line.

Discussion:

The topical report " Guidelines for Pennanent BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry'

Installations," 1987 Revision. EPRI NP-5283-SR-A was reviewed and accepted
NRC's approval letter, dated July 13, 1987, states that this topicalby NRC.

report may be useful in providing industry guidance for the design, operation,
maintenance, surveillance, and testing of hydrogen systems for (1) providing
a cover gas in the PWR volume control tank and (2) for cooling the main turbine
generator. In addition, HRC Information Notice No. 87-20, " Hydrogen Leak In
Auxiliary Building," dated April 20, 1987, indicated that the NRC was then
reviewing the EPRl/Bk'ROG topical report (EPRI NP-5283-SR-A). The Trojan plant
hydrogen facility does not meet these guidelines from the standpoint of (1) the
separation distance needed between a hydrogen pipe break and the control room
ventilation intake to prevent buildup of a flarrnable or explosive gas mixture
inside the control room, and (2) the separation distance needed to prevent
damage to safety-related structures resulting from the explosion of an 8,000-scf
hydrogen tank.

Related Generic Corrrnunications:

NRC Information Notice No. 87-20 " Hydrogen Leak In Auxiliary Building," dated
April 20, 1987, discusses leakage of hydrogen from a volume control tank globe
valve in the auxiliary building.

NUREG/CR-3551, ORNL/NOAC-214 " Safety Implications Associated With In-Plant
Pressurized Gas Storage and Distribution Systems in Nuclear Power Plants,"
dated May 1985, provides information useful in considering hazards and methods
to ensure the safe handling of pressurized gases, including hydrogen.

EPRI NP-5283-SR-A, " Guidelines For Permanent BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry
Installations" - 1987 Revision, dated September 1937, is a topical report
approved by the NRC that provides industry guidance for the design, operation,
maintenance, surveillance, and testing of hydrogen systems. It was also recom-

'

mended by the NRC for use on hydrogen systems for (1) providing a cover gas in ;

the PWR volume control tank, and (2) for cooling the main turbine generator. |
|
|

i
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IN 89-44
April 27, 1989
Page 3 of 3.,

No specific action or written response is required by this infonnation notice.
If you have any questions about this matter, please contact the technical
contact listed below or the Regional Administrator of the appropriate regional
office,

fu b
Charles E. Rossi, Director -

Division of Operational Events Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Technical Contact: Frank J. Witt, NRR
(301) 492-0823

List of Recently Issued NRC Infonnation NoticesAttachment:

,

,
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Attachment
.'' IN 89-44

April 27, 1989
Page 1 of 1

LIST OF RECENTLY ISSUED
NRC INFORMATION NOTICES

Inf onnation Date of
Notice No. Subject Issuance issued to

88-82, Torus Shells with Corrosion 5/2/89 All holders of Ols
Supp. I and Degraded Coatings in or cps for.BWRs.

BWR Containments

89-43 Pennanent Deformation of 5/1/89 All holders of OLs !

Torque Switch delical or cps for nuclear

Springs in Limitorque power reactors. ;

SMA-Type Motor Operators

88-97, Potentially Substandard 4/28/89 All holders of Ols ;

Supp. 1 Valve Replacement Parts or cps for nuclear '

power reactors.

89-42 Failure of Rosemount 4/21/89 All holders of OLs
Models 1153 and 1154 or cps for nuclear |

Transmitters power reactors.
'

89-41 Operator Response to 4/20/89 All holders of Ols
Pressurization of low- or cps for nuclear

Pressure Interfacing power reactors.
|Systems

88-75, Disabling of Diesel 4/17/89 All holders of Ols i

Supplement 1 Generator Output Circuit or cps for nuclear i

Breakers by Anti-Pump power reactors.
Circuitry

89-40 Unsatisfactory Operator Test 4/14/89 All holders of OLs j

Results and Their Effect on or cps for nuclear ;

the Requalification Program power reactors.
I

89-39 List of Parties Excluded 4/5/89 A11 holders of OLs
from Federal Procurement or cps for nuclear

or Non-Procurement Programs power reactors. ;

89-38 Atmospheric Dump Valve 4/5/89 All holders of OLs
Failures at Palo Verde or cps for nuclear

Units 1, 2. and 3 power reactors. j

OL = Operating License
CP = Construction Pennit

|

|
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UNITED STATES
hilCLEAR REGULATORY COMM15$10N

OFEIC E OF NUCLEAR PEACTOR REGULATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

April 70,1987

NRC INFORMATIOM NOTICE NO. 87-20: HYOR0 GEN LEAR IN AUXILIARY Btl!LDING

Addressees:

All nuclear power reactor facilities holding an operating license or a con-
struction pemit,

Purpose:

This notice is to alert addressees of the potential for a hydrogen leak in
portiens of the plant where the potential for the leak may not have been
adecuately considered. Recipients are expected to review the infomation for
applicability to their facilities and consider actions, if appropriate, to
preclude similar problems occurring at their facilities. However, suggestions
contained in this infomation notice do not constitute NRC requirements;
therefore, no specific action or written response is required.

Description of Circumstances:

On February 20, 1987, the Vogtle nuclear power plant reported a hydrogen leak
inside the auxiliary buildino. This plant was r6cently licensed, had never
been critical, and was in cold shutdown at the time of the event.

The discovery of this problem was as a result of an unassociated event involving
the activ6 f on of a chlorine monitor in the control building. Phen additional
samples indicated no chlorine gas, the shift supervisor ordered further investi-
gation into other plant areas. Because there was no installed detection
equipment, portable survey instruments were used to detemine caseous mixtures.
Hydrocen was detected in the auxiliary building and indicated about 20 to 30
percent of the lower flammability limit (LFL) for hydrogen. A level of about
30 percent of LFL corresponds to about 1.? percent hydrogen by volume. This
reading was erroneously reported to the control room as 20 to 30 percent hydrogen
by volume. The on-shift supervisor declared an unusual event (UE) with a
subsequent report to the NRC via the emergency notification system (ENSI.

Yhen hydrogen was discovered in the auxiliary building, the licensee isolated
the cryogenic hydrogen skid outside the turbine building and soon 1ccated the
source of the leak as packing on a globe valve in a small line to ti.e volume
control tank IVCT). The licensee opened doors that quickly caused tie hydrogen
to dissipate. The globe valve was of a conventional design and had no !pecial
packing. . The globe valve was located in a vertical pipe chase where little

[O hWD ~-
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April 20, 1987
i Page 2 of 3 -

.

.

ventilation was present because of ongoing HVAC testing. Besides being used
as a cover gas in the VCT, hydrogen from the skid also is used in the plants
waste gas system and to cool the generator.

Discussion:

The lessons of this event fall into five categories: (1) proper in plant
communications during events, (2) proper valve application for use with
hydrogen, (3) excess flow check valve set point, (4) heating ventilation and
air conditioning (HVAC) maintenance and flow testing, and (5) hydrogen line
routing.

The licensee is examining ways to improve communications in the plant during
events and the training of personnel in reading portable instruments.

As another corrective measure, the licensee is examining the use of other types
of valves, such as valves with a diaphragm or bellows rather than conventional
stem packing, in lines containing hydrogen.

The licensee also is examining the set point for the excess flow check valves
in the hydrogen lines. These check valves are designed to limit the flow of
hydrogen in the event of a large leak so that when combined with proper ventila-
tion in rooms with hydrogen lines, hydrogen levels would remain within specified
limits throughout the plant.

This plant had HVAC flow balancing problems during the preparation for plant
startup. Generally HVAC flow balance is based on the heat loads and the
resultant room temperatures under normal and accident conditions. However, this
event demonstrates that hydrogen concentrations also may need to be considered
to set a lower limit on the ventilation in rooms that contair. hydrogen lines.

Although this licensee has reexamined the routing of hydrogen lines throughout
the auxiliary building and found no problems, licensees with older plants may
not have examined this question in detail.-

The NRC staff is hurrently reviewing an EPRI/8WROG topical report titled
" Guidelines for Permanent BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry Installation," 1987
revision. Included in this document are guidelines for design, operation,
maintenance, surveillance, and testing of hydrogen supply systems.

Other Recent Reactor Events Involving Hydrogen

On March 3, 1987 an unusual event was reported at Waterford Unit 3 plant.
While unloading hydrogen f rom a truck into the storage tank, the storage tank
rupture disc failed and a deflagration and fire ensued. The fire burned itself
out in about an hour with no apparent damage to the storage facility.

|

!

|
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12, 1987, an explosive mixture of hydrogen and oxygen was discovered
i

On January
in the number 1 holdup tank of the gaseous radwaste system at Zion Unit 1.
Prompt action was taken to isolate the tank and dilute the gaseous content with |

a nitrogen purge to reduce the hydrogen concentration below explosive limits.
Investigation showed that the holdup tank was placed in service on January 6, I

1987. However, the tank was left isolated from the automatic waste gas
12, 1987. This violated the technical specificationsanalyzer until January

requiring daily analysis of the waste pas system for oxygen and hydrogen.

A report that may be useful in considering hazards and some inethods for improving ,

the safe handl.ing of pressurized gas is NUREG/CR-2551, ORNL/NOAC-Pld " Safety
implications Associated with In-Plant Pressurized Gas Storage and Distribution
Systems in Nuclear Power Plants " published in May 1985.

No specific action or written response is required by this infonnation notice. |
'

If you have cuestions about this matter, please contact the Peqional Achinis-
trator of the appropriate NRC regional office or this office,

s &s {. &-,s.g
harles E. Rossi Director

Division of Operational Events Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

:

Technical Contacts: Eric Wciss, AE00
(301) 492-9005

Frank Witt, NRR
(3011 492 0440

Attachment: List of Recently Issued IE infonnation Notices
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UNITED STATESY ,/
''g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONy >c ',

WASHINGTON. O C. 20555,. |,.

o, a
g, v f

JUL 211989***

:

PEMORANDUM FOR: Edward L. Jordan, Chairman
Ccnmittee To Review Generic Requirements

FROM: James H. Sniezek, Deputy Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: ORAFT BULLETIN 88-10, SUPPLEMENT 1:
NONCONFORMING MOLDED-CASE CIRCulT BREAKERS

The Of fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) transmitted the subject bulletin
supplement to you by memorandum dated July 5,1989, and requested that review
by the Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) be waived.

Your staff has indicated that CRGR would like to formally review the bulletin
supplement. Accordingly, we are transmitting the information (see enclosures)
required for CRGR review.

NRR requests that review of this package be scheduled at CRGR's earliest
convenience. Should you have any questions, please contact my office.

Mrzinb (t% 6-

niezek, Deputy Director
M,4amesH. Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

4
Enclosures:
1. Memorandum fron J. H. Sniezek to E. L. Jordan dated July S,1989,

TransmittingDraftNRCBulletinNo.88-10, Supplement 1
2. CRGR Packdge titem IV.B.)
3. References Submitted to CRGR
4 CRGR Package for Bulletin No. 88-10
5. NRC Bulletin No. 88-10

CONTACT: Jaime Guillen, NRR
497-1170

|
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Edward L. Jordan, Chairman

Committee To Review Generic Requirements

FROM: James H. Sniezek Deputy Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: DRAFT BULLETIN 88-10, SUPPLEMENT 1:
NONCONFORMING MOLDED-CASE CIRCUIT BREAKERS

The Office of huclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) transmitted the subject bulletin
supplement to you by memorandum dated July 5,1989, and requested that review
by the Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) be waived.

Your staff has indicated that CRGR would like to formally review the bulletin
supplement. Accordingly, we are transmitting the information (see enclosures)
required for CRGR review.

NRR requests that review of this package be scheduled at CRGR's earliest
convenience. Should you have any questions, please contact my office.

& - e, - -u M E;u o d b y
d ErsukJ.x1ng11,

\ James H. Sniezek, Deputy Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Memorandum fron J. H. Sniezek to E. L. Jordan dated July 5, 1989,

Transmitting Draf t NRC Bulletin No. 88-10, Supplement 1
2. CRGR Package (Item IV.B.)
3. References Submitted to CRGR
4. CRGR Package for Bulletin No. 88-10
5. NRC Bulletin No. 88-10

CONTACT: Jaime Guillen, NRR
492-1170

DISTRIBUTION w/ enclosures
TEMurley, NRR JHSniezek, NRR FJMiraglia, NRR FGillespie, NRR
CERossi, NRR CHBerlinger, NRR JGuillen, NRR JACalvo, NRR

CHaughney, NRR GHolahan, NRR SAVarga, NRR DCrutchfield, NRR
EWBrach, NRR FCongel, NRR JWRoe, NRR BKGrimes, NRR
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JUL 0 51999
I a PEMORANDUM FOR:

Eduard L. Jordan, Chainnan
Cumittee to Review Generic Requirements

FROM: James H. Sniezek, Deputy Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: DRAFT HRC BULLETIN NO. 88-10, SUPPLEMENT 1:
NONCCNFORMING MOLDED-CASE CIRCUIT BREAXERS

The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) has conducted a preliminary
review of responses required by NRC Bulletin No. 88-10 and has identified
several ccamon reporting deficiencies. In addition, the NRC staff has received
reauests for positions on specific issues that were not explicitly addressed in
Bulletin No. 88-10. As a result, NRR has prepared the enclosed supplement to
Bulletin No. 88-10.

The supplement requests that addressees 1) review their written reports submit-
tcd to the hRC, 2) verify that the respenses meet the' bulletin provisions and
ere consistent with positions delineated in the supplement, and 3) prepare and
retain documentation for possible audit that indicates that they have performed
the requested review. In addition, the supplement requires that addressees
submit any appropriate corrections to their previous responses to Bulletin No.
66-10.

The supplement does not contain any new requests or rcouirement:, that were not
part of the staff's original intent and simply elaborates on some reporting
deficiencies identified in the written reports submitted to the NRC; therefore,
NRR proposes that the review by the Comittee to Review Generic Requirements
(CRGR) be waived. Please inform us of your decision as soon as possible se
that we can issue the bulletin supplement promptly or prepare an appropriate
CRGR package. This supplement has been reviewed by OGC and their coments have
been addressed.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact my office.

Original signed by

J3mes H. Snienk

James H. Sniezek, Deputy Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
As stated

CCh1ACT: Jairrt Guillen, NRR ,

, '

492-1170
CT't h t57 W N

CISTRIBUT10h w/ enclosure i
'
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Enclosure'

OMB No.: 3150-0011
NRCB 88-10, Supplement 1

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COPMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION -

k'ASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 ).
b

July xx, 1989
.

NRC BULLETIN NO. 88-10, SUPPLEMENT 1: NONCONFORMING MOLDED-CASE
CIRCUIT BREAXERS

Addressees:

All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for nuclear power
*

reactors.

Purpose:

The purpose of this bulletin is to infonn addressees that based on a prelimi-
nary review of responses to NRC Bulletin No. 88-10, the NRC staff has deter-
mined that many responses do not adequately satisfy the provisions of BulletinThisNo. 88-10 and that some addressees may need to take additional actions.
supplement also provides specific examples of common deficiencies identified
during the preliminary review of responses.

Descr_iption of Circumstances:
22, 1988, to request that ad-

NRC Belletin No. 88-10 was issued on November
dressees take actions to provide reasonable assurance that molded-case circuit
breakers (C8s) purchased for use in safety-related applications perform their

In addition, the bulletin required that addressees submitsafety functions.
certain information to the NRC re arding CBs that could not be traced to the
circuit breaker manufacturer (CBM .'

An NRC staff review of the written reports submitted by addressees in accor-
dance with Bulletin No. 88-10 revealed several common deficiencies. In addi-
tion, the NRC staff has received requests for positions on specific issues that
were not explicitly addrcssed in Bulletin No. 88-10. The NRC analyses and

positions en these issues are provided in this supplement.

During the preparation of this supplement, the NRC received comments from the
National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) and the Nuclear Management

NEMA reaffinned its position that neither the
and Resources Council (NUMARC).
tests delineated in Bulletin No. 88-10, a visual inspection, nor a combination
of testing and inspection, are adequate to ensure the performance of non-

Similarly, NUMARC raised concerns about and advised againsttraceable CBs.
the use of nontraceable CBs from known refurbishers, regardless of whether orHowever, the
not they have passed the tests delineated in Bulletin No. 88-10.
NRC judgement on the adequacy of bulletin testing to justify continued use of
nontraceable CBs remairs as stated in Bullctin 88-10.

__
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NRCB 88-10, Supplement 1
July xx 1989
Page 2 of 4

1

i

NRC Positions:
|If CBs are traceable to an original plant construction order and the CBs
|1. were received prior to August 1983, there is reasonable assurance that the !

CBs are acceptable and no additional traceability is required;
!Visual inspection and physical examination of the CBs by the CBM is not

censidered adet!uate to meet the traceability requirements of Bulletin No.
j2.

Although visual inspection and physical examination by the CBM may88-10.
provide a reasonable basis that the CBs have not been opened or altered in j

a substantial way, there is no reasonable assurance that the CBs have not
:

been previously used or subjected to service conditions that may have |
'

adversely affected the performance capabilities of the CBs.

Item 4 of the actions requested in Bulletin No. 88-10 applies only to CBs )3.
that were purchased and installed after August 1, 1983. ,

If an addressee identifics any CBs as nontraceable during the review
1

4.
requested by Bulletin No. 88-10, it should take approprit.te corrective

Asactions as required by Criterion XVI of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B.
part of these corrective actions, the NRC expects addressees to assess the

|acceptability of all installed CBs that were procured under the same
purchase orders as the nuntraceable CBs regardless of whether or not they

i

are subject to Bulletin No. 88-10.
,

|Montraceable CBs that were installed or being maintained as stored spares5.
(s of August 1,1988, and that successfully pass all tests specified in
Attachment 1 of Bulletin No. 88-10 are considered acceptable for use only ;

as replacements for safety-related CBs that are found to be nontraceable |
'

during the review requested by Bulletin No. 88-10. These breakers may not I
be used as safety-related replacements during other activities such as
planned plant modifications or routine maintenance.-

6. For CBs stored as spares that were not procured directly from the CBM,
each individual CB should be reviewed in order to establish proper trace-
ability, regardless of the number of CBs.

All safety-related CBs from the same procurement order are considered i7. traceable if the order was procured directly from a CBM having a quality |
!assurance progran in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, if the

CEM has been audited by the addressee in accordance with Appendix B, if |

the CBs were ordered as safety-related, and if documented evidence has !

been furnished to the addressee, such as a certificate of compliance. |
Powever, if safety-related CBs were procured frcrr a vendor other than the |

CBP, a certificate of compliance by itself is not considered an adequate |
|

|
1

1

4

i

-
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NRC8 88-10, Supplement 1
July xx, 1989
Page 3 of 4

basis for establishing traceability. In such cases, traceability of
individual procurement orders should be established through the review of

Telephone discussionsprocurernent or shipping records back to the CBM.
with the CBM or vendor are not acceptable for establishing a basis for
traceability. Traceability to a warehouse facility controlled by the CBM
is considered eouivalent to traceability to the CBM.

Actions Requested:

In response to the aforementioned cirwstances, addressees are requested to
pcrfom the following actions within 90 days from the receipt of this bulletin:

Review writ}en reports submitted to the NRC in accordance with Bulletin1. No. 88-10 and verify that the responses meet the bulletin provisions and
are consistent with the above NRC positions.

Prepare and retain documentation for possible audit that indicates that2.
item 1 of the actions requested has been perfonned as requested.

Reporting Requirements: .

Addressees are required to provide any appropriate corrections to previous
responses to Bulletin No. 88-10.

The NRC may conduct inspect' ions at selected nuclear power plant sites in order
to verify that issues associated with Bulletin No. 88-10 and this supplement
have been adequately resolved.

The written reports required above shall be addressed to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Comission, ATTH: Document Control Oesk, Washington, D.C. 20555,
under oath or affirmation under the provisions of Section 182a, Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended. In addition, a copy shall be submitted to the appro-
priate Regional Administrator.

This request is covered by Office of Management and Budget Clearance Number
which expires December 31, 1989. The estimated burden hours, which3150-0011,

includes the original bulletin requests, is 1,000 to 10,000 person-hours per
plant response, including assessment of these requirements, searching data

Sendsources, testing, analyzing the data, and preparing the required reports.
corsents regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection
of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden to the Records
and Reports Management Branch, Division of Ir.fonnation Support Services Office
of Information Resources Management, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission,
Washington, D.C. 20555; and to the Paperwork Reduction Project (3150-0011),
Of fice of Hanagement and Budget. W6shington, D.C. 20503. .

l
|

l

1

+
i

I
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If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact one of the
technical contacts listed below or the Regional Administrator of the appropri-
ate NRC regional office.

.

Charles E. Rossi, Director
Division of Operational Events Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

;; Technical Contacts: Uldis Potapovs. NRR
(301)492-0984

,

Jaime Guillen, NRR
(301) 492-1170

Attachment: Listlof Recently Issued NRC Bulletins

.

|
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If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact one of the
technical contacts listed below or the Regional Administrator of the appropri-
ete NRC regional office.

.

Charles E. Rossi. Director
Division of Operational Events Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Technical Contac,ts: Uldis Potapovs. NRR
(301)492-0984

Jaime Guillen, HRR -

(301) 492-1170

Attachment: List of Recently Issued NRC Eulleti..s-

.

!

|
*SEE PREVIOUS CONCURRENCES
*D/00EA:hRR |

CEPossi
06/26/89
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06/23/69 C6/26/89 06/01/89 06/22/89 06/21/09 '
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Enclosure 2

CRGR ltem IV.B. Contents of Packages Submitted to CRGR
(Rev. 4, Stello to List 042387, des 41860 342 ff)

i
|

The following requirements apply for proposals to reduce existing requirements
or (regulatory) positions as well as proposals to increase requirements or
(regulatory) positions. Each package submitted to the CRGR for review shall
include twenty (20) copies of the following information:

SUBJECT: BULLETIN NO. 88-10, SUPPLEMENT 1:
: NONCONFORMING M0LDED-CASE CIRCUlT BREAKERS

;

Question:

1. The proposed generic requirement as it is proposed to be sent out to
licensees.

Response:

The proposed generic requirements are delineated in the draft bulletin
supplement enclosed with this review package.

Question:

II. Draft staff papers or other underlying staff documents supporting the
requirements or staff (regulatory) positions. (A copy of all materials
referenced in the document shall be made available upon request to the
CRGR staff. Any conmittee member may request CRGR staff to obtain a copy
of any referenced material for his or her use.)

Response:

A. NRC Bulletin No. 88-10: Nonconforming Molded-Case Circuit Breakers

B. Letter from Nuclear Utilities Management and Resources Council
(NUMARC) dated May 19, 1989.

C. Letter from National Electric Manufacturers Association (NEMA) dated
May 16, 1989.

D. CRGR Package for Bulletin No. 88-10 dated November 14, 1988.

E. NRC Information Notice No. 88-46: Licensee Report of Defective
Refurbished Circuit Breakers, and Supplements 1, 2, and 3 thereto.

I
!

I
1

1 i

__ _
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Question:

III. Each proposed requirement or staff (regulatory) position shall contain the
sponsoring office's position as to whether the proposal would increase
requirements or staff (regulatory) positions, implement existing require-
ments or staff (regulatory) positions, or would relax or reduce existing
requirements or staff (regulatory) positions.

Response:

The actions requested by this bulletin supplement are intended to assure
that addressees meet the provisions and intent of NRC Bulletin No. 88-10.
The supplement does not contain any new requests or requirements that were
not part of the staff's original intent and simply elaborates on some
reporting deficiencies identified in the written reports submitted to the
NRC. Staff regulatory positions are not altered by this proposed
supplement.

iQuestion: i

IV. The proposed method of implementation along with the concurrence (and any )
comments) of OGC on the method proposed.

Response:

A. The proposed method of implementation is via a bulletin supplement
that requests addressees to review their previous responses to
Bulletin No. 88-10 and to verify that their responses meet the
original bulletin provisions.

B. The Office of the General Counsel (0GC) has reviewed the proposed
bulletin supplement and its comments have been incorporated.

Question:

V. Regulatory analyses generaily conforming to the directives and guidance of
NUREG/CR-0058 and NUREG/CR-3C68. (Make analyses sufficient to address the j

Paperwork Reduction Act, the Regulatory Flexibility Act and Executive
Order 12201.)

Response:

A. A regulatory analysis with a value-impact analysis is not required as i

Ithe bulletin supplement simply requests that addressees meet the
original provisions and intent of Bulletin No. 88-10. This request
for information was approved by the Office of Management and Budget
under Blanket Clearance Number 3150-0011, which expires December 31,
1989, as meeting the requirements of the Paperwork Reduction Act and
Executive Order 12201. Sufficient hours are included in the NRC
budget for this request. However, it is expected that NRC staff will
spend a minimal amount of resources as a result of issuing this
bulletin supplement.

2

- - - - - ... ,_.
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B. The Regulatory Flexibility Act does not apply since this is not a
rulemaking action.

Question:

VI. Identifica\ ion of the category of reactor plants to which the generic
requirement or staff position is to apply (that is, whether it is to apply
to new plants only, new operating licenses (0Ls) only, OLs after a certain
date, OLs before a certain date, all OLs, all plants under construction,
all plants, all water reactors, all PWRs only, some vendor types, some
vintage types such as BWRs 6 and 4, jet pump and non-jet pump plants).

Response:

This proposed bulletin supplement applies to all holders of operating
licenses and construction permits for nuclear power reactors. The catego-
ry of reactor plants is consistent with that of the original bulletin.

Question:

VII. For each such category of reactor plants, an evaluation which demonstrates
how the action should be prioritized and scheduled in light of other
ongoing regulatory activities. The evaluation shall document for consid-'

eration information available concerning any of the following factors as
may be appropriate and any other information relevant and material to the
proposed action. ,

Response:

Response to this item is not required pursuant to Revision 4 of the CRGR
Charter, Section III.D, as the recommended actions of the proposed bulle-
tin are intended to bring facilities into conformance with the rules and
regulations of the Commission.

Question:

VIII. For each evaluation conducted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.109, the proposing
office director's determination, together with the rationale for the
determination based on the considerations of all the above, that:

4

A. There is a substantial increase in the overall protection of public
health and safety or the common defense and security to be derived
from the proposal.

Response:

The specific actions in Bulletin No. 88-10 address nonconformances
and concerns identified during NRC inspections and provide a reason-
able assurance that molded-case CBs will perfonn their intended

,

functions. The original bulletin also requested addressees to
perform certain actions and provide specific information regarding
molded-case CBs to assess compliance with existing regulatory re-
quirements. The NRC staff performed a preliminary review of respons-
es submitted by addressees in response to Bulletin No. 88-10 and has

3

. . - ..
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determined that many responses do not adequately satisfy the provi-'

sions of Bulletin No. 88-10 and that some addressees may need to take
additional actions. The enclosed draft bulletin supplement discusses
reporting deficiencies identified in the written reports and requests
that addressees review their actions to assure that they have met the
provisions of Bulletin No. 88-10. This supplement does not contain
any new requests or requirements that were not part of the staff's
original intent.

;

Question:

B. The direct and indirect costs of implementation, for the facilities
affected, are justified in view of this increased protection.

i

Response:

The implementation costs for Bulletin No. 88-10 were estimated to
vary between 1,000 to 10,000 person-hours f r each addressee depend-
ing on the total number of molded-case CBs .n stores for or installed
in safety-related applications, tha number of non-traceable CBs

.

'

identified, the failure rate of the CBs tested, and replacement
i

costs. The costs for implementing the bulletin supplement are bound
by the estimated costs of the original bulletin since addressees that
properly carried out the original bulletin orovisions will not have
to take any additional actions other than to review the bulletin
supplement and document that they huve reviewed the adequacy of their
written reports. Addressees whose actions and reports do not satisfy
the original bulletin provisions will have to take additional actions
in order to assure that the bulletin provisions are implemented

>

properly and their reports are consistent with NRC positions.2

Question:-

IX. For each evaluation conducted for proposed relaxations or decreases in
current requirements or staff (regulatory) positions, the proposing office
director's determination, together with the rationale for the determina-
tion based on the considerations of all the above, that the public health
and safety and the conron defense and security would be adequately pro- <

tected if the proposed reduction in requirements or (regulatory) positions
were implemented, and the cost savings attributed to the action would be
substantial enough to justify taking the action.

Response
!

This item is not applicable to the proposed bulletin as no relaxation or
decrease in current requirements is being proposed.

1
i

!

4

l
1
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NUCLEAR MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCES COUNCIL

1776 [ye $1e' NW * $10 Do e wowe:r. OC 2rco.2Mo
. (2:2: 372.'2C

May 19, 1989 |

Mr. Frank J. Miraglia
Associate Director for Inspection and

Technical Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

|U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
|Washington, D.C. 20555
l

Dear Mr. Miraglia:

On Thursday May 11, 1989, NUMARC met with members of the NRC Staff to
discuss overall industry responses to Bulletin 88 10, " Nonconforming Molded
Case Circuit Breakers." We appreciate such opportunities for continued
dialogue with the Staff toward resolving concerns about fraudulent molded
case circuit breakers (HCCBs).

The Staff provided for discussion draft Supplement I to Bulletin 88 10.
With roughly half of utilities in the process of preparing follow up responses
to Bulletin 88 10, we agree that a Bulletin supplement at this time would be
an effective method for the Staff to re emphasize the original intent of the
Bulletin and address major inconsistencies in utility responses where it
appears the original intent may not be understood. We do, however, have
significant reservations about the content of the draft supplement. Our
major concerns are summarized below and specific comments on individual
supplement items are provided in Attachment 1.

.

We find that the supplement presents additional requirements not suggestedL
by Bulletin 88 10 that represent significant new burden to many utilities.
NUMARC acknowledges that Bulletin 88-10 results could, in the final analysis,
sdggest that additional efforts may be necessary for industry to definitivelyHowever, we believe that it isresolve concern over nonconforming MCCBs.
inappropriate to present new requirements at this time since,

'

1) results of Bulletin 88' l0 are not yet complete, and

2) results to date do not appear to provide a basis for further action.

Rather, Supplement I should be directed at ensuring existing Bulletin
requirements are fully understood by all utilities.

We are concerned that the supplemont attempts to alter the Staff's
original focus for Bulletin 88-10 and expand its scope without clear

Establishing traceability to the CBM was the course chosenjustification.
by the Staff for providing assurance that replacement MCCBs purchased for
safety related service during the identified period of primary concern (August,
1983 to August, 1988) were not refurbished or previously used.!

Y b (p b / b y W
. . .
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Miraglia, Frank J.
May 19, 1989
P.gt C

The proposed supplement alters this focus in two critical areas. First,
the Bulletin acknowledged that MCCBs purchased during original plant
construction were surchased from the circuit breaker manufacturer (CBM) and
concluded that suci " original" MCCBs wore not a concern of this Bulletin.
The supplement, in a clear ex)ansion of Bulletin requirements, recuires
utilities to establish traceasility to the CBM for MCCBs purchasec as original
plant equipment or be required to replace or successfully test them. As
noted in Bulletin 8910, original plant equipment for safety-related service
was manufactured and purchased under programs conforming to 10CFR50 Appendix
B which provided reasonable assurance that purchased material and equipment
conform to the procurement documents. Traceability to the extent it is
required by Bulletin 8810 goes beyond " adequate confidence" as intended by
Appendix B, and we feel it is inappropriate to require traceability of original
plant MCCBs to their CBM.

Secondly, the Bulletin established a five year review period for installed
MCCBs based on anticipated availability of procurement records. The

supplement, however, indicates Staff expectation that installed non-traceable
WeMCCBs be subject to Bulletin requirements regardloss of purchase date.

must re-emphasize that lack of traceability does not imply that a MCCB is
improper. Furthermore, lack of traceability far MCCBs ordered more than five
years ago is likely due to the unavailabilit 9f records for these type of
components not because of the involvement of .luspect suppliers.

.

Our review of industry Bulletin 88 10 responses concludes that the-

expanded Bulletin requirements contained in the proposed supplement are not
warranted. It appears the Staff is concerned about the shortcomings of
relatively few utility responses. We believe it more appropriate for the

INRC Staff to address the few deficient responses directly with individual
utilities rather than issue new generic requirements on the entire industry.

We request you carefully consider these and our specific comments
contained in Attachment 1, particularly those addressing items 1, 3 and 4 of

.

the draft supplement. We are willing to meet with NRC Staff to further
articulate these concerns.

We think it important that NUMARC and NRC continue to work together on
the MCCB issue. Please call Alex Harion or Russell Bell at any time for
further discussion of our questions on the Bulletin supplement or the attached
comments.

Sincerely,

N-'

/

William H. Rasin !
'

Director, Technical Division
Attachment
WHR/ sal J

|
|
i

)
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Attachment 1
, ,

NUMARC COMMENTS ON
BULLETlH 88 10, SUPPLEMENT 1 (DRAFT)

Item 1. The language of Bulletin B8-10 reflects the important t.nderstanding
reached last year between NUMARC and NRC Staff that replacement
MCCBs are of primary concern, not MCCBs ordered as part of original
plant equipment. The Bulletin appropriately states,

"This (original) equipment appears to have been procured
during plant construction from CBMs with full certification.'
The large quantities of electrical assemblies or components
procured under bid packages during plant construction reduce
the possibility of any original plant equipment being supplied
by vendors doing refurbishing."

.

With this language, the Staff acknowledged the low likelihood that
MCCBs procured during plant construction were supplied by
refurbishers and concluded, " concerns addressed in this Bulletin do
not apply to (original equipment)." The supplement reverses this
position by requiring original MCCBs to meet fully the traceability
recuirements of Bulletin 88-10.

We find the original position of the Staff expressed in the Bulletin
tc te sound, and we find it inappropriate for the Staff to expand

; the scope of Bulletin 88 10.
,,

We suggest deletion of item I in its entirety.

;. Item 2. Delete the sacond sentence. The first sentence a>propriately
addresses the Staff's concern regarding unacceptability of visual
inspection b) itself as an alternative to verifiable traceability.

,, .

Ith,3. This item represents a clear expansion of Bulletin 88 10 scope
which is inappropriate at this time. The Bulletin states, "...a
Supplement may be issued to include...a longer procurement review
period if warranted by the results of...this Bulletin." Five years
was selected as a reasonable period of review by the Staff due to:

1) likelihood that records would be available to establish
traceability, and

2) evidence that MCCB refurbishment was more prevalent in the
last five years.

Tne five year review of industry MCCBs recuired by Bulletin 88 10
is not yet compiete, and results to date to not suggest the need
for additional review.

However, independent of the requirements of Bulletin 8810, we
believe that utilities would continue investigating installed MOCBs
associated with clearly suspRt MCCBs (e.g. those from a known i

suspect supplier or exhibiting signs of refurbishment). Lack of '

traceability, in our view, does not by itself provide sufficient
cause for expanded actions.'

- - . ._ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . .-. __ _
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traceability, in our view, does not by itself provide sufficient
-

-
-

cause for expanded actions.

We are greatly concerned by the implications of supplement item 3
when viewed in conjunction with item 1. The result of these two
new requirements is that a utility which cannot establish verifiable
traceability per Bulletin 88-10 for original equipment MCCB spares,
may, by association, be required to consider as non-traceable large
numbers (perhaps all) originally installed MCCBs.

Based on our review of Bulletin responses, an increase in the scope
of Bulletin 88-10 is not justified at this time. We believe,
therefore, that supplement item 3 should be deleted completely.

.

Item 4. The first sentence of item 4 offers a useful clarification of
Bulletin 88-10. We suggest adding the phrase "neither supplied by
known refurbishers nor exhibiting evidence of refurbishment" after
"CBs" in the first line. Also, after " Bulletin 88-10" in line 3,
the phrase "or equivalent manufacturer recommended evaluation / test
program" should be inserted.

However, we must caution against reliance placed on the test program j

detailed in Attachment 1 of the Bulletin given the positions of
the National Electrical Manufacturers Atsociation and Underwriters
Laboratories regarding the inadequacy of such testing, j

|

We feel the second sentence of. item 4 is inappropriate and should
be deleted.

' Item 5. We find this item appropriate and suggest the first sentence be !

rewritten as follows, "Regardless of the number of CBs stored..." |
!

7, Item 6. The Staff has acknowledged that traceability of MCCBs to corporate |

fact 11 ties of the CBM such as controlled warehouses, distribution'

centers or production facilities is sufficient for the purpose of
Bulletin 88-10. We therefore suggest the following replacement |

{
1anguage for item 6:

# "CBs demonstrated traceable to the CBM by test report, !

certificate of compliance, purchase documents, shipping records |
or other procurement records are acceptable for safety-related '

service. The CBM is considered to include all corporate
controlled facilities including controlled warehouses,
distribution centers and production facilities.

Specifically, a certificate of compliance from other than the
CBM (e.g. equipment supplier) would not constitute adequate
traceability of MCCBs without such procurement records as
suggested above demonstrating the traceability of each
individual procurement to the CBM. Traceability should be
demonstrated by documents in the utility's possession or
verified by audit or other appropriate means. Telephone
discussions with vendors are not acceptable basis for
establishing traceability."

---- - _._. .*
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National Electrical Manuf acturers Association
2101 L Street, N.W. Suite 300

C T Washington, D.C. 200371581 (202) 4574400j
Telex 904077 NEMA WSHs
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Mr. William Brach
Chief of Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

SUBJECT: May 11, 1989 Draft of NRC Bulletin
88-10. Supplement _1_

Dear Mr. Brach
Regarding Iten 4 of the subject draft suppionent, we would

like to reaffirm the points that we made to you in our
October 24, 1988 and December 22, 1988 letters to you.

Neither the bulletin 68-10 tests nor visual inspection
alone, or in combination, are adequate to ensure breaker

Any breaker that cannot be traced to the originalperforr.ance.
circuit breaker manufacturer should be renoved from service for
inspection and test. The manufacturer of the breaker in question
should be contacted for specific recon =endations.

We appreciate the opportunity *.o connent on this draft
and continue to stand reaty to work with NRC insuppler, ant

bringing this issue to a speedy resolution.
If you have any questions regarding our comments, please

' feel free to give no a call.

Sincerely,

,h,)d /v . *
Robert W. Baird
Division Staff Executive

ec: J. Bhatia, UL
U. Potapovs, NRC
A. Marion, NUMARC
T. F. on Rebuilt Breakers

'

cs a - c. ei%IUFlD
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! wAsmNoToN, D.C,20656n
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\ e... /
Edward L. Jordan?Cliairman

MEMORANDUM FOR: Comittee to Review Generic Requirements
-

, .

James H. Sniezek, Deputy Director :
FROM: Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

DRAFT BULLETIN REGARDING MOLDED-CASE CIRCUIT BREAKERSSUBJECT:

The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) previously requested bythat the Comittee to Review Generic
memorandum dated August 19, 1988,
Requirements (CRGR) consider a proposed bulletin regarding nonconformingThe CRGR approved the

-

electrical equipment, components and devices.24, 1988, meeting. The draft
issuance of the bulletin at the August

bulletin was not issued and has been substantially revised since then; consequently, NRR requests that the CRGR consider the revised proposed
bulletin.
The revised proposed bulletin requests that holders of operating licenses
and construction permits take certain actions to provide reasonable as-
surance that molded-case circuit breakers (CBs) purchased for safety-gradeapplications without traceability to the original circuit breaker manufacturerThe proposed bulletin also requires
(CBM) perform their safety functions.that addressees provide reports listing those molded-case CBs that could
not be traced to the CBM as well as the results of tests performed in
accordance with the actions requested in the bulletin.

The revised proposed bulletin and the information required to support theLawrence Shao, Director, Division
issuance of this bulletin are enclosed.of Engineering and Systems Technology, is the sponsoring Division Director.

7
*

bw ff
arLes H. Sniezek, Deputy D rector
f' ice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
As stated

.

Contacts:
P. Gill, SELB/ DEST /NRR
X20811

.

J. Guillen, 0GCB/DUEA/NRR '

X21170 :

a
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Contents of Packages Submitted to CRGR042387, des 41860 342 ff)|
CRGR Item IV.B.

(Rev. 4. Stello to List

The following requirements apply for proposals to reduce existing r,equirements
or (regulatory) positions as well as proposals to increase requirements orEach package submitted to the CRGR for review shall
(regulatory) positions.
include fitteca (15) copies of the following information:

BULLETIN REGARDING NONCONFORMING MOLDED-CASE CIRCUIT BREAKERSSUBJECT:

Question:

The proposed generic requirement as it is proposed to be sent out to1.
licensees.

Response:

The proposed generic requirement is spelled out in the proposed bulletin.
_

Question:

Draft staff papers or other underlying staff documents supporting the(A copy of all materials11.

requirements or staff (regulatory) positions. referenced in the document shall be made available upon request to the
Any comittee member may request CRGR staff to obtain aCRGR staff.

copy of any referenced material for his or her use.)

Response:
"Nonconfoming Molded-Case Circuit

A. Proposed NRC Bulletin No. 88-XX:
Breakers."

"Nonconfoming Electrical
Previous proposed HRC Bulletin No. 88-xx:B.
Equipment Components and Devices."

25, 1988.
Letter from Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., dated OctoberC.

28, 1988.
Letter from General Electric Company (GE), dated OctoberD.

Letter from National Electric Manufacturers Association (NEMA), dated
E.

October 24, 1988.

Question:
III. Each proposed requirement or staff (regulatory) position shall'contain the

sponsoring office's position as to whether the proposal would 'increaserequirements or staff (regulatory) positions, implement existing require-
ments or staff (regulatory) positions, or would relax or reduce existing~

*

requirements or staff (regulatory) positions.

. _ _ _
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Responsel
_

The proposed bulletin requires verification that existing require-A.
ments are being met. :

Staff regulatory positions are not altered by this proposed bulletin.
Addressees are only being requested to review their records, provideB.

the NRC with the requested information, and to comply with existing
regulatory requirements.

Question;

The proposed method of implementation along with the concurrence (and anyIV. comments) of OGC on the method proposed.

Response:

The staff proposes to promulgate this proposed requirement by means of aOGC reviewed the
This method has been effective in the past.

previous proposed bulletin and had no legal objection to that package, including the proposed bulletin, and all of their comments were incorporated.
bulletin.

None of the subsequent changes necessitated OGC's review.

Questioni
Regulatory analyses generally conforming to the directives and guidance of
NUREG/BR-0058 and NUREG/CR-3568.

(Hake sufficient to address the Paper-V.
d

work Reduction Act, the Regulatory Flexibility Act and Executive Or er
12291).

Response;_

This request for information was approved by the Office of Management3150-0011 as meeting theA.

and Budget under blanket clearance numberrequirements of the Paper Reduction Act and Executive Order 12291.
Since this is not a rulemaking action, the Regulatory Flexibility Act

B.
does not apply.

Question:
Identification of the category of reactor plants to which the generic
requirement or staff position is to apply (that is, whether it is to applyVI.
to new plants only, new OLs only, OLs after a certain date, OLs before a
certain date, all Ols, all plants under construction, all plants, all
water reactors, all PWRs only, some vendor types, some vintage types such
as BWR 6 and 4, jet pump and nonjet pump plants, etc.)

_

.

_

Responsel ~

The proposed requirements apply to all holders of operating licenses
and construction permits for nuclear reactors.

.

~ - -
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Question 2

VII. For each such category of reactor plants, en evaluatian which demonstrates
_

:

how the action should be prioritized and scheduled in light of other |The evaluation shall document;for con-
ongoing regulatory activities.
sideration information available concerning any of the followipg factors
as may be appropriate and any other information relevant and material to
the proposed action. 1

Response:

Response to this item is not required pursuant to Revision 4 of theCRGR Charter, Section III.D., since the requirements of the proposed
.

I

j

bulletin are intended to provide the NRC with information and will |
bring licensees into compliance with existing regulatory requirements. ;

Question _:

For each evaluation conducted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.109, the proposing
office director's determination. together with the rationale for theVIII.

determination based on the considerations of all the above, that:

There is a substantial increase in the overall protection of public
health and safety or the comon defense and security to be derived

|A.
)

from the proposal; and i

)

"

Response:

The specific actions in the bulletin will address nonconformances and
concerns identified by the staff during recent inspections and provide
a reasonable assurance that these CBs perfom their intended functions.

j
'

The proposed bulletin also requests addressees to perform certain actions
and provide certain infomation regarding molded-case CBs to assess com-The information will
pliance with existing regulatory requirements.be selectively audited by the staff to identify possible additional
generic concerns.

Question: I

The direct and indirect costs of implementation, for the facilities f
affected, are justified in view of this increased protection.B.

|

Response:

The actual implementation costs will vary between 1,000 to 10,000 man-hours
for each addressee depending on the total number of molded-case CBs in
stores for or installed in safety-grade applications, the numh,er of )
non-traceable CBs identified, the failure rate of the CBs tested, and !

These estimates are highly speculative due to the
replacement costs. unknown scope of the problem and the adequacy of addresses' records.!

l
_

|

|
|

1

|

__
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computerized procurement records will require approximately 2,000It is estimated that a typical holder of an operating license with
man-hours (or $120,000 at $60 per man-hour) to meet the bulletinrequirements and will spend approximately $30,000 to replace CBsThese estimates are
that fail the tests included in the bulletin.calculated based on the licensee having 300 molded-case CBs in: stores
for safety-grade application and an additional 300 that have been
installed between August 1,1983 and August 1,1988, in safety-gradeIn addition, 25% of the breakers are assumed not to be
applications. traceable to the CBM and a total of 30 are assumed to fail the testsReplacement breakers
included in the bulletin and require replacement.
are estimated to cost approximately $1,000 each.

It is estimated that typical addressees that do not have computerized(or
procurement records will require approximately 8,000 man-hours
$480,000 at $60 per man-hour) to implement the bulletin requirementsand spend $30,000 to replace CBs that fail the tests included in the

These estimates are based on the same assumptions as the
example above, except that search and traceability determination maybulletin.
take an additional 6,000 man-hours.

Actions that can not be completed during normal operation may be completed
during the next refueling outage beginning after March 1, 1988; therefore,In addition, addressees that cannot
plant shutdowns are not required.neet the bulletin schedules can justify to the NRC their proposed alter-
native schedule.
The NRC staff feels that the costs of implementation of the bulletin are

2

justified in view of the increased confidence in the safety of nuclear
power reactors.

Questiont
For each evaluation conducted for proposed relaxations or decreases in
current requirements of staff positions, the proposing office director'sIX.
determination, together with the rationale for the determination based on
the considerations of the above,'that the public health and safety and the
common defense and security would be adequately protected if the proposed|
reduction in requirements or (regulatory) positions were implemented, and
the cost savings attributed to the act. ion would be substantial enough to
justify taking the action.

Responset
l

This item is not applicable to the proposed bulletin because no relaxation
or decrease in current requirenents is being proposed.

.

.

m

!
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONhQ =

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
PJ h .

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555
'

November xx, 1988 .
.

.

NONCONFORMING MOLDED-CASE CIRCUIT BREAKERSNRC Bulletin No. 88-xx:

Addressees:

All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for nuclear power
_

reactors.

Purpose:

The purpose of this bulletin is to request that addressees take actions to) l ding

provide reasonable assurance that molded-case circuit breakers (CBj ,p(inc u3 purchased for use in safety-grade a pliegtionsCBM)CBs used with motor controllers to the circuit breaker manufacturerwithout verifiable traceability
perfom their safety functions.

Description of Circumstances:

NRC Information Notice No. 88-46, " Licensee Report of Defective Refurbished
Circuit Breakers," dated July 8,1988 and Supplement I thereto, dated July 21,
1988, discussed a report by Pacific Gas and Electric Company that indicatedthat its Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant was supplied 30 CBs by(Anti-The tf

These CBs Square D
Systems, Inc. through a local electrical distributor. li-

molded-case, type KHL 36125) were intended for use in non-safety-grade appSquare D Company reported
cations at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant.that an inspection and testing of these breakers determined that the CBs wereFurthermore, Square D reported that
refurbished Square D Company equipment.
several of the circuit breakers tested did not comply with Square D or Under-t

writers Laboratories. Inc. (UL) specifications for all of the electrical tes s
Information Notice No. 88-46 also listed several California com-

panies that were involved in supplying surplus refurbished and possiblyperformed.

defective refurbished electrical equipment to the nuclear industry.
|

During recent NRC inspections, additional examples were identified thatl
indicate a potential safety concern regarding electrical equipment suppliedThe NRC is concerned that equipment being procured|

!

original manufacturer's specifications may, in f act, not conform to theseas new and assumed to meet all applicable plant design requirements and/orfto nuclear power plants.
;

;
.

requirements and specifications.
..

1
.

Refer to Attachment 2 for Definition.of Terms
.

1.

n
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Molded-
The actions requested in this bulletin are limited to molded-case CBs.
case .CBs are Jested and calibrated at the manufacturer's plant in accordancek

with recognized industry standards, such as UL-489, " Molded Case Circuit Brea ers
and Circuit Breaker Enclosures," and National Electrical Manufacturers Assoc 1-Since molded-care CBs have
ation (MEMA)-AB1, " Molded-Case Circuit Breakers."

factory-calibrated and sealed elements, any unauthorized modificatton or re-furbishing of these CBs could jeopardize their design capability and reliability.
The NRC is concerned that the reliability and capabilities of refurbished CBs
purchased as comercial grade (non-Class 1E) for later upgrading to safety-
grade (Class IE) applications may not meet the minimum comercial gradeIn addition, the NRC is concerned about the reliability and
capabilities of commercial grade breakers upgraded to safety-grade becauseof some observed inadequacies in the dedication process and numerous failures
standards.

In order to properly
found during the testing of some of these breakers.
dedicate electrical items procured as comercial grade for subsequent use

in safety-grade applications, the dedication process should build from thecomercial grade quality, include a proper evaluation of seismic and environ-
mental qualification, confim critical parameters, and include testing as
appropriate.

Safety-grade electrical equipment purchased as Class 1E from the CBM, or
corporate divisions associated with the CBM, is of lesser concern as this
equipment is controlled under quality assurance (QA) programs that conformThe controls imposed by these QA programs
to Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50.
are more stringent than those exercised in the manufacturing of comercialWhile the upgrading programs of CBMs, or corporate divisions
associated with the CBMs, may vary in quality, the controls exercised over thegrade equipment.

procurement and manufacturing activities provide reasonable assurance that
improperly refurbished components have not been introduced and passed throughFurthermore, the redundancy of safety systems and the
in-service use of these components provide a reasonable basis for accepting /e been procured as safety-grade from
the upgrading process.

installed replacement components tha'
the CBM, or from corporate divisions associated with the CBM.

The NRC currently believes that the concerns addressed in this bulletin do not
apply to electrical equipment (safety-grade and commercial grade) originallyThis equipment appears to have been procured during plant

The large quantities ofinstalled in plants.
construction from CBMs with full certification.electrical assemblies or components procured under bid packages during plant
construction reduce the possibility of any original plant equipment being
supplied by vendors doing refurbishing.

The NRC expects all addressees to participate in a joint industry program that
ensures that non-safety-grade molded-case CBs, which may have been installed
as replacements, installed during modifications, or are being maintained as
storedsparesandthatwerenotprocuredfromtheCBM,orwhosetorihinal

,

|

source has not been deterrnined, are suitable for their intended seevice,A joint industry report describing the program is expected withth 180 days|
I Ze

of receipt of this bulletin. _
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The NRC requested and received comments from the Nuclear Management and Resources
Council (NUMARC), the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA), andthe Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL), during the preparation of this bulletin.
These canments were considered and some were appropriately incorporated into

4this bulletin.
NEMA has commented to the NRC that determination of the critical performance
characteristics of durability and short-circuit capabilities of circuit breakers
requires destructive testing of selected breakers that are representative ofBecause a refurbished breaker may not have
breakers to be placed in service.been refurbished under controlled conditions to conform to a proven design,
destructively testing selected breakers will not infer anything about a re-UL provided specific comments on the tests in Attachment 1,

J

furbished breaker. In addition, they stated that, "it is UL's opinion that the
test program is not adequate to provide assurance that the tested, non-traceable,of this bulletin.

The NRC agrees

circuit breakers would be suitable for their intended purpose."The non-destructive testing in Attachment 1 of this
i

|

bulletin, however, is directed at ensuring that the circuit breakers willwith these comments. )

perform those functions most important to ensuring reactor safety even thoughthe tests will not verify the capability of performing certain functions that
can only be verified by destructive testing.

A supplement to this j

The NRC investigation of this issue is not complete. 1

bulletin may be issued to include other electrical equipment or a longer pro-curement review period if warranted by the results of the ongoing evaluations|
|

or the results of testing requested in this bulletin. i
,

Actions Requested:

All addressees are requested to perform the following review by March 1,1989:1.

Identify all molded-case CBs purchased prior to August 1,1988, 1

that are being maintained as stored spares for safety-gradea.
|

(Class IE) applications or commercial grade CBs that are being /
maintained as stored spares for future use in safety-grade
applications; this includes CBs purchased from a CBM or fromIf the number of these stored spare CBs is
any other source.less than 50 at a nuclear plant site, then randomly select CBs
purchesed between August 3,1983 and August 1,1988 that have
been installed in safety-grade applications as replacements or
modifications to form a minimum sample of 50 CBs.

Verify the traceability of these CBs.b.

Identify the number, manufacturer, model number, and to the extent
possible the procurement chain for all CBs that cannot b4 racedFor installed CBs, also identify each system in which

tc.

to the CBM. .

they are/were installed. ,

)
. .

.

. _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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All holders of operating licenses who identify installed CBs per item 1
above that cannot be traced to a CBM are requested to prepare,within 30

.

2.

days of the completion of item 1 above, an analysis justifying continuedoperation until items I through 5 of the actions requested in this bulletin
>

L
have been completed.

All addressees who identify 80 percent or more CBs traceable to the CBMper item 1 above are requested to test the CBs that are not traceable to~3. Any
the CBM in accordance with the test program described in Attachment 1.i

that meet the criteria of item 7 of the actions requested or that pass allinstalled CBs that fail any of these tests should be replaced with components
-

i

| If

tests in accordance with the testing program descrihed in Attachment 1.
more than 10 percent of the CBs tested fail any of the tests described in

-

Attachment 1, continue with item 4; otherwise, proceed to item 6 of the<

actions requested.

Holders of operating licenses are requested to complete this testing programbefore startup from the first refueling outage beginning after March 1, 1989.
,

Holders nf construction permits are requested to complete this testing
'

program before fuel load.:

|

All addressees who identify less than 80 percent of the CBs traceable to!

the CBM per item 1 above or who identify a failure rate of more than 10 percent for the CBs tested per item 3 above are requested to perform the
,

4.
,

following actions: ,

Identify.all molded-case CBs that have been purchased between August 1,,

1983 and August 1,1988, and installed in safety-grade applications as; a.

replacements or installed during modifications.
;

Verify the traceability of these CBs.b.

Identify the number, manufacturer, model number, system in which they4

are/were installed, and to the extent possible the procurement chainc.

f'or all those CBs that cannot be traced to the CBM.i

All addressees who identify instalied CBs that cannot be traced to the CBM
.

per item 4 above are requested to replace these CBs with components that5.
meet the criteria of item 7 of the actions requested or to test them in
accordance with the program described in Attachmet,t 1; CBs that fail any
of these tests should be replaced with components that meet the criteria;

of item 7 of the actions requested or that pass all tests in accordance i

with the test program described in Attachment 1.;

!

. .
j

s .

-

ese

)'
,

)

)

,

;.

l
-

.

:;

'
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Holders of operating licenses are requested to replace or to test at
least one-half, or all if the total number is less than 75, of theseinstalled CBs before startup from the first refueling outage beghning

The remaining breakers should be replaced ur
after March 1, 1989. tested before startup from the second refueling outage beginning afterL.

March 1, 1989.

Holders of construction permits are requested to replace or to test these
installed breakers before fuel load.
Infonnation generated while perfoming the actions requested in items 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5 above should be documented and maintained for possible NRCaudit for a period of 5 years after the completion of all requested actions.

6.

With the exception of actions taken in response to items 3 and 5 of theactions requested above, molded-case CBs installed in safety-grade appli-7.

cations af ter August 1,1988 should be:

Manufactured by and procured from a CBM under a 10 CFR 50, Appendixa.
B, program; or

Procured from a CBM or others with verifiable traceability to the
CBM, in compliance with applicable industry standards, and upgradedto safety-grade by the licensee or others using an acceptable dedi-

b.

Tests equivalent to those in Attachment I are

acceptable for a dedication process of CBs traceable to the CBM.In addition, seismic and environmental qualification requirements
cation program.

should be addressed by additional testing or analysis based on
plant-specific considerations.

Addressees that cannot meet the schedule for the actions requested aboveand/or the corresponding reporting requirements below, should justify to8.

the NRC their proposed alternative schedule.

Reporting Requirements: ,

All holders of operating licenses are required to provide a written1.
report by April 1, 1989, that:

Confirms that only molded-case CBs that meet the criteria of item 7
of the actions requested are being maintained as stored spares fora.

future use in safety-grade applications,

Sumarizes the total number, manufacturer, model number, and to the
extent possible the procurement chain of those CBs that could notb. For
be traced to the CBM in items I and 4 of the actions requested.
installed CBs. also identify each system in which they ars/wereIf item 4 of the actions requested has not_been completed
installed. --

.

-_a.---__ - _ _ _ _ , - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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by April 1,1989, due to the schedule for tests in item 3 of the
actions requested, this information should be updated within 30 days of the completion of item 4 to address those additional CBs
that could not be traced to the CBM.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the actions. requested
Confims that itemshave been completed or will be implemented as requested. 'c.

All holders of operating licenses are required to submit a report that
sumarizes available results of tests conducted in accordance with items2.
3 and 5 of the actions requested within 30 days after startup from theThese

first and second refueling outages beginning after March 1,1989. reports should include the number, manufacturer, model number, and to theFor CBs that fail
extent possible the procurement chain of CBs tested.
these test (s),(these reports should indicate the test (s) and the values of<

test parameter s) at which they failed.

All holders of construction pemits are required to provide a written3.
report by April 1, 1989, that:

Confims that only molded-case CBs that meet the criteria of item 7
of the actions requested are being maintained as stored spares fora.

future use in safety-grade applications.

Sumarizes the total number, manufacturer, model number, and to theextent possible the procurement chain of those CBs that could not beb.
For

traced to the CBM in items I and 4 of the actions requested.
installed CBs, also identify each system in which they are/wereIf item 4 of the actions requested has not been completed
by April 1,1989, due to the schedule for tests in item 3 of theinstalled.
actions requested, this information should be updated within 30
days of the completbn of item 4 to address those additional CBs
that could not be traced to the CBM.'

Confims that items 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 have been completed or willc.
be implemented before fuel load.

All holders of construction permits are required to submit a report thatsummarizes the results of tests conducted in accordance with items 3 and 54. The report should
of the actions requested within 30 days after fuel load.
include the number, manufacturer, and model number of all breakers tested.
For CBs that fail these test (s), the report should indicate the test (s)
and the values of test parameter (s) at which they failed.

The written reports required above shall be addressed to the U. S. NuclearDocument Control Desk, Washington..D.(. 20555,
Regulatory Conmission, ATTN:

.

under oath or affirmation under the provisions of Section 182a, Atomic EnergyIn addition, a copy shall be submitted to the
Act of 1954, as amended. ]
appropriate Regional Administrator.
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This request is covered by Office of Management and Budget Clearance NumberThe estimated burden hour is 1000
3150-0011 which expires December 31, 1989. i
to 10,000 man-hours per plant response, including assessment of these requ re-!

ments, searching data sources, testing, and analyzing the data, and preparing|
Connents on the accuracy of this estimate and suggestionsd t

to reduce the burden may be directed to the Office of Management and Bu ge .the required reports.

Room 3208, New Executive Office Building, Washington, D.C., 20503, and to the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Records and Reports Management Branch, Office
of Administration and Resource Management Washington, D.C., 20555.4 '

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact one of thetechnical contacts listed below or the Regional Administrator of the appropr a e
,

it

NRC regional office.

MffI'

Charles E. Rossi, Director
Division of Operatonal Events Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

i Paul Gill, NRR
Technical Contacts:

(301)492-0811<

!

Jaime Guillen, NRR
! (301) 492-1170

Attachments:Test Program for Holded Case Circuit Breakers2.
Definition of Terms2. List of Recently Issued NRC Bulletins3.'

:

,

d

4
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NRC8 88-xx
November xx, 1988' '

f% rugp
TEST PROGRAM FOR MOLDED-CASE CIRCUIT BREAXERSg |.

a

Test Program Objectives1.0
The objective of this proposed test program is to verify the reli-
ability and capabilities of molded-case circuit breakers (CBs).

For the safety of personnel and others involved with the activitiesrelated to these proposed tests, appropriate safety practices, such
as ANSI /NFPA 70E, " Electrical Safety Requirements for Employee
Workplaces," Part II, should be followed.

These proposed tests have been based on tests described in industry
standards, such as NEMA AB-1, " Molded-Case Circuit Breakers," NEMAAB-2, " Procedures for Field Inspection and Performance Verification
of Molded-Case Circuit Breakers Used in Consnercial and Industrial
Applications," UL 489 " Molded Case Circuit Breakers and CircuitBreaker Enclosures," and NETA STD ATS-1987, " National Electrical
Testing Association Acceptance Testing Specifications."

Test Procedures for CBs_2.0
CBs

The following tests should be performed in the sequence listed.
failing any of these tests should be considered unacceptable for
safety-grade applications.'

2.1 Mechanical Test

The Ce should be operated, reset, and closed a minimum of five times, to
ensure that the latching surfaces are free of any binding.

Individual Pole Resistance or M1111 volt Drop Test2.2
(Ref. NET A STD ATS-1987 & NEMA AB-2)
The contact resistance of each pole of the CB should be measured at

Three readings of each pole should be taken
J

ambient temperature. The average
with the CB operated without load between each reading.
of three readings for each pole should be calculated and compared
with the manufacturer's contact resistance data or with those valuesAlso, the average value

of similar CBs from the same manufacturer.for each pole should be compared with the average of the other poles
and the difference between the pole values should not exceed 50
percent of the lowest value; or
A millivolt drop test may be performed by applying a dirtet current
across the closed CB contacts and measuring the voltage drop due toThe millivolt drop test should be perfonned
the contact resistance.Directcurrentshouldbeapplie{acrosseachat room temperature. .-

er

3-m , , - .,.c w -e-,
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.

pole and the millivolt drop and test current recorded for each pole.
Three readings of each pole should be taken with the CB operated with-The average of the three readings for

out load between each reading.each pole should be calculated and compared with the manufacturer's
value for acceptance of the breaker.

Rated Current Hold-In Test (Ref. NEMA AB-1 & UL 4B91
.

'

2.3

This test should be conducted at 100% rated current and at anambient air temperature of 25'C 13'C, and followed by a test at
135% rated current and at an ambient temperature of 25'C 13*C.

Equal 100% rated currents should be applied to all poles of the CB.
The CB must not trip within I hour for CBs rated 50 amperes or belowAt

or within 2 hours for CBs rated over 50 amperes during this test.the end of the 100% rated current test, the current should be increased
to 135% and the CB should trip within 1 hour for CBs rated 50 amperes
or below or within 2 hours for CBs rated over 50 amperes.

Overload Test (Ref. NEMA AB-1 & UL 489)_2.4
This test consists of one operating cycle (i.e., closing action
followed by an opening action) of the CB at 600% rated current.There should be no

This test may be conducted at low voltage. electrical or mechanical breakdown of the CB during this test.
Instantaneous Trip Test (Ref. NEMA AB-1 & UL 4891

2.5

Fixed Instantaneous Setting CBs_2.5.1
Each pole of the CB should be tested for pickup of the instantaneous

Each pole must be between 75% and 125% of the instantaneousThe trip time should not exceed 0.1 seconds (6 cycles).unit.
trip rating.
Adjustable Instantaneous Setting CB_s2.5.2
This test is the same as that in Section 2.5.1 except that each pole
must be tested at the lowest and highest settings.

The trip value for the lowest setting should be between 75% and 125%of the lowest setting, and the highest setting should be between 80%'

and 120% of the highest setting.

Short-Time Trip Setting Test2.5.3
This test is applicable only if the CB is equipped with the short-

This test should be conducted at an ambient airThe operation of the short-time delaytime delay trip.
temperature of 25'C * 3*C.
unit should be within 90% and 125% of the overcurrent. setting of.

the CB as shown on the nenufacturer's time-current curver'.
--
"

4
_
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Time Delay Overcurrent Trip (Ref. NEMA AB-21
2.6

This test should be conducted at an ambient air temperature of~

25'C * 3*C.

A current of 300% (at low voltage) of the marked rating t.houldThe trip time for each pole
be applied to each pole of the CB.
should be compared with the tirne shown in the CB manufacturer'sIf the test trip times obtained for each poleq

are not within the time band shown on the CB manufacturer's time-
time-current curves.
current curves, then the test trip must not exceed the time specified
in Table 1 and the acceptance of the CBs must be evaluated with the
criteria listed below:'

TABLE 1_

val.UES FOR OVERCURRENT TRIP TEST
(AT 300% OF RATED CONTINUOUS CURRENT OF CIRCUIT BREAKER)

4

' (REF. NEMA AB-21

1

Range of Rated Maximum TrippingBreaker Continuous Current Time In SecondsVoltage Amperes
Volts

50
15-45 70240 50-100

240
70

15-45 125600 50-100
600

200
110-225 300240 250-400

240
250,

110-225 300
|600 250-400 350>

600 450-600 500 |
600 700-1200 600 j
600 1400-2500 650 ;600 3000-5000
600 fi If the~ minimum tripping times are lower '

Minimum Tripping Time;
than indicated by the manufacturer's time-current curves for the
CB under test, the CB should be retested after it has been cooledIf the values obtained are still lower after retest, the

;

|

coordination with upstream and downstream CB should be evaluated.to 25't..

j

If no problem with coordination is indicated, then the CB is ac- i*'-

ceptable. --

.

1

I
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Maximum Tripping Time:_ Ifthetrippingtimeexceedsthemaximum
tripping time shown on the manufacturer s time-current curves but
is below the time shown in Table 1. check the CB time against the

protection requirements of the circuit (such as cable, penetration,etc.) to ensure that the CB provides the protection, as well as theIf the CB provides

coordination with upstream and downstream CBs.thenecessaryprotectionandcoordination,thentheCB14 acceptable.
_ If the tripping time of the CB exceeds the

Maximum Allowable Time: trip time shown'in Table 1. the breaker is unacceptable for Class 1E
applications.

Dielectric Tests (Ref. NEMA AB-1 & UL-48912.7
The dielectric test should be conducted at an ac test voltage of 1760
volts (80%x[2xratedvoltage+1000 volts]),orat2500voltsdeThe dielectric test should be conducted for
for 1 minute withstand.(1) line to load terminals with CB open (2) line to line terminals
with CB closed, and (3) pole to ground with CB open, and (4) pole to
ground with CB closed.

*
.

1

1*

|.

t

.
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Attachment 2
.

NRC8 88-xx'
' ' *

November xx.1988

' DEFINITION OF TERMS _:

J

.

CIRC 01T BREAXER MANUFACTURER (CBM1 k
The manufacturing facility that actually produced the circuit brea er being.

purchased.

VERIFIABLE TRACEABILITY

Documented evidence such as a certificate of compliance that establishesIf the certificate of
traceability of purchased equipment to the CBM.

compliance is provided by any party other than the CBM, the validity ofsuch certificate must be verified by the licensee or permit holder through
:
| .

1
;

an audit or other appropriate means.

DEDICATION PROCESS
'

3

The process by which commercial grade (non-Class 1E) equipment is upgraded
to safety-grade (Class IE) and is thereby considered qualified for use inThe dedication process must include:;

nuclear safety-related applications.

A technical evaluation to detenmine the characteristics criticalto fulfilling the safety function (s).a.

An acceptance process to ensure that those critical characteristicsb.
are met.

i

|

.I

f

|

!
,

! ,:
i .

I ?
.-

|

| !
,
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UNITED STATES
l

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

WASHINGTON D.C. 205S5

AUGUST XX, 1988 .

NONCONTORMING ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT,
NRC BULLETlh BS-XX: COMPONENTS AND DEVICES

ADDRESSEES _:
-

All holcers of operating licenses or construction permits for nuclear power

reactors.

PURPOSE:

The purpose of this bulletin is to request that addressees take actions to assure(MCs) comply

that installed molded case circuit breakers (CBs) and motor controllers(UL), National
with plant design requirements such as IEEE, Underwriters Laboratory
ElectricalManufacturersAssociation(NEMA)ororiginalmanufacturer'sspecifications.
The scope of requested actions are limited to molded case CBs and MCs, procuredf bished.
as replacements for original plant equipment, that have or any have been re ur

DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUMST ANCES:
i

_

NRC Information Notice No. 88 46 " Licensee Report of refective Refurbish d Circuit21, 1988, discussed
Breakers," dated July 8,1986 and its supplement 1, dated July l
a report by Pacific Gas and Electric which indicated that the Diablo Canyon Nuc ear
Power Plant had been supplied 30 CBs by Anti-Theft Systems, Inc. through a local

These CBs (Square D molded case, type KHL 36125), were
electrical distributor.
intended for use in nono:.Dsty-related applications at the Diablo Canyon nuclear

Square D company reported that the inspection and testing of thesepower plant.
breakers determined that the CBs were referbished Square D Company equipment.
Further, Square D reported that many of the circuit breakers tested did not comply

-

e- - - - _ - - - -
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with Square D or UL specifications for all of the electrical tests perfdrmed.
Infonnation Notice No. 88-46 also listed several California companies that were
involved in supplying possibly defective refurbished electrical equipment to
the nuclear industry.

NRC Infonnation Notice No. 88-19 '' Questionable Certification of Class IE Components"
discussed a 10 CFR Part 21 notification, submitted on April 1,

dated April 26, 1986
2986 by the Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation (WCNOC), which brought into
question the validity of Certificates of Compliance issued by Planned Maintenance

In response to this notification, the NRC
Systems, Inc. (PMS) for Class IE fuses.

Components supplied by PMS with questionable certificationstaff inspected PMS. The NRC investigation of this issue
included circuit breakers, fuses and relays.
is not complete and, if warranted, a supplement to this bulletin may be issued.

These examples indicate a potential safety concern regarding electrical equipment
The NRC is concerned that the equipment procured

supplied to nuclear power plants.
as being new and assumed to meet all applicable plant design requirements and/or
original manuf acturer's specifications may in fact not conform to these requirements
and specifications.

The actions Eequested in this bulletin are only related to molded case CB,s and
NCs due to their widespread use and applications and the potential impac#

t of their

Holded case CBs are tested and calibrated at the manufacturer's plantfailure.
in accordance with recognized industry standards (UL-489-Molded-Case Circuit
Breakers and Circuit Breaker Enclosures, ND'.A-AB1-Molded-Case Circuit Breakers).
Since molded case CBs have factory-calibrated and sealed elements, any unauthorizedility,

snodification or refurbishing of the CBs jeopardize their capabiIity and reliab
The MCs are also built in accordance withas well as the manufacturer's warranty.

similar NEMA standards and are UL listed, and any unauthorized refurb'ishing of such
Therefore, reliable operation of refurbished

equipnent compromises its integrity. due

molded case CBs and MCs installed in nuclear power plants cannot be relied upon,
to lack of assurance of unifonnity of parts, materials and workmanship used in
unauthorized refurbishing activities.

- , _
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The NRC is concerned about refurbished CBs and MCs purchased as commer;cial grade
(aon-Class IE) for later upgrading to safety grade (Class 1E) applications,
because these CBs and MCs may not meet the minimum commercial grade standards.
In order to dedicate electrical items procured as commercial grade and subse-build from
quently used in safety-related systems, the dedication process shouldd environ-
the comercial grade quality, and include proper evaluation of seismic ant s and
mental qualification, as well as confirmation of critical operating parame er

When refurbished CBs and MCs are upgraded to
functional testing as appropriate. dication
safety grade applications, the NRC is concerned that the licensee's normal de
process may not be adequate for properly evaluating the acceptability of the|

)

components.

The safety grade electrical equipment originally purchased as Class 1E is not a
concern, since this equipment is purchased and installed under quality assuranceThe controls imposed
(QA) programs w).ich conform with Appendir B of 10 CFR 50.
by these QA programs are more stringent than the controls exercised in procurementfFurther, the requirements of these QA programs are

|of cc'nmercial grade equipment. j t to
well established and known to electrical equipment suppliers and are sub ec!

f requent audits.
I

The NRC beldves that the safety concern does not extend to the electricals
b t was ;

equipment (Class IE and non-Class 1E) originally installed since this eg ipmen|ifica-
procured during plant construction from original manufacturers with full certf

Moreover, this equipment was inspected and tested before the nuclear plant
The large quantities of electrical assemblies or componentstion.

-became operational.
procured under bid packages minimizes the possibility of small vendors doingJ'

refurbishing business having supplied original equipment. i

The actions requested in this bulletin apply only to molded case CBs 'and MCs pro-1 |

cured as replacements for original plant equipment as indicated in action item/A supplement
However, the NRC investigation of this issue is not complete.if warranted |below.

to the bulletin may be issued to include other electrical equipment
by the results of the ongoing evaluation.

i
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ACTIONS REQUESTED:

All addressees are requested to review their records to identify the number,
types and applications of installed (or stored spare) replacement molded

3.

case CBs and MCs, that were procured as commercial grade (non-Class IE) and
later upgraded to safety grade (Class IE), that were not procured from the

or whose procurement source has not been determined.I
original manufacturers,
Replacen+nt CBs and MCs, procured from distributors who cannot demonstrate
the equipment was procured directly from the original equipment manufacturer
without interrediate refurbishment, must be assumed to be unacceptable.

All addressees that identified installed CBs or MCs per item 1 above are2.
requested to replace these CBs or MCs with fully qu6lified components, or
provide justification for continued operations (JCO) until the suspect CBs
or MCs are replaced, to be completed not later than before startup afterlders
thesecondrefuelingoutagefromthedateofthisbulletin.(forallho)
of cps, the CB or MC replacement should be completed prior to fuel lor.d

All addressees that identified stored spare CBs or MCs per item I above
are requested to take appropriate actions to ensure that these CBs are not

3.

used for safety-related service. /

Original Manufacturers are defined as those companies thatSupply companies distributing CBs1.
manufacture the CBs.(WESCO, GE500, GRAYBAR and others) are not considered as
original manufacturers of CBs.

-

.
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Alladdresseesarerequestedtodevelopaprogramfortheinstal]edorin
storage non-safety related replacement molded case CBs and MCs, that were not

4.

procured from the original manufacturer or whose original source has not beenA

determined, to assure that they are suitable for the intended service.
joint industry program which attains this objective is encouraged.

Information generated during the completion of items 1,2,3 and 4 above5.
shall be documented and maintained for possible NRC audit.

REPORTlHG REQUIREMENTS: !

All holders of operating licenses for nuclear power reactors are required2.
within 120 days of the receipt of this bulletin to provide a written )

report that:
,

I

confirms that no molded case CBs or MCs have been procured and
upgraded as described in action item 1, or forwards the information

a.

requested in action item 1.

confirms that the CB and MC replacement actions requested !n action
'

b.
ite: 2 have been completed, or provides an appropriate schedule forkor
completion of these actions and confinns that a justification

.

continued operation has been completed and is b'etng retained for

possible NRC audit.

confirms action item 3 has been completed.~ .c.

All holders of a construction persnt for nuclear power reactors are required2.
to, within 120 days of receipt of this bulletin, provide a written report

.

.

that: -

- - - - _ _ - - - - - - - - - - _ -
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confirms that no molded case CBs or HCs have been procured and
,

upgraded as described in action item 1, or forwards the infor1 nation
a.

requested in item 1.

confirms that the CB and MC replacement action requested in actionb.
item 2 will be completed prior to fuel load,

confirms action item 3 has been completed.c.

All addressees are requested to provide a report, within 180 days of receipt
-

of this bulletin, that confires that no molded case CBs or HCs have been pro-
3.

cured for non-safety related applications as described in action item 4, or
that describes the program required under action item 4. l

The written reports required above shall be addressed to the U. S. Nuclear
Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555,

Regulatory Commission, ATTN:
under oath or af firmation under the provisions of Section 182a, Atomic Energy

In addition, a copy shall be submitted to the
Act of 1954, as amended.

appropriate Regional Administrator.

This request-is covered by Office of Management and Budget Clearance Number
The estimated average burden,4our31, 1989.

3150-0C11 which expires December
is 400 man-hours per plant response, including assessment of the new require-i
ments, searching data sources, gathering and analyzing the data, and prepar ng

Coments on the accuracy of this estimate and suggestions
the required reports. d

to reduce the burden may be directed to the Office of Management and Bu get,
Room 3208, New Executive Office Building, Washington, D.C., 20503, and to the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Records and Reports Management Branch, Office
of Administration and Resource Management, Washington, D.C., 20555

,

_

a
.

Charles E. Rossi, Director
Division of Operational Events Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

. - .
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Technical Contacts: Pa
Gill NRR (3011 492-0811 .

utilen,NRRi;301)492-1170
-

List of Recently Issued NRC Bulletins
Attachment 1:

t
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UNDERWRIT LAB 5RATORIES INC.,. '- '

383 PflNClt1N ROAD MOh! St L fLUNoti 0084f=1998

an independent, notfor profit organization testingfor public safety '.
.

.
,

October 25, 1988
,

1

Mr. Paul Gill ''

Electrical Systems Branch
Mail Stop 8020
office of Nuclear Reactor Regulations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1 White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

Dear Mr. Gill:
Subject: HRC Draft Bulletin Dated October 12, 1988*

Re: Rebuilt Circuit Breakers
Attached please find Underwriters Laboratories'

comments on the above Subject Draft Bulletin from NRC

Please feel free to call me if you have any questions,
if I can be of assistance to you in any way.of

Sincerely,

k- %. U% C%.
S. Joe Bhatia
Vice President
Governmental Affairs

SJB: sir
cc: William Brach-NRC

Alex Marion-NUMARC
Russell Bell-NUMARC

'

Jack Bono-UL
Bob Baird-NEMA

.

:

'.

.

.

,

Look For The @ Listing or Classification Mark On The Product

% nin en uw ac we w ru aus e,*= a.c an**oon. t wo t.*. w amoxa eu = nin en+rs
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UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES INC.,. ..

ut pHment gM most . sectf M6800E. 8LLINC4 08063-3006,

an independent, notfor profit organization tutingfor public safety
'
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October 25, 1988

Electrical Division Branch (SELB)Office of. Nuclear Reactor Regulation
.

U. 5. Nucir,ar Regulatory Commission
! Washing'.on, DC 20555

Attention: Mr. Paul Gill
Nuclear Regulatory Commission Draft Bulletin Dated

Molded-Case Circuit Breakerssubbet: October 12, 1988 -
4

Dear Mr. Gill:^

The performance requirements for cirenit breakers as
outlined in the UL standard for safety, Moldad-case circuit
Breakers and Circuit Breaker Enclosures -(UL489), and in UL's
Follow-Up Service Programs include extensive testing at

such fault-current level tests are
% ult-current levels,necessarily destructive and a very important part of a full
evaluation of a molded-case circuit breaker's ability to,

'

perfo m as intended.
j

The stated purpose of the bulletin UL was asked to review
is to establish a test program for the evaluation of

'

molded-case circuit breakers for which there is no verifiable
,

1 -The.
traceability to the original circuit breaker manufacturer.
goal, as we understand it, is to have a test program which will'
provide some assurance that tested, nontraceable, circuitsince allbreakers are suitable'for the intended service,

,
'

nontraceable circuit breakers which meet the performance tests
are to be returned to service, another goal.of the program is

,

|

to conduct only those tests which would not severely degrade'

the condition of the circuit breakers tested. <

since the proposed program is to be nondestructive in
*

it is UL's opinion that the test program. is not
adequate to provide assurance that the tested, nontraceable,
nature,

|

*
.

es

M. -

Look For The @ Usting or Classification Mark On The Product'
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Moldad-Ceco Circuit Cronkoro
"

Octobar'25, 1988' '
-

Pago 2
e

circuit breakers would be suitable tar the intended purpos .
Therefore, UL's comments on the proposed tests, which you
requested, should not be construed as an endorsement."

1

eeeeeee***d

.

..

GENEPAL TEST COMNENTS:
The .nethods of conducting the tests as outlined are not

Since detailed procedures are needed to promoted that
xepeatatility and insure usable test results, we recommendescribed. be made to-the
th: test methods be included or that reference
test methods contained in the source standards.

*

The test progran is identified as applicable to safetyThe, test program should be
grade (Class 1E) circuit breakers.conducted on all circuit breakers regardless of their i l or

application as the ability of a circuit breaker, commerc ad

safety grade, to sense and operate under expected c"erloaTherefore, uny nunuumpliom 2 would
conditions is imybYtant.show that the tested circuit breaker is ngt suitable for any

;

application.-

SPECIFIC TEST COMMENTS:
9

2.1 . Mechanical Test1

The described test can be used to determine that thecircuit breaker latch and unlatch mechanism is mechanically
functioning.-

:
Time-Overcurrent Trit Test

|
_2_ . 2

This series of tests is intended to demonstrate thefunctioning of the circuit breaker in accordance with its
tima-current curve.

Rated Current Hold-In Test2.2.1

At 100% rated current'in a 40 degrees C ambient, the
|

i

circuit breaker under test would not nuisance trip at max mum
:

4 ,

expected continuous currents, ;

;
'

I

l
-

j -

_

|

1
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Mold:d-Caco Circuit Becakcro
Octob3r 25, 1988,
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The alternative test at 135% rated current in a 25 degreesUL

C ambient would not be appropriate as a hold-in test. Listed circuit breakers are required to trip within the t mei

period given under the test conditions stated.

If it is desired t6 establish another point on thea separate overcurrent trip test at 1354
~

rated current in a 25 degrees C ambient would be appropriatetime-current curve,

with the maximum one-hour and two-hour trip times.

2.2.2 overload Test

The test seems to combine two features of circuit breaker
performance.

At 600% rated current in a 25 degrees C ambient, the testFor such
would check another point on the time-current curve. closing on the 600% rated currtnt would not be
a test,
necessary.

A single operation load test at 600% rated current thoughin our opinion, sufficiently demonstrate''
informative would not,
the normal load interrupting capabilities of the circuitif conducted at rated
breaker under test. The proposed test,
voltage and 600% of rated current, could cause degradation of
the circuit breaker tested.

Tige_ Delay overcurrent Trio2.2.3

This test is only suitable for evaluating additional
points on the time-current curve of the circuit breaker under
test. .

_2 . 3
Ingtantaneous Trio Test
This test is only suitable for evaluating additional

points on the time-current curve of the circuit breaker under
test.

Individual Pole Resistance TestJ.4
if performed as defined in the NEMA AB-2

standard, could give an indication of the condition of thecontacts and internal connections in each pole of the circuit
This test,

.

breaker under test.
.

.

_

_

to:rt m, sa no

rod itt
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!

' 0.5 _ Din 1,ctric Test
|

A dielectric voltage-withstand test could give an
inf.ication of the condition of the insulation system in the ;

'
.

cf.rcuit breaker under test. L
~ c

********* *
1

We hope these comments will be useful in addressing the
expressed concerns over the operating capabilities of circuit

~ ;

breakers, not traceable to the original manufacturer which areHowever, it is our opinion-
presently both in use and in stock.that tests intended to be part of an inspection and maintenance
program are not a substitute for a full test program which
fully. evaluates the interrupting capability of the involved
circuit breakers.
Very truly yours,

NY .
'

j. .

,

S. G. ROLL
Vice President &

'

chief Engineer
Electrical Division
SGR:PLR
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U.S. Nuc19t r Regulatory Commission
Of# ice of I;uclear Reactor Regulttion
Waahingicm D.C. 20555

Comments on Draft NRC Bulletin on Molded Case CircuitSubject: Breakers, Dated 10/12/88

Brian K. Grimes, Director
Division of Reactor Inspection and SafeguardsAt ;entior -

Gentlemer :

GE Nuclet
Energy has reviewed the draft Bulletin on Molded Case Circuit

Br,!akers lod is providing comments for your consideration prior to your
1siuance u a Bulletin on this tubject.

We have 1 >ur general comments for your consideration.

Fiast, a n re appropriate time frame for purchase records review by
li:ensee could be three years 1.1986,87&88). This time frame is
co1 sister t with the NRC guidance for retention of programatic
nolpermar t records (Reg. Guido 1.28 Rev. 3), is sufficient forlicensee and vendor response from currently available
commercitI records, and is the same time frame used during recent NRCsostantis

1hese records should provide a significantintestigttton activities.
po)ulati(1 for NRC assessment after utility review and feedback, lts ofFollowing evaluation of the resuin:1udint ',ome testing results.

an indusi cf wide 3 yr. review, any expansion of this time frame, asalready i Nvided for in the draft bulletin, would have a sound basis.
|

adequacy of any proposed testing orogram should be endorsed
by the it bstry organizations most knowledgeaale about these circuit
Se :ond, 11

We are aware that you are con-
breakers, i.e., NEHA, UL, and the DEHs.
sulting iith some of these organizations.

1hird, tt ! testing sequence should heed the recomendations contained in
the NEMA l tter of October 24, :988 to William Brock, NRC.,

!
testing program to verify the adequacy of circ'uit breakersI

already I L the licensee facilities should not also be applied for dedi-ture commercial purchases of circuit breakers known to have
Fejrth, 11

!

cation 01 u Industry should bet

authentic OEM design, process and material control. establish acceptable programs for dedication of such circuit
,

I

braakers e d these programs may rely on OEM design, process, and mate-
| allowed 1) '
!

Such prograns should be consistent with an overall| riti cont evis.'

('

l
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P. W. Maia iott to B. K. Grines
Paje 2
October i3 1988 t

.

These p'rograms should

egaipment iedication prograr that is NRC audited.not be lin ted to a testing sequence as identified in the draft bulletin.
Th-s attat Kd markup addresses a few specific details in the draft
bulletin,

Think yot t'or the opportunity to comment.
If you would like to discuss

this furi1 r, please call me at (408) 925 694B, or George Stramback at
(4)8) 92! 913.

> &JU
I ottP. W. p'at i

Matager, ., censing & Consulting Services

Attachmer t

,

4

4

.
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serpet,ents Ovi ut been intrtesised and passed prough the opsm'alng process.
e

Furthr, the ridandency of 46fet;t eyttees and the in. service u6e of these son.
pomtis prev de a roastntble bal'le for essepting testalled replacement seepenents
that teve bonn proevnd an ufety grida free the OEM er fees o'estper6te division,

.

associated y t's the GIM. -

The MC bellt tes est the actionii sentribed in this h11stin noti not extend to--

the electrist i etwipaatt (Cltl818 e'id een'Cltle it) erfgthelly installede et this
.

sins. This t y trennt appears to hatt been procured daring plant eenstruction from
origini mam f eturer6 with full eertificntion. The 14fle Skantities of electrical

,

asseatliet et tempoMats pratund un'!se tid packages a(nimises the possibility of
spa 11 vendert teing refurbilhing heinell having supplied original equipeent.

.

'

! The actions r:mvested in this h116 tin apply tely to tolded test C88 proevMt ,
,

Within Os 1811 five yttra from the afste of Ofs kl1stin for replacement forI

plant iguf pas n, for plant sodifitat'iens er fet atletaining at stored tp4Ms.
| as indicated 't action item I belev. Hewever, De NAC investilitin of 918

.

*

issus is est r4episte. A evpplement to the bw11stin may be istved to include
,

ether diestri 41 atvipment er o'long0e revien period for presurement if War.~

.'
rented by the tIsvite of the engeing av61Wation er the results of tasting' *.

salledforbytMahv11stin.-

'

.

-

ActionitRecuejji
.

.

All eddrisites are requested to Ptytow their M&erds of purghtlet for Os1.
lih,6.'s from the date of this bulletta to identify the tuber, types

3 e?4 applicittent of asleed tile CBs which have been ins't:11ed as esplect-
.

unt. e. nlent etus,een, #4stenen variri s.vifiut<su, .e ore ierne
-

1
.: win.inau need..ns,on.eni
* *

}
~

,

-
. .

3 .

'.. .-
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egstpunt , insu1166 duf teg sodificatinsi er are being afntained as
attred sj n'es, uat were not prtN:vNd from the trilinal manufasterats er

|

4

a ie rir ui so no ui ni >=n ist. min a u n n u.t e.y .n

uitole * r 9. intuded wvia. a seint induur, ,r.gn. .nio .iuin.
|thisobjititvaisenturaged.

*

Irforettiit. Innerated during De ceapletion of itens 1.1.3 &nd 4 above
.

5.
shall be 'kI M hted End N intaiM d fer pellible Mll tulit.

M:ided te it Cls installed after the data of tis lulletin in sofaty related5.
a;>1tcati n.s should be:'

neisture, si in4, ruer.o fran in ein user a to cn so..

Appe uix I pngrams or*

.

,r.: n 4 er in ooi er entri with verifi.ile tr e.aslit, to in..

i.

i, n iteuse. ., ie.n .oni<t.itin,seds and upgraded to Class itOpi itoting applitnis ing'gg syg Tmmeree:::e;.;.e
-apt 4. Mm r *t 92u34.5s *t*M thet ;ii:;P;;;i ^ Oai r.: ::

.

" Y Jn o estants1rmnv(renant.a1 qualification reggiresait and-4 hee'
..

i thts awid reteiro addittent.1 testing er entlysis tale plant-
,

J
specilt sentidorations.'

twnsf b e stirgsud, es ute. the C6 ic
Retettisti Aew',1erentu J hi 84. 44df44/ [,,, M laf Q

li
-

. . spf e n. .

Ai'l helse 1 ef'sperating licennet are regired by M6eth 1,' till ta provide1.'

e irritten v sport hatt.

unf ris Ost no solde8 satt Cls neve been procures er upgradesa,
45 d I;fibed in 64t:46 ilta 1, er fen &rdt.the infsysL&tiDn described

te,e 4(en ites 1.

.

i
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''

Mr. William Brach
,

*: ,'

Chief of Vendor Inspection Blon and Safeguards .
,

Division of Reactor InsNuclear Regulatory Commission 'd, ..V'

U.S. ,

Washington, D.C. 20555

1988 e

Draft Bulletin Dated October 12,
__SUR7ECT: Rebuilt Circuit BreakersRe:

Dear Mr. Brach:
NEMA would like to offer the following comments regarding

the subject draft bulletin:
GENERAL

We believe that the term " circuit breaker manufacturer"should be substituted for " original equipment manufacturer"
since the term " original equipment manufacturer" could also
apply to a panelboard, switchboard or control equipment manufacturer
who has purchased circuit breakers elsewhere.

DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUMSTANCES

NRC has limited the scope of this bulletin to only those
breakers that have been purchased as safety-grade, or purchased
as commercial product for upgrade to safety-grade, within the
last five years.

considering the possible failure modes,
We do not feel that, of course, priority

such limitations should be applied. Although, breaker that
should be given to safety-grade applications, _anycircuit breaker manufacturer
cannot be traced to the oricinalfrom service for inspection and test._ Thet

should__tle renovedmanuf acturer of the breaker in question should be contacted l

for specific recommendations.
ACTIONS REOUESTED

|

1) Tine Tabla ,

The bulletin indicates a specific time table, for' records
review, inspection, test and reporting. ~

e
l

| \

NEMA's 1988 Annual MeetingNf Pittsburgh, Pennsyivania
'

& Chilli November 1316

i
~ _ _ . _ _ . _

,
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Although we realize that such actions take time, we must
reiterate our prior statement that tests of breakers collected
from the companies in question seem to indicate that little
calibration, testing, and inspection to ensure proper reassembly
was done after the breakers were rebuilt. Many of the praakers
would not meet the original specifications for calibra, tion and l d~

performance and some experienced phase to phase faults at over oait
test levels. That would indicate that a serious hazard may ex silt
where such breakers have been applied. Therefore, each rebu
breaker should be removed from service for inspection and test. Priority should be given to safety related applications. There ore,f

we urge that such actions be taken with all possible haste.

Addressees Recuested to Provide Testinc/ Verification Procram2)
Item 3 under " Actions Requested" requests licensees to

undertake a testing program to assure the qualification of the
(or to assurance compilance with the appropriateunder reporting requirements,equipment

requirements) . Item 2 on page 7,
requests holders of construction permits to demonstrate that
rebuilt equipment is acceptable for such use.

(and, to the extent that the demonstrationRegarding Item 3of acceptability for intended use involves testing, Item 2):
An inspection and test program can give a reasonable degree

of assurance of proper operation of a molded case circuit breakerditions
only if the breaker has been manufactured under controlled con j

to conform to a proven design. This is the basis of manufacture
;

of new circuit breakers.

inspections and type-tests. Included are both non-destructiveA particular design of breaker is proven acceptable through|
|

and destructive tests (for performance characteristics such |
as endurance and short circuit capabilities).

Assurance that ongoing production breakers will continue i |

to perform as the tested breakers did is obtained by controll ng ,|

the manufacture of these breakers so they they are built thesame as the tested breakers. Additional assurance is obtained(both non-destructive and
|

|

|
;

through periodic inspection and testof representative products by both the manufacturer
,

!

and by a third-party certifying authority such as Underwritersdestructive)

Le 9Patories.
There is no assurance that a rebuilt breaker has been rebuiltunder controlled conditions to conform to a proven design, .

i

|
| l

|
.

;

|
|

4
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on the contrary, each rebuilt breaker may be a unique
combination of parts. Lubricants and sealants may be of theimproperly applied, or missingwrong type, wrong amount,
completely. Parts may be missing. Parts may be worn to nearParts may have been taken from breakers of(.end of life.several different designs or vintages. .

Non-destructive tests and external inspections of a sealed
breaker cannot detect such internal nonconformances which may
adversely affect durability and short-circuit interrupting
capability.

it is not possible
Because each rebuilt breaker can be unique,

to infer anything ~about the performance of a rebuilt breakerby destructively testing another breaker, whether that breaker
is new or rebuilt.

To summarize our comments regarding the request that a
test program be provided:

Determination of the critical performance characteristics
of durability and short-circuit capabilities of circuit1.

breakers requires destructive testing.
Such destructive testing must be performed on breakers
known to be identical to the breaker to be placed2.

,

'

in service.
The degree of similarity of rebuilt breakers to original

;

or of one rebuilt breaker to3. design requirements,
another, is unknown.
Durability and short circuit capabilities of rebuilt

4. breakers are, therefore, unknown.

Since testing alone of rebuilt breakers does not assure
that the breaker will meet all performance requirements,
references in the Information Notice to a generic testing
program to assure qualification, or to ensure compliance
with the appropriate requirements, should be eliminated.The very most that could be expected from the testing programis a negative screening
noted in the Information Notice,ef f ect which would simply provide an indication that some

'

Such a
of the breakers tested are definitely deficient.

,

program alone could not adequately assure that those breakersi
-

that passed the tests were acceptable for commercial serv ce,
much less for use in safety grade applications.

.

.

-

3
.
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evaluations by the NRC
Further, and for the same reasons,
be based on testing of the rebuilt breakers. Nor shouldol' the suitability of rebuilt circuit breakers should not
thay be based on similarity of the rebuilt breakers tooriginal equipment breakers unless they can be shown to
be identical in all respects.
Uparad_es_in Breaker Perfornance Must Be Considerfd3)

Users of rebuilt circuit breakers must also be aware that at
ze

circuit breaker interrupting ratings have been increased overa certain circuit breaker which currently
has a 480 volt interrupting rating of 50,000 amperes was originallythe years. For example,
rated at 35,000 amperes. A rebuilt breaker, of that same type,
acquired today might well be an older model with 35,000 amperes
interrupting capacity, yet be installed on an application requiring
50,000 amperes interrupting capacity. The rebuilt breaker couldl
meet all of its original design requirements, yet fail disastrous y
in service.

PROPOSED TEST PROGRAM

once again, we do not believe that the suggested test
program will assure adequate performance in all of the critical
areas addressed by UL 489 and manuf acturers test procedures.

intentional or inadvertent modification of the
inside construction details of the circuit breaker could resultin catastropic failure under short-circuit conditions but would
For example,

-

not be detected by the abbreviated program suggested. Removalof the mechanism lubrication by cleaning solvents could result
in early failure to operate, but again would not be detected
by the proposed test program. Assurance of full performancethrough testing could only be established by a complete UL 489
test program, which would be destructive in nature.

The following comments address the suggested prmtram as h
written and not its adequacy in assuring performance. The paragrap
numbers refered to are those included in the proposed procedure.

special laboratories, ,

Please note that special equipment, |

and trained personnel will be required to reliably implementeven this abbreviated test program; particularly in regard to
2

the proposed full-voltage overload test program.
Fault currents achieved during full-voltage overload

tests can approach maximum available fault current levels.CAUTION:

Such tests are normally conducted only in high-currentlaboratories by trained personnel utilizing special equipmentj
,

and safety techniques.

.

4
-

;

|
'
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2.0 - Test Procedures for Circuit Breakers

Tests must be conducted according to UL 489 with regardto procedure, wire size, set-up, equipment, etc. Experience
has shown that test programs not closely following
UL 489 and up using incorrect conductor sisgs and' '

test methods.

This paragraph states that tests should be performedin the order of the sequence listed. We suggest modifying
,

after
>

the sequence to place the overload test 2.2.2,
completion of all calibration tests and before theat full voltage,dielectric test. The overload test,
Will require a special set-up in a high voltage
laboratory. There is no point is incurring the expense
in time and dollars if the breaker will not pass
calibration tests. Also the rated current hold-in2.2.1, with its long test times, should be placed
after the time delay over-current trip, 2.2.3. Theattached copy of the test program shows the suggested
test,

test sequence.

- Rated Current Hold-In Test2.2.1

The first paragraph is in error in proposing a 135%It should be 110% rated current0rated current at 25 C,
0at 25 C.

We recommend, however, that the test described in
the first paragraph be run at 100% rated current at
25 C as recommended in NEMA AB-2.0

The second paragraph requires the test to be conducted
for one-hour for circuit breakers rated 50 amperes
or below and two hours for circuit breakers ratedover 50 amperes. We recommend that the ampere rating
be 100 amperes in both cases, in accordance with AB-2.

2.2.3 - Time Delay over-current Test
I

-

The final paragraph states thht if a circuit exceeds
the trip time shown in Table 1 it is unacceptable
for Class 1E safety-grade applications. It is our
opinion that a breaker exceeding the trip times inis unacceptable for any application.Table 1

.

O

e

5
-

,
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2.3.1 - Fixed Instantaneous Setting Breakers

2.3.2 - Adiustable Instantaneous Settina circuit Breakers
In instantaneous testing of circuit breakers, we recommend
that the maximum trip time be set at .167 seconds '

in accordance with NEMA AB 2.(10 cycles) *
.

The tolerance on instantaneous trip setting as a percent
j

I

of that shown on the manuf acturer's trip time curves |

should apply only to factory or laboratory tested |If breakers are icircuit breakers, again per AB 2.
to be tested in the field, the broader tolerancesof 140% and 70%, as listed in NEMA AB-1. should bebecause

used. This broader tolerance is necessa.fof less controlled test conditions and equipment typicallyinstantaneousused for field testing. In any case,
tests should be run by the pulse method, and not theso called run-up method. While the run-up method utilizesit relies heavily

simpler, less expensive, equipment,on the skill and experience of the operator and can
produce erratic results.

- Individual pole Resistance Test2,4

Experience has shown that measurement of the verysmall contact resistance of each pole is unreliable
and depends heavily on the precision of the instruments
used. A better approach is to check and compare
millivolt drop readings with data provided by the
manufacturer. We known of no basis for disqualifying
breakers where the differences in readings from pole
to pole exceed 50%.
We strongly suggest that the pole resistance test
be replaced by a connector temperature test. When( 2 . 2.1) is being run,
the rated current hold-in test
a temperature probe can be used to measure line andload connector temperatures. They should not exceedSuch tests would give
a 50 C rise over the ambient.a much better indicator of potential overheating than

0

either contact resistance or millivolt data.
)

2.5 _ Dielectric Tests asfor the use of 2,500 volts D.C.
We know of no basisWe recommend the A.C. test since
a dialectric test.similar or equivalent tests are run by the manufacturers
and because test equipment is much more readily available.

.

*

6
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS

Tests have indicated that serious hazard may exist
'

where rebuilt circuit breakers have been applied.1)
:

We believe.that any breaker that can not be traced
back to the original circuit breaker manufadturer2)
should be removed from service for inspectidn and
test regardless of age or application. The originali

circuit breaker manufacturer should be contacted for
specific recommendations.'

Performance of rebuilt breakers can not be assuredthrough use of a generic non-destructive test program.3)
only destructive testing would provide the necessary
assurances. The proposed test program would provide4

|- only a first-cut negative screening.
;

Even as a first-cut negative screen, the proposed
test program has some technical. errors which shouldFurther, the proposed test program involves4)

be addressed.tests which require special personnel, equipment,'

i and safety techniques.
|

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft bulletin
and stand ready to work with NRC in bringing this issue to a
speedy resolution.

If you have any questions regarding our comments, please
feel free to give me a call.1

: '

Sincerely, $ ,4

WO|

R6bert W. Baird.

Division Staff Executive

Attachment

cc: J. Bhatia, UL
P. Gill, NRC,

A. Marion, NUMARC
T. F. on Rebuilt Breakers;

5-AB Section
,

5

4
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Test Procedures for CBs_2.0
listed..

The following tests should be perforced in the order of sequenceL<

:

gg
2.1 Nechanical Test

/
The CS should be 6+i

,d, reset and closed a minimum of five times to
r

insure that the latching surfaces are free of any binding.

Time-Overcurrent Trio Test2.2

A rE Rated Current Hold-in Test

This test should be conducted at 100% rated current and at an
'

.

3'c or at 25% rated currentac:ient air temperature of 40*c :
'

,

/ffg
and at an amoient tem;erature cf 25'c : 3'c.

Ecual current should be appliec to all poles of the CB; and C3-'ac;eres or below ano
rust not trip witntn I hour for C3s rated

h}fpo
)arperes, jg

within 2 hcurs for C5s rated over
.

G Ove-ioad tes;f

This test censists of 1 operating cycle (i.e., closing action folicwedThere shall
by an opening action) of the CS at 600% rated current.
be no electrical or meenanical treakdown of the C3 during this test.

:: / W Tire Delay Ove* current Trio

This test should be ccccucted at an ambient air temperature of.

25 degrees c : 3* degrees c.
:

A-/
-

.

. _ _
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ld be applieo to

A current of 300 percent of the marked rating shouThe trip time for each pole should be com-
r's time-currenteach pole of the CB. t

pared against the time shown in the CB manufac ureIf the test tr*p times obtained for each pole are 'act w
ith-

's time-current curves ,

in the time band shown on the CB manufacturerified in tabYu 1 and
curves.

then the test trip must not exceed the time speciteria as listed below:
the acceptance of CB evaluated with the cr

TABLE 1

VALUES FOR OVERCunXENT TRIP TEETEAXER1

( AT 300t OF RATED CChiihuGUS CURREST OF CiKCUIT BR(REF. HE.A AB-2)M
~

_

Range of Rated Maximum Trip Time

Ereaker Continucus Current In Secenes
Am:eres _Voltage

_ 50Volts _
_ 15 45 70

240 50-100
70-230

15 45 15
6CO 50-100
6CO 200

110-0:5 30
240 250 400
230 050

110-I25 30
6tc 250 400 350

6CO 450-6C0 500
*

6CD 700-1000 6C0

6C: 1400-!!CO 650

6CD 3000-5000
6CC

If the minimum tripping times are lower than indi-
for the breaker uncerfininun trio timesicated by the manufacturer's time-current curvesit has been cooled te 25'C,f

tett, the breaker should be retested a ter the ccordinatien
If the values obtained are still lower after retest,ld be evaluated. If no mis-

h

with utstream and dcwnstrean breakers s ouble.
cc:rdination is indicatec, then the CS is accecta

.

O

e

9

.
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If the tripping time exceeds the e.axic:um trippingPadmum trippino time:

time shown on the manufacturer's tirne-current curves but is below the time
shown in table 1 above, check the breaker time against the protection re-
quirements of the circuit (such as cable, penetration, etc.) to ensure
that the CB provides the protection, as well as the coordinatidn with up-

If the CB provides the necessary prdtection
stream and downstream CBs.
and coordination, then the CB is acceptable.

If the tripping time of the CB exceeds the trip
Maximum allowable time:
time shown in the table 1 above, the breaker is unacceptable ,f=

lassm49-

2;pMeo v. u . 2 .

2.3 Instantanecus Trio Test

2.3.1 Fixed Instantaneous Settine CEs j yj g
b f -

,N
Each pole of the.CE shculd b Vt.ested for pickup of the instan-

he average of the three readings for each pole :nust
/r

tanecus unit.
' of the ins antaneous trip setting as shewnbe between E, an'd

The trip time should net
on the manufacturer t;me-current curvos.
exceec .C5 seconds (3 cycles).

.

2.3.2 Ad'ustatie Instantaneeus Settine css

Same as 2.3.1 except that each pcle must be tested at the lowest
. .

and highest setting. / f# '
/

The average tri Mue for the lowest setting should be betweend!
percent and h percent, and the highest setting should be between
7 percent and 20) percent of the setting value shewn on the

[(manufacturer's.me-current curves. ,

-

n
/ f# :
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_
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Short time trip settino test
2.3.3

h the short-

This test is applicable only if the CB is equipped witThis test should be conducted at an ambient air
'

|
f the short-time d'alaytime delay trip.

temperature of 25'c e 3*c. 'The operation o tting gf

unit should be within 90t and 125t of the overcurrent se
~

* :ves.

the CB as shown on the manufacturer's time-current cur;
'

IndividualPoleResistanceTest2.4
ed at;

The contact resistance of each pole of the CB should be measurThe average of 3 readings for each pole shouldi
!

ith thoseambient temperature.
be calculated and compared with the manufacturer's data or wAlso, the average reading of|

of similar CBs of the same manufacturer. difference between
each pole should be compared with each other and the
the pole readings should not exceed fifty percent.

.

12. df
rd- Dielectric Tests

.
~~

l f 1760

The dielectric test shculd be conducted at an ac test vo tage cf!

x Rated Voltage + 10C0 volts])6/M er
volts (0.8 x [ The dielectric test should be conducted for

,

1 minute withstand. i als
(1) line to load terminals with CB open, (2) line to line term nj

i h CB open and closed.
with CB closed, and (3) pole to ground w t

.
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OMB No.: 3150-0011
NRCB 88-10

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

November 22, 1988

NRC Bulletin No. 88-10: NONCONFORMING MOLDED-CASE CIRCUIT BREAXERS

Addressees:

All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for nuclear power
reactors.

Purpose:

The purpose of this bulletin is to request that addressees take actions to
provide reasonable assurance that molded-case circuit breakers (CBs), in-
cluding CBs used with motor controllers, purghased for use in safety-related

to the circuit breaker manu-applicationsw{thoutverifiabletraceability
facturer (CBM) perform their safety functions.

.

Description of Circumstances:

NRC Information Notice No. 88-46, " Licensee Report of Defective Refurbished
Circuit Breakers," dated Jul/ 8, 1988 and Supplement 1 thereto, dated July 21,
1988, discussed a report by Pacific Gas and Electric Company that indicated
that its Diablo Canyon Nuclser Power Plant was supplied 30 CBs by(Anti-Theft
Systems, Inc. through a local electrical distributor. These CBs Square D
molded-case, type KHL 36125) were intended for use in non-safety-related appli-s

cations at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. Square D Company reported
that an inspection and testing of these breakers determined that the CBs were

.

refurbished Square D Company equipment. Furthermore, Square D reported that
several of the circuit breakers tested did not comply with Square D or Under-
writers Laboratories, Inc. (UL) specifications for all of the electrical tests
performed. Information Notice No. 88-46 also listed several California com-
panies that were involved in supplying surplus refurbished and possibly
defective refurbished electrical equipment to the nuclear industry.

During recent NRC inspections, additional examples were identified that
indicate a potential safety concern regarding electrical equipment supplied
to nuclear power plants. The NRC is concerned that equipment being procured
as new and assumed to meet all applicable plant design requirements and/or

.

original manufacturer's specifications may, in fact, not conform to these
requirements and specifications.

1. Refer to Attachment 2 for Definition of Terms

8811180315
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The actions requested in this bulletin are limited to molded-case CBs. Molded-
case CBs are tested and calibrated at the manufacturer's plant in accordance
with recognized industry standards, such as UL-489, " Molded Case Circuit Breakers
and Circuit Breaker Enclosures," and National Electrical Manufacturers Associ-
ation (NEMA)-AB1, " Molded-Case Circuit Breakers." Since molded-case CBs have
factory-calibrated and sealed elements, any unauthorized modification or re-
furbishing of these CBs could jeopardize their design capability and reliability.

The NRC is concerned that the reliability and capabilities of refurbished CBs
purchased as commercial grade (non-Class 1E) for later upgrading to safety-
related (Class 1E) applications may not meet the minimum commercial grade
standards. In addition, the NRC is concerned about the reliability and capa-
bilities of comercial grade CBs upgraded to safety-related because of some
observed inadequacies in the dedication process and numerous failures found
during the testing of some of these CBs. In order to properly dedicate
electrical items procured as comercial grade for subsequent use in safety->

related applications, the dedication process should build from the commercial
grade quality, include a proper evaluation of seismic and environmental quali-
fication, confirm critical parameters, and include testing as appropriate.

Molded-case CBs purchased from the CBM or that can be traced to the CBM are
of lesser concern than other molded-case CBs because CBs from the CBM, whether
safaty-related or commercial grade, are manufactured under controlled conditions
to cr.iorm to a proven design. Safety-related CBs purchased as Class 1E from
the CBM are controlled under quality assurance (QA) programs that conform to
Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50. While upgrading programs may vary in quality,
the controls exercised by the CBM over the manufacturing activities provide
reasonable assurance that improperly refurbished components have not been in-
troduced and passed through the upgrading process. Furthermore, the redundancy
of safety systems and the in-service use of CBs provide a reasonable basis for
accepting installed replacement CBs that have been procured from the CBM or
that can be traced to the CBM.

The NRC currently believes that the concerns addressed in this bulletin do not
apply to electrical equipment (safety-related and comercial grade) originally
i stalled in plants. This equipment appears to have been procured during plant
cons"ruction from CBMs with full certification. The large quantities of
electrical assemblies or components procured under bid packages during plant
construction reduce the possibility of any original plant equipment being sup-
plied by vendors doing refurbishing.

Although the actions requested in this bulletin only apply to safety-related
molded-case CBs, the NRC intends to monitor industry programs to ensure that
other molded-case CBs, which may have been installed as replacements, installed
during modifications, or are being maintained as stored spares, are suitable
for their intended service. Addressees are encouraged to participate in a
joint program. If industry programs are either not timely or not sufficient,
additional regulatory actions will be taken, as appropriate.

-
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1

The NRC requested and received comments from the Nuclear Management and Resources
Council (NUMARC), the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA), and
the Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL), during the preparation of this bulletin.
These comments were considered and some were appropriately incorporated into1

'

this bulletin.
NEMA has comented to the NRC that determination of the critical performance
characteristics of durability and short-circuit capabilities of CBs requires
destructive testing of selected breakers that are representative of CBs to be
placed in service. Because a refurbished breaker may not have been refurbished
under controlled conditions to confonn to a proven design, destructively testing'

selected breakers will not infer anything about a refurbished CB, UL provided
specific coments on the tests in Attachment 1 of this bulletin. In addition,

they stated that, "it is 'JL's opinion that the test program is not adequate
to provide assurance that the tested, non-traceable, circuit breakers would
be suitable for their intended purpose." Although the test program described
in Attachment 1 of this bulletin does not provide complete verification of all
the performance requirements and characteristics of molded-case CBs (such as
seismicity or fault clearing capability), the NRC considers the test program
to provide a reasonable assurance of performance requirements and characteristics
most important to ensuring reactor safety. This, considered in conjunction with
(1) the limited number of nonconforming CBs that may remain installed in safety-
related systems following implementation of the actions requested by this,

bulletin, (2) the existence of redundant safety-related systems in nuclear
power reactors that are required by NRC regulations, (3) the license required
in-service testing of installed CBs performed to demonstrate the CB's functional
performance, and (4) the low frequency of occurrence of seismic evente and
severe electrical faults, provides a reasonable assurance that nuclear power
reactors can be operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the
public.

The NRC investigation of this issue is not complete. A supplement to this
bulletin may be issued to include other electrical equipment or a longer pro-
curement review period if warranted by the results of the ongoing evaluations
or the results of testing requested in this bulletin.

Act.ons Requested:

1. All addressees are requested to perform the following review by March 1,1989:

Identify all molded-case CBs purchased prior to August 1, 1988, thata.
are being maintained as stored spares for safety-related (Class 1E)
applications or comercial grade CBs that are being maintained as
stored spares for future use in safety-related applications; this
includes CBs purchased from a CBM or from any other source. If the
number of these stored spare CBs is less than 50 at a nuclear plant
site, then randomly select CBs purchased between August 1,1983 and
August 1,1988 that have been installed in safety-related applica-
tions as replacements or modifications to form a minimum sample of
50 CBs per nuclear plant site.
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b. Verify the traceability of these CBs.

Identify the number, manufacturer, model number, and to the extentc.
possible the procurement chain for all those CBs identified in (la)
that cannot be traced to the CBM. For installed CBs, also identify
each system in which they are/were installed.

2. All holders of operating licenses who identify installed CBs per item 1
above or item 4 below that cannot be traced to a CBM are requested to
prepare, within 30 days of the completion of each item, an analysis
justifying continued operation until items 1 through 5 of the actions
requested in this bulletin have been completed.

3. All addressees who identify 80 percent or more CBs traceable to the CBM
per item 1 above are requested to test the CBs that are not traceable to
the CBM in accordance with the test program described in Attachment 1.
Any installed CBs that fail any of these tests should be replaced with
CBs that meet the criteria of item 7 of the actions requested or CBs
that pass all tests in accordance with the testing program described
in Attachment 1. If more than 10 percent of the CBs tested fail any
of the tests described in Attachment 1, continue with item 4; otherwise,
proceed to item 6 of the actions requested.

Holders of operating licenses are requested to complete this testing program
before startup from the first refueling outage beginning after March 1, 1989.
Holders of construction permits are requested to complete this testing
program before fuel load.

4. All addressees who identify less than 80 percent of the CBs traceable to
the CBM per item 1 above or who identify a failure rate of more than 10
percent for the CBs tested per item 3 above are requested to perform the
following actions:

Identify all molded-case CBs that have been purchased between August 1,a.
1983 and August 1, 1988, and installed in safety-related applications
as replacements or installed during modifications.

b. Verify the traceability of these CBs.

Identify the number, manufacturer, model number, system in which theyc.
are/were installed, and to the extent possible, the procurement chain

;

for all those CBs identified in (4a) that cannot be traced to the CBM.'

5. All addressees who identify installed CBs that cannot be traced to the CBM
per item 4 above are requested to replace these CBs with components that
meet the criteria of item 7 of the actions requested or to test them in
accordance with the program described in Attachment 1; CBs that fail any
of these tests should be replaced with CBs that meet the criteria of
item 7 of the actions requested or CBs that pass all tests in accordance
with the test program described in Attachment 1.

___
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Holders of operating licenses are requested to replace or to test at
least one-half, or all if the total number is less than 75, of these
installed CBs before startup from the first refueling outage beginn'ng
after March 1, 1989. The remaining CBs should be replaced or tested
before startup from the second refueling outage beginning after
March 1, 1989.

Holders of construction permits are requested to replace or to test these
installed CBs before fuel load.

6. Information generated while performing the actions requested in items 1,'

2, 3, 4, and 5 above should be documented and maintained for a period of
5 years after the completion of all requested actions.

7. With the exception of actions taken in response to items 3 and 5 of the
actions requested above, molded-case CBs installed in safety-related ap-
plications after August 1, 1988 should be:

Manufactured by and procured from a CBM under a 10 CFR 50, Appendixa.
B, program; or

b. Procured from a CBM or others with verifiable traceability to the
CBM, in compliance with applicable industry standards, and upgraded

,

to safety-related by the licensee or others using an acceptable dedi-
cation program. The NRC encourages addressees to significantly upgrade
their dedication programs through a joint industry effort to ensure
their adequacy and consistency. The NRC will monitor these industry
initiatives and if they are not sufficient or not timely, or if prob-
lems with the dedication of comercial grade equipment for safety-
related use continue, the NRC will take appropriate regulatory actions.

8. Addressees that cannot meet the schedule for the actions requested above
and/or the corresponding reporting requirements below, should justify to
the NRC their proposed alternative schedule.

Reporting Requirements:

1. All holders of operating licenses are required to provide a written
report by April 1, 1989, that:

Confirms that only molded-case CBs that meet the criteria of item 7 1a.
of the actions requested are being maintained ~as stored spares for
future use in safety-related applications,

b. Sumarizes the total number, manufacturer, model number, and to the
extent possible the procurement chain of those CBs that could not be
traced to the CBM in items 1 and 4 of the actions requested. For
installed CBs, also identify each system in which they are/were in-
stalled. If item 4 of the actions requested has not been completed

,

4
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j
by April 1, 1989, due to the schedule for tests in item 3 of the
actions requested, this information should be updated within 30
days of the completion of item 4 to address those additional CBs
that could not be traced to the CBM.

c. Confirms that items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the actions requested
have been completed or will be implemented as requested.

2. All holders of operating license.: are required to submit a report that
sunmarizes available results of tests conducted in accordance with items
3 and 5 of the actions requested within 30 days after startup from the
first and second refueling outages beginning after March 1, 1989. For
CBs that pass these tests, the only information reauired is the number,
manufacturer, model number, and to the extent possible the procurement
chain of CBs tested (sumary report format is acceptable). For CBs that
fail these test (s), these reports should indicate the test (s) and the
values of test parameter (s) at which the failure (s) occurred, as well
as the corresponding manufacturer, model number, and to the extent possible,
the procurement chain.

3. All holders of construction permits are required to provide a written
report by April 1,1989, that;

Confirms that only molded-case CBs that meet the criteria of item 7a.
of the actions requested are being maintained as stored spares for
future use in safety-related applications.

b. Sumarizes the total number, manufacturer, model number, and to the
extent possible the procurement chain of those CBs that could not be
traced to the CBM in items 1 and 4 of the actions requested. For
installed CBs also identify each system in which they are/were
installed. If item 4 of the actions requested has not been com-
pleted by April 1, 1989, due to the schedule for tests in item 3
of the actions requested, this information should be updated within
30 days of the completion of item 4 to address those additional CBs
that could not be traced to the CBM.

Confirms that items 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 have been completed or willc.
be implemented before fuel load.

4. All holders of construction permits are required to submit a report that
sunearizes the results of tests conducted in accordance with items 3 and 5
of the actions requested within 30 days after fuel load, For CBs that pass
these tests, the only information required is the number, manufacturer,
model number, and to the extent possible, the procurement chain (sumary
report format is acceptable). For CBs that fail these test (s), the report
should indicate the test (s) and the values of test parameter (s) at which
the failure (s) occurred, as well as the corresponding manufacturer, model*

number, and to the extent possible, the procurement chain.
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The written reports required above shall be addressed to the U. S. Nuclear
Regulai.ory Connission, ATTH: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555,
under oath or affirmation under the provisions of Section 182a Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended. In addition, a copy shall be submitted to the ap-
propriate Regional Administrator. -

This request is covered by Office of Management and Budget Clearance Number
3150-0011 which expires December 31, 1989. The estimated burden hour is 1000
to 10,000 man-hours per plant response, including assessment of these require-
ments, searching data sources, testing, and analyzing the data, and preparing
the required reports. Conments on the accuracy of this estimate and suggestions
to reduce the burden may be directed to the Office of Management and Budget,
Room 3208, New Executive Office Building, Washington, D.C., 20503, and to the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Connission, Records and Reports Management Branch,
Office of Administration and Resource Management, Washington, D.C., 20555.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact one of the
technical contacts listed below or the Regional Administrator of the appropriate
NRC regio'al office.

.

h st $ kt h-:149
Charles E. Rossi, Director
Division of Operational Events Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Technical Contacts: Paul Gill, NRR
(301)492-0811

Jaime Guillen,.NRR
(301)492-1170

Attachments: ,

|
1. Test Program for Molded Case Circuit Breakers
2. Definition of Terms )
3. List of Recently Issued NRC Bulletins
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TEST PROGDAM FOR M0LDED-CASE CIRCUIT BREAKERS

; 1.0 Test Program Objectives

The objective of this proposed test program is to verify the reli-
ability and capabilities of molded-case circuit breakers (CBs).

For the safety of personnel and others involved with the activities
related to these proposed tests, appropriate safety practices, such
as ANSI /NFPA 70E, " Electrical Safety Requirements for Employee
Workplaces," Part II, should be followed.

These proposed tests have been based on tests described in industry
standards, such as NEMA AB-1, " Molded-Case Circuit Breakers," NEMA
AB-2, " Procedures for Field Inspection and Performance Verification
of Molded-Case Circuit Breakers Used in Coninercial and Industrial
Applications," UL 489 " Molded Case Circuit Breakers and Circuit ,

Breaker Enclosures," and NETA STD ATS-1987, " National Electrical
Testing Association, Acceptance Testing Specifications."

2.0 Test Procedures for CBs

The following tests should be performed in the sequence listed. CBs
failing any of these tests should be considered unacceptable for
safety-related applications.

2.1 Mechanical Test

The CB should be operated, reset, and closed a minimum of five times, to
ensure that the latching surfaces are free of any binding.

2.2 Individual Pole Resistance or Millivolt Drop Test
(Ref. NETA STD ATS-1987 & NEMA AB-2)

The contact resistance of each pole of the CB should be measured at
ambient temperature. Three readings of each pole should be taken
with the CB operated without load between each reading. The average
of three readings for each pole should be calculated and compared
with the manufacturer's contact resistance data or with those values
of similar CDs from the same manufacturer. Also, the average value
for each pole should be compared with the average of the other poles
and the difference between the pole values should not exceed 50
percent of the lowest value; er

A miilivoit drop test may be performed by applying a direct current
across the closed CB contacts and measuring the voltage drop due to
the contact resistance. The millivolt drop test should be performed
at room temperature. Direct current should be applied across each

'
_ - _ . . _ . _. _ _ _ , _ _ . - __
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pole and the millivolt drop and test current recorded for each pole.
Three readings of each pole should be taken with the CB operated with-
out load between each reading. The average of the three' readings for
each pole should be calculated and compared with the manufacturer's
value for acceptance of the breaker.

2.3 Rated Current Hold-in Test (Ref. NEMA AB-1 & UL 489)

This test should be conducted at 100% rated current and at an
ambient air temperature of 25'C 3 C, and followed by a test at
135% rated current and at an ambient temperature of 25*C 3 C.

Equal 100% rated currents should be applied to all poles of the CB.
The CB must not trip within 1 hour for CBs rated 50 ampera or below
or within 2 hours for CBs rated over 50 amperes during this test. At
the end of the 100% rated current test, the current should be increased
to 135% and the CB sho W ' rip within 1 hour for CBs rated 50 amperes
or below or within 2 hoso for CBs rated over 50 amperes.

2.4 Overload Test (Ref. NEMA AB-1 & UL 489)

This test consists of one operating cycle (i.e., closing action
followed by an opening action) of the CB at 600% rated current.
This test may be conducted at low voltage. There should be no
electrical or mechanical breakdown of the CB during this test.

2.5 Instantaneous Trip Test (Ref. NEMA A8-1 & UL 489)

2.5.1 Fixed Instantaneous Setting CBs

Each pole of the CB should be tested for pickup of the instantaneous
unit. Each pole must be between 75% and 125% of the instantaneous
trip rating. The trip time should not exceed 0.1 seconds (6 cycles).

2.5.2 Adjustable Instantaneous Setting CBs

This test is the same as that in Section 2.5.1 except that each pole
must be tested at the lowest and highest settings.

I

The trip value for the lowest setting should be between 75% and 125. :

of the lowest setting, and the highest setting should be between 80%
and 120% of the highest setting.

2.5.3 Short-Time Trip Setting Test

This test is applicable only if the CB is equipped with the short-
time delay trip. This test should be conducted at an ambient air |

temperature of 25 C 3'C. The operation of the short-time delay
unit should be within 90% and 125% of the overcurrent setting of
the CB as shown on the manufacturer's time-current curves.

|
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2.6 Time Delay Overcurrent Trip (Ref. NEMA AB-2)

This test should be conducted at an ambient air temperature of
25 C 1 3'C.

A current of 300% (at low voltage) of the marked rating should
be applied to each pole of the CB. The trip time for each pole
should be compared with the time shown in the CB manufacturer's

If the test trip times obtained for each poletime-current curves.
are not within the time band shown on the CB manufacturer's time-
current curves, then the test trip must not exceed the time specified
in Table 1 and the acceptance of the CBs must be evaluated with the
criteria listed below:

TABLE 1
VALUES FOR OVERCURRENT TRIP TEST

( AT 300% OF RATED CONTINUOUS CURRENT OF CIRCulT BREAKER)
(REF. NEMA AB-2)

Breaker Range of Rated
Voltage Continuous Current Maximum Tripping

Vol ts Amperes Time In Seconds

240 15-45 50

240 50-100 70

600 15-45 70

600 50-100 125

240 110-225 200

240 250-400 300

600 110-225 250

600 250-400 300

600 450-600 350

600 700-1200 500

600 1400-2500 600

600 3000-5000 650

Minimum Tripping Time: If the minimum tripping times are lower
than indicated by the manufacturer's time-current curves for the
CB under test, the CB should be retested after it has been cooled
to 25*C. If the values obtained are still lower after retest, the
coordination with upstream and downstream CB should be evaluated.
If no problem with coordination is indicated, then the CB is ac-
ceptable.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - _ -
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Maximum Tripping Time: If the tripping time exceeds the maximum
tripping time shown on the manufacturer's time-current curves but
is below the time shown in Table 1, check the CB time aga' inst the
protection requirements of the circuit (such as cable, penetration,
etc.) to ensure that the CB provides the protection, as well as the
coordination with upstream and downstream CBs. If the CB provides
the necessary protection and coordination, then the CB is acceptable.

Maximum Allowable Time: If the tripping time of the CB exceeds the
trip time shown in Table 1, the breaker is unacceptable for Class 1E
applications.

2.7 Dielectric Tests (Ref. NEMA AB-1 & UL-489)_

The dielectric test should be conducted at an ac test voltage of 1760
volts (80% x [2 x rated voltage + 1000 volts]), or at 2500 volts de
for 1 minute withstand. The dielectric test should be conducted for
(1) line to load terminals with CB open, (2) line to line terminals
with CB closed, and (3) pole to ground with CB open, and (4) pole to
ground with CB closed.

i
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
1
j

l
CIRCUIT BREAKER MANUFACTURER _(CBM) i

The manufacturing facility that actually produced the circuit breaker being
purchased.

VERIFIABLE TRACEABILITY ,

Documented evidence such as a certificate of compliance that establishes
traceability of purchased equipment to the CBM. If the certificate of
compliance is provided by any party other than the CBM, the validity of
such certificate must be verified by the licensee or permit holder through ;

an audit or other appropriate means.

DEDICATION PROCESS

The process by which commercial grade (non-Class 1E) equipment is upgraded
to safety-relatts Iri is 1E) and is thereby considered qualified for use in
safety-related applications. The dedication process must include: !

A technical evaluation to determine the characteristics criticala.
to fulfilling the safety function (s). ,

b. An acceptance process to ensure that those critical characteristics
'

are met.

;

j
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LIST OF RECENTLY ISSVED
NRC BULLETINS

Bulletin Date of
No. Subject Issuance Issued to

88-05, Nonconforming Materials 8/3/88 All holders of OLs
Supplement 2 Supplied by Piping Supplies, or cps for nuclear

Inc. at Folsom, New Jersey power reactors.
and West Jersey Manufacturing
Company at Williamstown,
New Jersey

88-08, Thermal Stresses in Piping 8/4/88 All holders of OLs
Supplement 2 Connected to Reactor Coolant or cps for light-

water-cooled nuclearSystems
power reactors.

88-09 Thimble Tube Thinning in 7/26/88 All holders of OLs
Westinghouse Reactors or cps for }(-designed

nuclear power reactors
that utilize bottom
mounted instrumentation.

88-08, Thermal Stresses in Piping 6/24/88 All holders of OLs
Supplement 1 Connected to Reactor Coolant or cps for light-

water-cooled nuclearSystems
power reactors.

88-08 Thermal Stresses in Piping 6/22/88 All holders of Ols
Connected to Reactor Coolant or cps for light-

water-cooled nuclearSystems
power reactors.

88-05, Nonconforming Materials 6/15/88 All holders of OLs
Supplement 1 Supplied by Piping Supplies, or cps for nuclear

Inc. at Folsom, New Jersey power reactors,
and West Jersey Manufacturing
Company at Williamstown,
New Jersey

88-07 Power Oscillations in 6/15/88 All holders of OLs
Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) or cps for BWRs.

OL = Operating License
CP = Construction Permit
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